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The past twelve months have been 
mercurial at best, with the ravages 
of  climate change  and worldwide 
economic upheaval.
Is this what the next academic year 
holds for all of us? Hopefully not, but 
time will tell.

The good news is that finally, the 
world has woken up to the subject of 
gender equality. We are well aware of 
the pervasive discrimination against 
women and girls in Indian society. 
Crimes against women have escalated. 
Parental preference for sons and the 
dowry system continue to disempower 
women.

However, policy changes on the anvil 
promise much for gender equality. 
Initiatives to train and recruit young 
women from rural areas in order 
to provide them with economic 
independence and social autonomy 

have been put in place. There are 
many similar initiatives, but attitudes 
have to change if women are to be 
considered as the equal of men in their 
homes and in society. We hope this 
happens soon.

Another significant issue that is being 
addressed is the one against sexual 
harassment and assault, otherwise 
known as the #Me Too movement. 
India has been the latest country 
to raise its voice. Many allegations 
have been levelled against prominent 
political, film, media and corporate 
personalities.

After the horrific Nirbhaya case a 
few years ago, it was heartening to 
see this issue being spoken about 
openly. However, we need to be 
judicious and careful in judging these 
accusations and ensure that only the 
guilty ones are brought to book. Men 

also have a voice to be heard 
and the innocent should not be 
condemned.

This issue of the Pinnacle Review 
discusses these issues amongst 
others, and  the previous years’ 
activities at the Pinnacle School 
are detailed for your perusal. Our 
students have excelled as always 
and our loyal Teachers continue 
to impart the same quality of 
education that has made our 
school one of the best in India. 
It has been my privilege to see 
them shine and grow in stature.

Warm regards,

Gail DeMonte

ChangeTime for
Marcus Aurelius, the Roman philosopher and Emperor compared the 
passage of time to “ a river made up of the events that happen, and a 
violent stream; for as soon as a thing has been seen, it is carried away 
and another comes in its place, and this will be carried away too.”
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When we mention education, it 
weaves a simple picture in our 
minds of a student learning and 
a teacher teaching, but education 
is beyond the classical pen-paper 
blackboard theory. Nowadays, true 
education is all about nurturing 
developing minds which grow up 
into enlightened human beings 
who achieve success yet are firmly 
grounded on earth.

Today, the role of a School is 
not only to pursue academic 
excellence but also to motivate and 
empower the students to be critical 
thinkers and productive members 
of ever-changing global society. 
Students need to be provided with 
a platform to think, express and 
exhibit their skills.

“Education is the 
passport to the 
future, for tomorrow
belongs to those who
prepare for it today.”

We, at The Pinnacle, strive 
hard to make the best possible 
efforts to inculcate strong values 
like honesty, respect, sense of 
community etc. in our students. 
We believe in giving them a set of 
wings which may carry them far 
and wide. 

To make our students self-reliant-
responsible citizens of society, our 
aim is to empower their minds so 
that they are able to differentiate 
between right and wrong. They 
are able to choose the right 
opportunities that help in building 
them up.

Our Annual School magazine is a 
mirror that reflects the events and 
activities undertaken by the school 
and marks its achievements in the 
academic year. 

My best wishes to the Editorial 
Team of the ‘Review’ which brings 
the students and teachers of various 
disciplines on a common platform 
every year to share and display their 
ideas and creative talents.

My dear students, each one of you 
has distinct qualities and abilities. 
Utilize them to achieve your goals 
and follow your dreams. Work hard 
with full dedication. Do not allow 
yourself to deviate from the path of 
truth and righteousness. 

I wish you “All the very Best” for 
your future endeavours.

Good Luck!

Jasmeet Kaur 

Principal    
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Dear Readers, 

First of all, I would like to wish 
everyone a good year ahead.

Being a proactive school, our 
endeavour has always been to keep 
the children in the limelight as well 
as to present a better version of our 
work while trying to be different. 
The Calendar and the Review are 
proof of our earnest efforts. In the 
past, we have dealt with topics like 
Delhi, Eating healthy and the previous 
periodical being Technology. 

Once again, we present the Review 
2018 with the theme, ‘Gender 
Equality’. In today’s world, men as 
well as women, are at equilibrium, at 
home and the workplace. Women are 
no longer cocooned and sheltered.

gender equality  is a human right, 

not a female fight
 They are on equal footing with 
the men -be it in the forces or the 
Corporate world. So the entire work 
front becomes a war zone where 
one plunges into the unknown and 
faces challenges, problems and tricky 
situations which have to be dealt with 
on a daily basis.

The Pinnacle attempts to keep pace 
with the changing times and so tries 
at all times to keep the children 
abreast with all the burning issues and 
current happenings.  In the process, 
we mould them into becoming more 
knowledgeable and they learn to 
voice their opinions and the Review is 
proof of this.

We have included interviews withThe 
Principal of K R Mangalam  and 

also an ex-student who is a Clinical 
psychologist. Besides these, a parent, 
another ex-student and some teachers 
have spoken their hearts out on 
Gender Equality. There are topics of 
varied interest too which I’m sure will 
lighten your mood.

These baby steps have been taken 
with the goal to bring about a change 
in the students’ attitude and thinking 
as they are the youth of today who 
can bring about a transition in the 
society as ‘Gender Equality is a 
HUMAN fight, NOT a female fight.”

I would like to extend my heartfelt 
thanks to the Editorial Team who 
have always been very supportive and 
without whose help and expertise, this 
issue would not have been possible.                                                                                                                  
Rose Ann Braganza, Editor

editorial tEAM

4
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A leader is one who knows the way, goes the way and shows the 
way. Millions saw the apple fall but it was Newton who asked the 
question ‘Why?’ 
Why do we need a School Council? The answer is just simple and 
here it is...

A House 
Mistress gets 
to work with a 
whole bunch 
of children 
who have 

been chosen after a rigorous 
series of interviews and tests. 
They are greenhorns for sure 
but the exuberance with 
which some of the student 
council members do their 
duty covers up for others 
who wear the badge and are 
hardly seen in action. It sure 
takes all sorts to make up a 
Council. 
This year many House 
Activities were held in 
subjects as well as Outdoor 

Activities. Such Inter House 
Competitions not only make 
children responsible towards 
their House but encourage 
a cohesive working spirit to 
ensure their House is on the 
top.
Inter House Competitions 
also make for a change from 
the confines of the classroom 
and brings out a camaraderie 
that is heartening to see. It 
is Activities such as these 
that are a training ground for 
the future competitions the 
children will face in the world 
outside the cocoon of school. 
Here at The Pinnacle School, 
we aim to produce leaders, 

the kind who leads for sure, 
has a vision for the future and 
the humility to take his or her 
team along with him or her 
and when the job is done, sit 
back and say,’ We did it!’
A school is recognized by its 
uniform as sported by the 
children and if a child is not 
adhering to the uniform as 
prescribed by the school, 
he or she is not paying due 
respect to his or her Alma 
Mater. 
The Council Members must at 
all times, lead by example and 
ensure that the uniform by 
him or her is neat and clean 
and more importantly correct 

and also seeing that the 
school is in complete uniform 
for the day, as set in the 
Time Table which requires no 
first or second warning. The 
wearing of the proper uniform 
leads to fewer truancies and 
is attributed to favourable 
student behavioural changes 
and a significant drop in 
school discipline issues. We 
hope all Student Council 
Members will pay special note 
to the issue just mentioned.
Thank you to the Members of 
the Council who were dutiful 
and sincere in carrying out 
their responsibilities. 

Stephanie Ellis
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Head Boy

I ’ll never forget the moment when I walked up 
to Jasmeet Ma’am and received the Head Boy’s 
badge. That was a moment I’ve always dreamt 
of and it was finally a memorable experience 
indeed. I’m very thankful to Gail Ma’am, Ray Sir, 

and a long list of teachers who guided me throughout 
my school life. Without them, I would never be the 
person I am today.

My first badge in 2014, brought about a complete 
change in me. I was no more the kid who always sat in 
one corner of the class keeping to himself. It gave me 
the courage to try new things, make new friends and so 
much more. 

This year’s council had many newcomers who were all 
excited to be part of the team. Guiding the new team 
was a bit terrifying at first but gradually, I found it 
easier. It was also an amazing learning experience. 

My school life is coming to an end and I have amazing 
memories to hold on to and cherish. I’ve had wonderful 
classmates and faculty members. 
I’m going to miss all my wonderful friends. The lessons 
learnt and the experiences gained will help me move 
forward in life. I hope other students are inspired to 
do great things too. This school has made me a better 
person and I will always be thankful for that. Au Revoir 
Pinnacle School.

Head Girl
Being the school captain and leading everyone is 
not an easy task. It involves a lot of challenges 
to be dealt with. Leadership cannot be described 
in words but experienced with responsibility and 
authority.  

Getting this post was extremely special for me. The 
constant support of my co-school captain, Rohan 
Joseph Lal, made things easier for me. We worked 
as a team and tried to perform our duties well. We 
both tried to help our fellow badge holders in every 
possible way. 

I realised that patience is the only way to keep 
going. One has to analyse the situations and 
find amicable solutions rather than overreacting. 
Compromises were made to restore peace. This 
badge really taught me so many lessons that have 
helped me and will continue to help me shoulder 
other responsibilities. 
I would like to thank our House Mistress for guiding 
us throughout and the whole Student Council for 
their cooperation. It was an honour performing all 
the duties.

 Rohan Joseph Lal

Quincy Sadh
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Being selected as the captain of the Nehru 
House was a moment of honour and joy. Our 
main aim as captains was to develop ‘team 
spirit’ among the members of the House and 
bridge the gap between the office bearers and 
the students.  

Leadership isn’t about what you have done; it’s 
about what you have helped other people to do. 
The continuous support from our prefects and 
monitors has been a major boost for the growth 
and success of the House. We tried to motivate 
our Housemates for maximum participation in 
various co-curricular activities. 

The motto of our House is “Lead by example” 
and from our point of view, it means to achieve 
something first and then motivate others to 
achieve the same. 

Priyanka Dandona (Captain)

When it comes to leadership, there are massive 
responsibilities on one’s shoulders but a leader’s role is 
to take responsibilities with a positive attitude and in a 
constructive manner. Being the captain of Tagore House, 
my aim was to keep the members of Tagore House united 
and to explore new talents. 
This year Tagore House has focused more and more on 
participation in different activities, and so the seniors and 
juniors participated in academics and sports activities 
with full ardour. With the support of our prefects and 
monitors, we were able to build a sense of unity and the 
members showcased their talents and executed them 
on various grounds. Though we didn’t succeed in all 
our tasks, we tried to give our best and learn from our 
mistakes so that we didn’t repeat them in the future.
Teamwork means, more ‘US’ and less ‘ME’ and 
keeping this in mind, all the members of Tagore House 
cooperated and faced the tough competition to achieve 
success.
In the end, I would like to thank all the badge holders 
and members of Tagore House for their support and 
cooperation and I hope that Tagore House will set an 
example for others in the future.

Mannat Singh Anand (Captain)
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The colour ‘blue’ symbolizes trust and loyalty. 
This year our motive was to increase the 
participation of our Housemates in different 
activities. 
During the year, blue flags were unfurled in 
all activities- s from dance competitions to 
sports day activities. Our House gave a tough 
competition to other Houses and stood against 
all odds. 
Dedication and hard work was the motto of 
our House. All Teresa Housemates showed 
their hidden talent and were ready to help each 
other. 
We worked as a team to achieve our goal. I 
would like to thank all the badge holders and 
wish all Housemates best of luck for the coming 
year.

This year brought a great amount of luck and 
joy for Gandhi House along with an aura of 
optimism. Working alongside this year’s Student 
Council helped us a great deal to achieve our 
goals. 

All year long, our spirits were high and we 
were ready to face challenges as a cohesive unit. 
Our goal was clear that we had to put in all our 
efforts to be the best House in 2018. After facing 
failures in the past years, we started out with a 
blank slate. We came with no fear of failure and 
wanted to achieve success. 

Sometimes we failed, at other times, we stood tall 
but our confidence was never less than 100 %. We 
stayed optimistic until the very end. We accepted 
our flaws and moved on to attain success. Our 
motive to keep the spirit of optimism alive paid 
off and we believe that from our House it will 
spread to the whole school, in the years to come.

Tushar Kalra (Captain)

Tanmay Siani (Captain)
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“Generally speaking, the most miserable people I know are 
those who are obsessed with themselves; the happiest people  
I know are those who lose themselves in the service of others... 
By and large, I have come to see that if we complain about 
life, it is because we are thinking only of ourselves.” 
    ~ Gordon B. Hinckley 

Working in an NGO is hard work but it is satisfying. It broadens 
one’s perspective. It is said that social workers are not paid in 
money, but in smiles and blessings. 

I want to see India move forward and develop. I see poverty 
everywhere and am concerned about it.  Researchers and 
economists say it will take around 25-30 years to bring everyone 
in India above the poverty line and eradicate it. It depends on us - 
we can speed up the process or slow it down.

Working for an NGO provided an opportunity to make a 
difference, support others in need and create a positive change in 
communities over the world. 

I feel one should always donate part of his earnings. Giving has 
never made anyone poor and it’s the greatest act of grace. And as 
Mother Teresa has said, ‘If you can’t feed a hundred people then 
feed just one. It doesn’t matter how small your donation is but how 
much love you put into it, is what counts.”

I want to make a difference in society and be an agent for positive 
change. I wish to join the Missionaries of Charity when I am more 
mature and capable. With the special projects SUPW in school, I 
have started really small but I’m sure that I will progress slowly. 

In Service to Humanity
Bringing Joy into the lives of people
Daan Utsav is known as the joy of giving 
week. It starts on 2nd Oct and ends on 8th 
Oct. It aims to spread joy among those who 
need help and support. This special week is 
an effort to help the unprivileged. Individuals, 
groups and institutions participate by making 
contributions and volunteering to help. Here, 
the members of the Special Projects Club go 
to the classes every day to make a collection of 
items.  

Students experience the joy of sharing by 
contributing various items which need not be 
monetary. Students contribute books, toys, 
clothes, blankets, various stationery items and 
other things to those who cannot afford them. 
The act of giving brings happiness among 
students. 
The items contributed by the students in our 
school are segregated for easier distribution.  
Students try to make an effort to bring a smile 
to other people in need.

Shreya Verma, XI

 Arushi Sharma, XB
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FrIendIcoes- makIng us 
better human beIngs

There is a saying that ‘A dog is 
man’s best friend’. They give us 
all their love and loyalty and in 
exchange just expect a bit of 
love and care. When we go to 
Friendicoes, we meet dogs and 
even small puppies suffering 
from a number of problems. 
Despite all their problems, the 
happiness on their faces when 
they play with us is priceless.

 They teach us to be happy with 
the small things in life. We’ve 
also seen a number of monkeys, 
cats and rabbits all fighting for 
their lives. Friendicoes is home 
to many abandoned animals 
and contributing something to 
make their lives better, feels 

really good. We’ve met puppies 
of about a month or two old 
that had severely fractured 
legs. Despite the fractured legs, 
they were all very playful and 
extremely happy to see us. 

When we go to Friendicoes, on 
one hand, we feel sympathetic 
for the dogs and on the other 
hand, we are filled with a 
sense of cheerfulness and 
responsibility. We go there 
with the motive of giving 
something to the animals but 
come back with innumerable 
memories and life lessons. A 
trip to Friendicoes is always 
memorable!!

dIgnIty, not despaIr. 
hope, not hopelessness.
I longingly wait for the day 
when we finally collect enough 
material to donate to some 
NGO because it means a visit! 

A picture that comes to mind 
when we hear ‘old age home’ is 
a stuffed room, charpaais and 

Saiba Kathpalia, X-B

of course-neglected, poor, old 
people with nowhere to go. 

 I was glad to see a pathology 
lab, modern machines and 
facilities, a physiotherapy unit 
plus many doctors and nurses. 
But the thing that warmed my 
heart the most, was the number 

of people present. There were 
many young people from some 
corporate company, which 
funded the old age home, 
namely, Guru Vishram Vridh 
Ashram in Aligarh, Badarpur. 
Many girls AND BOYS (boys 
in the capital because boys are 
supposed to be stereotypically 
strong and never cry) were 
teary-eyed. 

It shook me out of my belief 
that the youngsters of today 
do not care about the old. 
They actually do. Those 
youngsters were not there 
just because they had to go 
because their companies 
supported the old age home. 

They were genuinely making 
an effort at interacting with 
the oldies; painting with them 
and making them feel happy. I 
heard this girl telling a crying 
old lady who was sad because 
her kids had left her - “Hum 
bhi toh aapke bache hai.” (We 
are also your children). There 
were many more emotional 
outbursts, more so when we 
played music and danced 
because it brought back 
bitter-sweet memories for the 
old people. 

Guru Vishram Vridh Ashram

 Arushi Sharma, X-B
 Asst. Team Leader

I was surprised at myself; I 
don’t know where I found 
the guts to start dancing on 
my own in front of so many 
people. And then the absolutely 
unexpected happened - a 
lot oF old people 
started gettIng up 
and dancIng! Believe me - 
they had some moves!!!  An old 
lady was crying and beating 
her head - how could we let 
that happen?

 Harshit and Prateek danced 
in front of her and lip-synced 
to the lyrics. She was so 
bewildered it was almost 
comical. 

All in all, it was a very enriching 
experience despite the 
crumbling houses, goats and 
mosquitoes all around and our 
amazing bus driver who made 
us wait on the road for a good 
half hour without water or food. 
It brought me back to the ever-
present reality and poverty in 
India that I sometimes forget 
during my comfortable life 
provided to me by my parents 
and God. 
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Earth Saviours Foundation
On November 3rd, students of The Pinnacle School went to 
THE EARTH SAVIOURS FOUNDATION. It was founded in 
2008 by Mr Ravi Kalra. He is a well- known Karma Yogi, a 
social activist and environmentalist. The dedicated team runs 
an old age home and rescue centre. Presently, around 450 less 
privileged people are living permanently in their shelter home. 
As we enter the shelter, we see many senior citizens sitting and 
talking to each other. One of the volunteers told us that most 

of the people are abandoned senior citizens, mentally disabled, 
bedridden and people suffering from incurable diseases. All of 
them have been rescued from roads as they were homeless and 
living in miserable conditions. People living there are provided 
with accommodation, food, medical care and other day to 
day amenities. We are told that relatives of some people do 
not visit them in the ashram, they abandon them. Ravi Kalra 
visits Haridwar and performs the last rites ( asthi visarjan) of 
unclaimed and unidentified dead people. We are given a tour 
of the ashram where they introduce us to some of the people 
living there. When it was the time to leave the ashram, they gave 
us certificates and trophies along with halwa prashad and chana 
prashad. They also presented each one of us with a tulsi plant.

Some of their ongoing missions supported by the Foundation 
and Mr Kalra are:

•the old age home to look after homeless – abandoned 
senior citizens
•Rescue centre to look after people with learning 
difficulties
•“Do Not Honk” campaign to reduce noise pollution by 
educating drivers not to honk unnecessarily while driving
•Jai Nari Niketan shelter to look after deprived females
•The battle to save the environment and its habitats.

Shreya Verma, XI

BLENDING TOGETHER WITH NATURE 
IN ARAVALLI BIODIVERSITY PARK
Nature has been man’s best friend. But with the passage of 
time, man neglected nature for the sake of development. With 
spreading awareness, some people have started to conserve 
nature. So Aravalli Biodiversity Park is the place of such 
people working to conserve nature.

A nature trail was initiated by KIDS FOR TIGER. Many 
schools participated in this nature trail. 

When we reached there, we experienced the diversity and 
the richness of the Aravalli Biodiversity Park. Our guide 
explained to us how the park came into existence. He even 
said that the place was a hub for smuggling, thefts and all 
other criminal activities we can think of. 

Later, our guide led us to the medicinal conservatory where 
we learnt about different plants and their medicinal value. He 
then explained the use of the Devil Tree, which was bought 
by the Britishers.

Then we moved to the mining areas. He told us that there 
were 150 pits for mining He showed us the pieces of quartz 
spread all around and provided information on it.

Then we learnt about the poaching of animals. He told 
us about an animal known as Pangolin. He told that it is 
dangerous looking but is actually harmless.  They can spray a 
foul-smelling liquid, just as a skunk does.

Then we got to know that earlier there were 13 to 15 butterfly 
species but now there are 96 species of butterflies in 
Delhi. He 
explained 
to us the 
different 
species of 
butterflies 
and he even 
showed 
them.

Our guide 
wanted 
us to   
persuade 
people 
not to use 
animal 
goods or 
animal products so that we could save these endangered 
species. With this, our nature trail was over with a highly 
educative experience. This was a unique experience. I am 
happy to have been a part of this wonderful event.

Yashvi Bharal, VII-A
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Becoming Environmental Leaders

On August 20, 2018, 
there was a Teachers’ 
Environmental 
Leadership Workshop.
 The Chief Guest 
inaugurated the 
ceremony by offering 
water to the Tulsi plant 
in place of the normal 
tradition of lighting 
a lamp. It connected 
us to our ancient and 
pure culture of India. 
The Chief Guest was 
Mrs Neha Sinha. The 
Theme of the workshop 
was to take care of 
nature which would 
be a fitting tribute to 
Mother Nature. During 
the Audio Visual show 
and through various 
activities, they discussed 

problems faced due 
to climate change and 
the solutions that lie in 
Nature itself.

In order to help us pass 
this message on to our 
children, we, as teachers, 
need to inculcate the  
Environmental 
Studies Curriculum in 
school as an important 
aspect of education today.

This was a very 
informative session as 
they spoke about the 
conservation in the ‘real 
world’.
 We should conserve our 
Nature otherwise a day 
will come when all the 
natural resources will be 

Manavta Kaushal

exhausted.  Nature has 
been man’s best friend. 
But with the passage 
of time, man neglected 
nature for the sake of 
development. With 
spreading awareness, 
some people have started 
to conserve nature. The 
Aravalli Biodiversity Park 
is a place of such people 

working to conserve 
nature.

A nature trail was 
initiated by KIDS 
FOR TIGER. Many 
schools including ours  
participated in this 
nature trail. 
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An unmanned aerial vehicle or an 
aircraft without a human pilot aboard 
is called a drone. These unmanned 
aerial vehicles are taking over the world 
but with any technology, there are 
certain infliction points when it goes 
from being something perpetually in 
the near future to becoming a part of 
everyday life. 

This period of drone taking over the 
world and being used for everything 
from delivering medical supplies to 
smuggling drugs is referred to as the 
drone age. 

The US military ushered the drone 
age in 2001 when it began using the 
unmanned, remotely piloted technol-
ogy to target Al-Qaeda leaders in the 
wild of Afghanistan. Drones since have 
become a key part of the military’s 
arsenals. 

Drones are a cheap, versatile first step 
toward that future. According to the 
new PwC report, they’re also a solid 
cost-cutting measure. Economists seem 
to agree that robot automation poses 
real threats to human labour within the 
next few decades. Some evidence even 
suggests that today’s technology could 
feasibly replace a little less than half the 
total jobs right now. 

YOU BETTER 
WATCH OUT.
Drones can 
takeover the 
world!

  

Drones are also being 
used to re-establish 
communication system 
like in the case of 
Puerto Rico where all 
the communication 
systems were ruptured 
when hurricane Maria 
hit the island nation in 
September of 2017.
Drones are saving lives 
too. A little girl, the 
daughter of Delphine 
Hamwe, was at the 
verge of dying because 
of malaria. She was 
admitted to a faraway 
hospital where the sup-
plies weren’t as easily 
accessible because of 
its remote location, it 
was practically in the 
middle of nowhere. The 
only thing that could 
save her was blood but 
blood banks were not 
nearby and the blood 
could only be brought 

in after a long drive of 
three hours, which could 
mean the little girl’s death. 
That’s when a technician 
at the hospital lab with the 
help drones ordered blood 
and saved the little girl’s 
life. She had become the 
first person who owed her 
life to drone delivery. 
These drones are slowly 
becoming an irreplaceable 
part of our lives, where 
a future without these 
seems inevitable. Whether 
we like it or not, the sky 
is about to become far 
busier.

Ananya Arora, X-B

But as every-
thing has a good 
and a bad side, 
drones also have 
a bad side — 
they are being 
used by the bad 
guys to smuggle 
drugs, obtain 
illegal weapons 
and much more. 
ISIS militants 
attacked the 
American forces 
in Iraq with 
fleets of small 
drones carrying 
grenades and 
miniaturised 
explosives. But 
fortunately 
for them, no 
casualities were 
reported because 
they were shot 
down by the 
forces with rifles 
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he Housemaid who 
leaves an indelible 
impression
An entrepreneur is a person who sets 

up a business, taking on financial risks in the hope 
of profit. Before the 1900s, the term entrepreneur 
was reserved for men. All of the businesses 
were owned by men and even if there were any 
women who ran a business it was alongside their 
husbands. Back in the days when women ran 
businesses, it was to support their family and it 
didn’t really fit the definition of entrepreneur. It 
was in the 20th century, with the emerging idea 
of feminism, that female entrepreneur became 
a term that was widely accepted by everyone. 
These females have changed the rules for women 
in society. 

In India, Subhasini Mistry won a Padma Shri 
Award for her social work. She was born in a poor 
family and spent most of her life as a housemaid. 
When she lost her husband at the age of 24 due 
to an ailment, she promised that no one would die 
just because they are poor. She started working in 
5-6  houses earning a little more than Rs100. 

She opened a savings account and deposited in 
it, all the money she would save. She even spent 
some money on her children’s education. Later on, 
she bought a piece of land and told the villagers 
she was going to build a hospital and asked them 
to contribute money for the same. In 1993, she 
built ‘Humanity Hospital’ which treated more than 

200 patients and 
has a team of 
doctors who don’t 
charge money. Her 
eldest son became 
a doctor and 
helped in opening 
the second 
hospital in the 
Sunderbans. 

She is one of the many examples of female 
entrepreneurs. There are many women all over the 
world bringing a change through their work.

Aleena Ahmed,X-A

T
Faux Men’s Rights 
Movement on 
Whatsapp
So you believe in equal rights for men 
and women. Well, then read this.

These sexist, husband-wife jokes adorning 
the walls of Whatsapp groups represent 
a lopsided image of men and women. 
Husbands are portrayed as the victims 
while the wife is shown as the victor. This 
self-victimization of men can be rightly 
called the ‘faux men’ movement.

On the one hand, women are shown as 
tyrants who often misuse their power 
and on the other hand, they are shown as 
dumb heads who need men to save them. 
Such jokes also portray the institution of 

A philosopher husband 
said, “ Every wife is a             
‘Mistress’ of her husband...
‘Miss’ for the first year and 
‘Stress’ for the rest of her 
life...” 

Did your cringe level just 
escalate to the level of Mt. 
Everest? If not, then read this

Wife: Dear this computer 
is not working as per my 
command.
Husband: Darling it’s a 
computer, not a husband.

marriage in a bad light. They make it 
seem as if men have been forced into 
marriage and the matchmaker earned 
her bread at the cost of the freedom 
of the husband. 

These so-called jokes can make even 
a happily married couple rethink 
their relationship. All these jokes 
being circulated on WhatsApp send a 
clear message, which is, men cannot 
live in marriage. However, studies 
show that the opposite is true. Men 
cannot live without marriage while 
women cannot live in marriage. But 
I would not say that these jokes are 
not funny. They are indeed hilarious. 
They portray husbands as beings 
who are always in mortal fear of their 
wives in a time when we need special 
laws to protect women from domestic 
violence, which are often not even 
implemented properly.

‘A wife constantly nags her husband 
and spends HIS money who is obvi-
ously the sole provider of the family.’
This is a general picture of women 
painted by these jokes. But what is 
more unfortunate is that such jokes 
are forwarded by women and most 
people find them really funny. It also 
shows the social mindset, which 
accepts such humour, finds it funny 
and is not offended. 

The bottom line of these jokes some-
times reads “Share it if you found it 
funny.”
But we should also remember that 
with each joke we share, we endorse 
and legitimise sexism and misogyny.

Maryam Ahmed, XII
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Weird 
new 
holidays

With globalization at its peak, humans 
have developed in terms of technology 
and they have also been injected with 
a disease called social media. With 
billions of accounts, this disease has 
rooted itself deep inside. We never 
miss a chance to share even the most 
minuscule things and show off our so-
called lavish lives. As a result of which 
we’ve been gifted weird new holidays 
that literally make no sense in the first 
place. 
Every day when I log in to my social 
media accounts to get my daily dose of 
what’s cooking, I see posts about some 
hashtag or the other. Recently, a friend 
of mine posted a picture featuring her 
with the  #NoMakeUpDay! I mean, 
do you really need a day  not to wear 
makeup? 
The idea here clearly is to get a little bit 
of attention and some likes of course. 
Remember what happens in February? 
The whole month is flooded with posts 
about being in love and celebrating 
#KissDay, #HugDay, #BreakUpDay and 
I don’t know what not.

 You don’t need a month to 
celebrate love, do you? But where 
does this weird stuff come from? 
Thanks to Chase’s Calendar of 
Events, a reference book with over 
12,500 verified special events, 
holidays and state observances in 
the US. 
Another one from Chicago is 
Adrienne Sioux Koopersmith who 
has invented more than 1,900 
‘holidays’ in 25 years. Giving every 
day a weird name does not really 
help you. Rather, it leaves you with 
a question--- Whether any day is 
really special or not? I, as an active 
member of social media, feel that 
such weird new holidays do us no 
good. They waste our time, effort 
and money (data charges). We do 
not need a specific day to be happy. 
All we need to do is make every 
single day special at an individual 
level and stop tweeting about 
baseless celebrations. 

Anjali Dhyani, XI

‘MY LIFE, 
MY RULES’ –   
Clearly, when we talk of ‘my life my 
rules’ we mean individual freedom. 
That is, a person must be allowed 
an area in which no other outsider 
can control him. But such individual 
freedom should not come at the cost 
of others. For e.g. we cannot apply 
the concept of ‘my life my rules’ when 
listening to loud music, as it disturbs 
the neighbours. 
This famous and increasingly 
becoming popular notion is quite 
harmless when we apply it to actions 
that have the consequence for us 
and not others, like, the dress I wear, 

the music I listen to or the friends I choose. 
Many people, however, do believe that such 
sort of freedom shatters the basic ‘norms’ of 
the society and makes the society immoral. 
Like if a girl is wearing a short dress, many 
elders might consider it as immoral and 
immediately associate it with an undesirable 
and unwanted consequence of ‘my life, my 
rules’ even though the girl in question is 
harming no one in particular. Take another 
example, parents and other people may not 
like it if a child is watching violent videos. It is 
just not right, many would say, even though 
the action has consequences for the child 
only. Again the child might say’ my life, my 
rules, to the questioning adults.

‘My life my rules’ does not endanger our 
society as long as the individuals are sensible 
and they know the difference between right 
and wrong. It is a very safe concept and 
only develops society. For a girl to wear a 
short dress is not bad but for her to show 
off in an obscene manner is, for a child to 
watch violent videos isn’t bad but for him to 
act accordingly is, for a person to follow a 
particular religion is not bad but for him to be 
homophobic in the name of religion is and the 
list is more than a mile long. It all depends 
on the individuals if they know how to act, 
how to judge and prevent themselves from 
harm through their own actions then they 
can protect their individual freedom from 
those who want to destroy it. It is the core of 
our society. If an individual can’t be free on a 
personal level, if he can’t make his own rules/
choices, then we can’t be free as a society 
because after all the society is made up of 
individuals.
For some, the concept would seem utopian 
because truly we are bound by social, 
cultural, societal rules (formal or informal) to 
a great extent and people generally hesitate 
to change the already prevailing norms. For 
example, it is widely accepted informal law 
that boys can’t wear skirts. And boys prevent 
doing so but that does not and should not 
mean that if tomorrow a boy expresses a 
desire to go against the norm, we should 
boycott him or mock him because if we do 
so then we are undermining his personal 
freedom. If people are taught how to act, 
then  ‘my life, my rules’ is a beautiful concept 
that allows us as humans to explore diverse 
options and in turn, change the society.

Waliya Hasan, XI

Is this draining our 
moral values?
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It’s every kid’s fantasy to enter 
the teenage years. When 
someone turns thirteen they 
feel like they’re old enough 
to make their own decisions. 
They want privacy and a space 
of their own. Parents are given 
negligible importance and life 
revolves around social media 
and friends. Parents should 
always have a say in their kid’s 
life. A parent’s duties does not 
end with just giving birth to a 
child and paying for  luxuries. 
A parent always has the right 
to know when the kid is going 
through a problem. There is 
stuff a teenager would not 
be comfortable talking to his 
parents about, like changes in 
hormones, feelings, heartbreaks 
etc. Having their own personal 
space is fine but throwing their 
parents out of their life is wrong. 
One major issue that every 
twenty-first century parent 
is worried about is their kid’s 
studies. Education now works as 
a business. 

Parents put in money in the 
form of input and expect good 
grades as the output. Having 
a say in your kid’s life and 
forcing your expectations on 
your children is differentiated 
by a very thin line, and 

The age-old 
debate:
Parents Vs 
Teenagers

this difference has to be 
maintained throughout life. 
Both parents and teenagers 
have to give each other 
importance and some 
personal space for life to work 
out in a good way.

Saiba Kathpalia, X-B

Shhhh… 
Silence, 
please!!!
A library is a collection of 
sources of information and 
similar resources made 
accessible to a defined 
community for reference 
or borrowing. It provides 

physical or digital access to material 
and may be a physical building or 
room, or a virtual space, or both. This 
article just touches the experience of 
reading books in a physical room. 
Libraries have existed since the late 
seventeenth century. These have been 
used for reading books, working on 
assignments and many miscellaneous 
activities in silence and solace. 

These libraries have been known 
as a peaceful abode for geeks and 
nerds but they are not the only ones 
to enjoy the beautiful experience 
of libraries. Many people young 
and old, geek and non-geeks have 
been visiting these so-called rooms 
known as libraries. They just love 
the feel of a book in their hands and 
the smell of the pages of the books. 
Its more or less like an addiction to 
them. Many famous books, one of 
which being Matilda by Roald Dahl 
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   What if we  
      were all a part 
    of a virtual world 
         after all?

portray the protagonist Matilda having 
an immense love for reading books. They 
serve as a source of knowledge to her. 
She starts reading them in the library 
because of her lack of knowledge  that she 
can issue the books and take them home. 
She makes the library her second home. 
She goes there until she gets enrolled in 
a school. She loved reading books there 
and couldn’t stop doing that. Many people 
from the late 20th century have said that 
their experience of reading books in the 
libraries have been exceptional. My friend’s 
paternal grandmother, who is an educated 
lady, quoted about her experience of 
being in the library. she said, “I started 
going to the library when I was 14. The 
library served me as a place away from the 
pandemonium of the world outside and a 
peaceful place to read my favourite books. 
Once I started going there, there was no 
coming back.” 

The libraries now have been deteriorating. 
The experience of reading books in these 
libraries isn’t the same as it used to be. My 
friend visited a library for the first time in 
her life, three months ago. She told me that 
the books hadn’t been updated. They were 
the same books that were there twenty 
years before. The place was as dusty as it 
could have been. The people now prefer 
to read their own online ordered books at 
their own houses. Still, some students go to 
the library to study for their IAS, CAT and 
other competitive exams. The old buildings 
we call library are regular haunts for these 
students. The library ‘membership-free’ 
reading rooms are also regular haunts for 
senior citizens. 

Even though people have mixed feelings 
about being in a library and reading books, 
there are still a plethora of libraries in our 
country and many more are still in the 
process of being built. 

Ananya Arora, X-B

The universe as we know it may 
be a simu‘The universe as we 
know it may be asimulation 
created by programmers from 
the future’.    -Rich Terrile

After I watched the movie 
Matrix, the theory of us being 
just a part of a big simulation or 
a big game really caught hold of 
me. Is our experience real? Or 
is it a fabrication of reality that 
we have been made to believe 
in? 

Many scientists believe that we 
all may simply be a part of a 
higher designed video game or 
simulation which is created by 
a race with technology beyond 
our imagination. There is also 
a high possibility that these 
entities are controlling our 
conscience.  

But why would someone want 
to create such a thing? Well, 
there can be two reasons as I 
can think of. First, 
the developers just want to 

study the behaviours 
of their past ancestors  
(we living here on earth 
right now) or just want 
to learn the reactions 
of species here on 
earth under controlled 
conditions. Well, this 
makes sense because 
scientists here as well 
create simulations 
to study different 
organisms under 
different atmospheres 
and conditions. 

The second theory is that 
we all are just a part of 
a big game out there to 
entertain our developers. 
 
Let’s take an example. 
There are many games 
like farm ville or the car 
parking simulator crush 
to which people are 
hooked on. These games 
are similar to everyday 
life yet a lot of people 
play it. Similarly, no 
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   What if we  
      were all a part 
    of a virtual world 
         after all?

matter how dull an average person’s life 
appears to be, when its translated into a 
game, there will always be someone to 
play it. 

If for a moment we believe that we are 
characters of a big game, then there 
must be a player who is playing us. There 
can be a creature or a group of similar 
creatures playing us who have a second 
conscience. We could also very well be 
the controllers of a character, but then 
why don’t we have any memory of the life 
through which we are playing the game? 

How is it that we have the memory of 
only one reality while in actuality we are 
living 2 realities –parallel realities. Well,  
technology could be so advanced that 
it temporarily erases our memories and  
leaves us with only one memory. This 
means that when we actually go to sleep 
and dream, we are logging out. 

That’s why most of the time we can’t 
remember what we dreamt of. When we 
do remember, it usually feels as though 
we have lived a whole day in itself [ I have 
personally felt as if I was dreaming for 3-4 

days] while in reality we only slept for 7-8 hours. 
It’s  really an interesting concept, if you think 
about it. And if we are in a simulation and we 
suddenly come to know about it, there will be a 
lot of disturbance and everything will come to an 
end. 

Imagine the protagonist of GTA trying to get off 
the simulation!! The game would just come to an 
end and if it didn’t, well I am damn sure he’ll kill 
us all.

Ishan Dewan, XII
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A WortHy 
WInner gets
AcknoWleDgeD

The Nobel Peace Prize is one of the 
five Nobel Prizes established by the 
will of Alfred Nobel along with the 
prizes in chemistry, physics, medicine 
and literature. One of the two winners 
of the 2018 Nobel Peace Prize is 
Nadia Murad (full name is Nadia 
Murad Basee Taha). 

Born in 1993, Kocho, Iraq, she is an 
Iraqi Human Rights Activist who lives 
in Germany. She was kidnapped by the 
ISIS in August 2014 and sold into sex 
slavery.

 Her first attempt to escape failed and 
she was gang-raped as punishment, 
after which she decided never to 
attempt to escape again, but in 
November 2014, she saw that a door 
had been left open and she used it to 
escape. She was taken in by a Muslim 
family that wasn’t connected to the 
ISIS and helped her cross the border. 
After escaping, she began speaking 
out about human 
trafficking and sexual 
violence.

In 2015, Murad left for 
Germany as a part of 
the refugee program 
for survivors of ISIS. 

And the           
Nobel Peace 
Prize goes 
to…

Nadia Murad 
Basee Taha

In December of that year, she was asked 
to speak before the UN Security Council 
on human trafficking, an appearance 
that prompted a number of requests for 
interviews. Her testimonies threw light on 
the fact that sexual violence as a weapon 
of war is far from unique to ISIS. 

IN 2016, the UN appointed her Goodwill 
Ambassador for the Dignity of Survivors of 
Human Trafficking. She wrote a memoir on 
her capture and escape, “The Last Girl: My 
story of captivity and my fight against the 
Islamic state”. She also founded Nadia’s 
Initiative, an organization advocating 
for the rights of women and minorities 
and assisting in redeveloping minority 
communities facing a crisis.

ravjot singh gujral, X-B

Making           
cherished 
memories 
 Pictures are a way of capturing 
priceless memories. Every time we 
go out, we click pictures so that 
the valuable moments spent with 
our loved ones stay with us forever. 
This means of clicking photographs 
has revolutionized. 

The camera and telephone have 
combined and has been termed 
as the mobile phone. The mobile 
phone has won the hearts of the 
youth. Now we can click as many 
photographs as we want. 

Earlier just one picture expressed a 
thousand memories. Cameras with 
36 pictures in a roll were the prized 
possessions of the youth back then. 

After every outing, people would 
get their pictures developed and 
store them in albums. But now, 
with the mobile phone, we click 
away! 

We click pictures not to capture 
a memory but to brag about our 
luxurious lifestyle on social media. 
It’s time we value and cherish the 
small moments of life and the 
people in it!

Vanshika Choudhary, IX-A
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elson Mandela once said that 
a good head and a good 
heart make a formidable 
combination. Here, the heart 

does not refer to the pumping 
organ or the physical structure in our 
bodies but to the metaphor. 

The heart is a symbol of love. It is the 
locus of compassion, kindness, loyalty 
and passion. It is often known as the 
seat of emotions. The head, on the 
other hand, is a symbol of intellect. 
The head engages in reasoning, 
deducing, philosophizing. While the 
heart is affective and emotional, the 
head is practical and rational. That is 
why the two cannot make a formidable 
combination. 

One can either go through the way of 
the heart or the way of the head. Both 
lead to two different directions. The 
head cannot understand the way of the 
heart, it cannot love, it is insensitive. 
Similarly, the heart cannot be rational.  
It cannot understand the logic of the 
head. That is why the two have always 
been in conflict. The two have always 
been at odds. The basis of this conflict 
is the question of who will lead- the 
head or the heart. 

Hamlet’s internal dilemma of ‘To be 
or not to be’ is a paradigm of the 
conflict between the head and heart. 
Hamlet hates his uncle Claudius for 
killing his father but at the same time 
the powerful oedipal complex that 
he experiences makes him admire his 
uncle and push aside logical behaviour.

The physical structures are only a few 
inches away but the metaphor of head 
and heart are miles away. They are polar 
opposites. They are like the North and 
South pole and the compass needle, at a 
point of time, can point in only either of 
the two directions.
A good head and a good heart are like 
the two ends of the same continuum. 
They may have the same sources but 
remain two very different extremes.

Maryam Ahmed, XII

 LET’S DEBATE!

e live in a time where people 
give more importance to either 

the head or the heart i.e. they 
are either logical or sensitive. What 

they do not realize is that they need 
both, the head as well as the heart to 
succeed. No man on this planet can think 
from either of the two alone because 
what you think is what you emote and 
vice versa. I, as an individual, can’t think 
of a person highly and then express 
nasty emotions towards him. 

First of all, the reason is the foundation of 
truth. So, if we do not use reason, then the 
entire basis of our knowledge is erroneous. 
Secondly, emotions tell us about what we 
want and alert us of our realizations. If, let’s 
say, I meet someone who is very charming 
and apparently I find out that he is a violent 
and an oppressive man, my head would say 
that I should stay away from him but my heart 
would want me to stay with him. 

If you rely too much on your heart, you 
could be making dangerous and impulsive 
decisions, with harmful consequences. 
Similarly, if you rely too much on your head, 
you are nothing more than a human being, 
walking dead. 

It’s a fact that people who think only from 
the heart end up making their own lives 
miserable. 
I mean, you just can’t be like the nightingale 
who as usual, thought from the heart and 
ended up bursting her veins. You need to be 
like the cunning frog who thought and felt 
and ended up becoming the undisputed king 
of the Bingle Bog again. 

When it comes to your head, it only consists 
of knowledge. But there is a thin line of 
difference between knowledge and wisdom. 
Being knowledgeable means knowing facts 
whereas, being wise means knowing debated 
facts. 
Unlike the head, the heart is a mixture of 
emotions. Both speak differently but they 
try to guide you, of course. Emotion without 
reason is irrational and can’t be dealt with 
properly. But, reason with emotion is very 
limited. Therefore, both reason and emotion 
are needed to make truly rational decisions. 
It’s purely up to you to know how to listen to 
both and make a wise choice.

Anjali Dhyani, XI

A gOOd HEAd     
ANd A gOOd 

HEART 
N  

“ Infuse your life with action. Don’t wait for it to happen. Make it happen. Make your own future. Make 
your own hope. Make your own love. And whatever your beliefs, honour your creator, not by passively 

waiting for grace to come down from upon high, but by doing what you can to make grace happen... yourself, 
right now, right down here on Earth.”

W  
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2. Games 
Marvel’s mobile games are very 
boring and more people play it 
because it is known more than DC. 
But the truth is that DC games 
are addictive and interesting in 
comparison to Marvel.  
    
3. Movies other than Cinematic 
Universe
DC has just ruined itself in 2013 
when it made a man of steel and 
decided to compete with the 
Marvel Cinematic Universe. Before 
that, it made amazing movies 
that were other than its cinematic 
universe like Constantine, 
Watchmen, v for vendetta, THE 
DARK KNIGHT TRILOGY, and 
many others while Marvel made 
some really really bad movies like 
Daredevil.

Now that we see that DC has 
better TV shows, games, comics, 
cartoons and movies other than 
DCEU, we can easily maintain that 
DC is better than Marvel.

This is one of the most argued topics 
today. So here are some of my views.
There are millions of stupid people 
in this world who call themselves a 
fan and just criticize DC for its dark 
movies just because they have seen all 
the MCU movies and DCEU movies. 
But these so-called ‘FANS’ haven’t 
watched the T.V shows, cartoons, 
animated shows, read the comics or 
played the games of both. 
If a person would have done all of the 
above then he/she could easily say that 
DC is far better than Marvel. However, 
when it comes to movies, Marvel does 
a much better job.

Why has Marvel  
better movies?
1. Marvel makes their movies in 
such a way that anybody new would 
understand it, unlike DC whose 
movies are only for core fans. Batman 
vs Superman has been the most 
criticised movie because everyone 
slept by the interval because the 
movie was 3 hours long and very 
confusing. But I loved the movie 
because I understood every part of it 
and whenever I watch it again, I find 
something new in it.

2. Dc has long scripts which they are 
not able to convey in a 2-hour film 
which is why their T.V shows are way 
better than their movies. 
3. Dc Movies are really serious in 
comparison to Marvel’s which are 
funny and light-hearted.

Why is DC  better 
than Marvel in other 
things?

1. TV SHOWS
These T.V shows are light-hearted and 
funny. They show how much potential 
DC actually contains. They show every 
particular detail/power of the person 
whose TV show it is and it is very easy 
to understand. Even the Dark character 
Arrow has a funny TV show. People 
enjoy watching DC TV SHOWS while 
the Marvel shows are very boring, 
confusing, dark and serious. They’re 
not long enough because of the short 
scripts, the whole story can be covered 
in a 2-hour film. They have just ruined 
some characters by making a TV show.

Take your pick -
DC or Marvel? Spiderman or Superman?
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MOVIE & BOOK REVIEW

Avengers: Infinity War
 has been the highest grossing 
movie of all time. The total budget 
of the movie was $400 million ( ₹ 
27,40,60,00,000 ) while its box office 
collection was $ 2.041 i.e. 
₹ 13,98,39,11,50,00,000 . The highest 
earning actor was, of course, Robert 
Downey Jr. ( IRON MAN ). 
This movie turned many non-marvel/
non- Hollywood fans to Marvel lovers. 
They have fitted almost the whole 
MCU ( apart from the villains ) in one 
movie without making it awkward 
which is an amazing job. It broke 
records for the biggest cliffhanger 
in the century. It showed the true 
potential of many characters like 
Wanda, Tony, Mantis, Cap. , Thor, Dr 
Strange and Groot but not Hulk which 
is quite unfair, making every normal 
viewer think that he got scared from 
The Mad Titan.  
The core Marvel fans like me know 
that it isn’t true at all as in Avengers 4 
he will return as professor HULK. 

This is the 19th movie of 
the MARVEL CINEMATIC 
UNIVERSE  and the most 
unique and different one as it is 
the most shocking movie, the 
one with most deaths, more than 
one permanent death and the 
saddest.
The Russo brothers ( directors 
of A: IW ) left millions of 
fans in grief and shock, and 
in deep thoughts and almost 
brought tears to our eyes with 
spiderman’s death. But we 
should keep ourselves calm, and 
wait for Avengers 4 because we 
know that the damage done by 
his snap will be recovered by 
Captain MARVEL.
Overall this was a complete 
action-packed movie, full of 
comedy and loved by all.     
                                                                                                             
Md. Dawar, X-B

 

To Kill a 
Mockingbird
 
To Kill A Mockingbird is a novel 
by Harper Lee published in 1960.
It revolves around a single father 
and lawyer, Atticus Finch and his 
children Jem and Scout Finch. 
They live in a town in Alabama 
which is steeped in racial and 
other prejudices. Atticus Finch 
takes up a case to defend an 
innocent black man who had 
been falsely accused of raping a 
white girl. As a result of this, the 
family faces hostility from their 
friends and neighbours.

The book gets the reader thinking 
about not only how people were 

treated in the past but also 
how we treat people today. 

My favourite character is 
Atticus Finch. Atticus is a 
very idealistic and moral 
character. He stands up and 
fights for what he believes 
in. He does not follow the 
crowd. Even though his 
neighbours and friends were 
against him, he continued 
to fight for what he believed 
was right. Atticus’ character 
makes us realize that in 
order to change society, 
small changes have to be 
made. His strong sense of 
conviction makes us want to 
stand up for what we believe 
in. 

The novel tells us about how 
we are quick to judge people. 
The word ‘Mockingbird’ 
symbolises innocent people. 
Boo Radley and Tom 
Robinson were innocent but 
were unfairly judged based 
on what people thought of 
them rather than what was 
true. 

The book also tells 
us the importance of 
compassion towards 
others. It makes us 
think and ponder about 
the realities of life and 
therefore becomes a 
must read.        

Vanshika Taneja
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SHOULD
MONEY BE SPENT ON SPACE 
EXPLORATION? 

       July 20, 1969: Neil Armstrong took 
that historical step of ‘one small step for 
man, one giant leap for mankind’, and 
everything changed. This revolutionized the 
understanding of the outer world. Since that 
time, scientists have carried loads of outer 
space missions not only to the Moon but 
also to Mars.  Many people would say that 
spending all that money is a waste because 
there are other issues such as poverty that 
need to be solved. But, in my opinion, all 

these expenses are worth it. 
      It is only due to these explorations 
that technology has touched the 
sky. Most importantly, scientists can 
predict the fall of meteors, preventing 
any sort of damage. It’s only due to 
these explorations that we can watch 
our favourite TV shows all day long 
and chat with our friends non-stop. 
      Yes, poverty and climate change are 
topics of great importance. They need 
to be discussed and resolved too. But 

we cannot stop growing and 
researching, as these very researches 
lead to new ideas and solutions.
       With the actual change in 
climate, we humans have very less 
time to bring things into action. 
The pace with which we’ve spent 
all our resources, we really need an 
alternative and that is what these 
explorations will lead to.
                                                                                                                   

Cheena Taneja, XII
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Bad
The fad of the

Now stop for a minute and imagine. 
Imagine that you have the perfect figure.  Your kind of perfect.  
It can refer to Nora Fatehi’s belly in dilbar or Hritikh Roshan’s 
all-time built. Whatever is your fantasizing spree’s theme…..
Now stop. Take a turn. 

Anjali Dhyani, XI

 Change the slide once again 
Imagine being in a car, driving 
with your friends all night long, 
talking about how you have not yet 
prepared for the exam that is due 
tomorrow because you’re the master 
of procrastination. Imagine yourself 
spending the whole night with them 
and not going to bed until 3 and at 
the end just “embracing the mess you 
are”… 
Now stop for real.  Don’t skip to 
another plot. Just do one thing for the 
finale. 
Delete all the people excluding yourself 
out of these scenarios. 
And ask yourself - 
Would you really want a six pack abs 
or a zero figure if there was no one to 
compliment you? If you were to get no 
likes or comments or appreciation on 
Facebook or Instagram for it…
Would you forcefully chug another whole 
pint of liquor down your throat if there 
was no sound of cheering in the club but 
just the sound of silence while you sit 
with yourself all alone? 
And finally, ask yourself if you would 

ever brag about going to sleep at 5 in the 
morning or having insomnia if others 
didn’t think it was cool or if terms such 
as the  ‘night owl’ or ‘sleep’ are for the 
weak was not popular. 
Trust me, if you honestly introspect, 
the answer would be a no.  ln, all these 
situations you are minutely or intensely 
hurting yourself unconsciously and 
the only thing that is encouraging you 
to do so is “people will like me”. This 

is because most of the trends or 
the fads that are so popular have 
to do with “impressing “  others.  
They’re about showing off, about 
being encouraged to take the 
easier way to feel validated.
Have you ever heard a friend 
boasting about waking up on time 
for a week straight or eating a 
proper diet or doing “pranayama” 
every day?
I have n’t because it is hard.  It’s 
hard to actually clean the mess 
rather than embracing it… 
It’s hard to understand that 
validation from others would 
never help you to be more content 
until and unless you stop hurting 
your mind, your body or your 
soul to attain it. 
So if the next time you go on 
to pick up a trend that is not 
necessarily healthy for you but 
will definitely make you seem 
“cool” to the others.  Ask yourself 
just one simple question. 
How will romanticizing 
dysfunctionality help me? 
And the retaliation would be of 
one simple answer 
It won’t.
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Is it female chauvinistic?  Is it a scam?  
Is it wrongly interpreted?  Is it a media 
stunt?  It is complicated for sure. 
The #MeToo wave started in the US  and 
flared up when Harvey Weinstein was 
brought into the centre and accused by 
more than a hundred women of sexually 
harassing / molesting /  assaulting them. 
The wave arose from a platform and then 
splashed and spread all over.

Thousands of women came out and 
shared their #metoo stories all over the 
world. 
The movement entered India too and got 
intensely highlighted when Tanushree 
Dutta accused an Actor of sexually 
assaulting her a decade before.  The wave 
spread and jumped and soon became 
a mix of contradictions.  Some praised 
Tanushree for coming out and speaking 
up; for collecting the strength to stand 
up for herself. Others questioned and 
criticized. 

It’s commendable that the woman came 
forward and spoke for herself but if she 
lied, the man gets sucked in a spiral of 
integral – justification for the rest 
of his life. 
The #MeeToo movement is also 
accused of being highly ‘centralized’ 
with respect to the urban educated 
class.  This shows in the fact that it 
is a hashtag.  What about women 
who don’t have the means of 
Twitter or media?  

What about women who get 
slapped or abused or mentally 
scarred every day believing that it 
is natural because nobody spread 

a hashtag where they come from. This 
makes the movement pointless as it itself 
is regionally discriminatory? 
I don’t know. 
Others believe the # MeeToo movement 
is that it is highly misinterpreted and 
chauvinistic. There have hardly been any 
# MeeToo stories about the harassment 
and assaults that men have to face.  
Chauvinism in itself is toxic and it 
affects men too.  There was no talk about 
faux masculinity. How boys are being 
touched in the wrong way.  How they are 
compelled to suppress their emotions.  

So is this movement sexist? 
I don’t know. 
It is not black or white, it’s grey.  Ten 
different people have ten different 
opinions and all are accepted to be 
pondered upon.  Most importantly when 
you hold the courage to stand up for 
yourself,  you pass it on to others. That I 
know. This I’m sure of. 

Cheena Taneja,XII

What exactly is the hullabaloo 
about the #Me Too Movement?

“Is this a publicity 
stunt?  Because it 
seems like one.
“ Why wouldn’t you 
come up and share 
your story when it 
happened?  Why would 
you suddenly spring up 
after ten years in a fit of 
wanting to share?”, “ It 
seems like you are not 
hungry for justice but 
hungry for attention.” 
What is right and what 
is wrong?  
I don’t know. 
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Period. End of Sentence.
The sleepy, distant Hapur village woke up to the unexpected 
spotlight when a short documentary ‘Period. End of Sentence’, 
based on a group of women of this village starting a small unit 
producing sanitary pads, won the 91st Oscar for the Best Short 
Documentary. 

The 25-minute documentary is based on the sanitary 
pad-making unit based in Hathikheda in Hapur. 

Directed by a young 25-year old Iranian-American director 
Rayka Zehtabchi and co-produced by an Indian producer 
Guneet Monga (of Masaan and Lunchbox fame), the film 
documents the many challenges faced by a group of women of 
this village to produce low-cost sanitary pads. 

These low-cost bio-degradable pads were then sold under the 
brand name FLY. The documentary attempted to break the 
stigma and taboo surrounding the menstrual cycle which still 
holds women back from staying in education, going for work 
or socializing. It also highlighted the unavailability of hygienic 
sanitary pads. The movie came into being as a part of The Pad 
Project started by the students at the Oakwood School.                                         

The exhilarant young producer said in her speech after 
receiving the Oscar “I’m not crying because I’m on my 
period. I can’t believe a film about menstruation just 
won an Oscar!”

     MOVIE REVIEW

Neha Sharma
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Documentary based on Period Taboo in 
India has won an Oscar!
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What’s the 
controversy about? 

It’s common knowledge that sexual harassment has 
been the order of the day and women have mostly 
kept mum about it. It’s a very progressive step 
initiated by the women, for as we know, for so many 
years women have carried this pain and frustration in 
their minds and their hearts. Arunoday Mujumdar, 
says, “We shouldn’t judge this movement because it’s 
the first step that the women have taken to voice their 
grievances in a patriarchal society like ours. The fear 
of being judged might stifle another cry for help.”
 
Though we are all celebrating the new found voice 
that this movement has given to women, we can’t 
shut our eyes to the loopholes of this movement. 
Like many men, Anurag Singh, a teacher of Political 
science feels that it’s a little late in the day to shout 
about something that was done to women 15 maybe 
20 years ago. It seems like a sham, where women back 
then took advantage of the situation and are now 
shouting “ wolf ”. And one can’t help but wonder that 
if things were so unpleasant,why did these women 
not remove themselves from the scene there and then. 
Why hanker after success that comes at such a price? 
In fact, the fact that women give in to get where they 
want to perpetuates this trend.
 
Many of the accused have had their public careers 
ruined totally based on unconfirmed sexual 
allegations and no due process behind them at all. The 
VP of a multinational company committed suicide in 
Noida. over accusations of sexual harassment
He wrote in a suicide note: “I am going as everyone 
will look at me with that eye even if I come 
clean.”When you see such things happening don’t 

you feel a tinge of unfairness in this whole #Me 
Too business? Why do some women want to be 
anonymous when they are so openly naming the 
perpetrators? Atul Kukreja, an Economics teacher 
said, “ It’s right for women to raise their voice but the 
judiciary should actively and quickly investigate what 
really happened before the men are penalized without 
proof, for justice delayed is justice denied, for both 
the men and women.”
 
Don’t tell anyone they are wrong until you have proof. 
At least labelling men and defaming them should 
be stopped until we have enough reason to do so. 
We have to act in a balanced manner and make the 
society inclusive, not exclusive. A society where there 
are bonhomie and freedom to be for all.

                                                                      Deepti Madan
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#ME TOO
MOVEMENT

  Equal rights should be 
given to women. Who 
doesn’t support it? 
Everybody does, right? 
It’s really the talk of the 
town. Everyone seems 
to be harping on how 
women are powerful 
and its high time we 
recognized that. But does 
that mean that we have 
to forget about the other 
gender ??? Men!!!!

Picture this, a poor, 
innocent husband who one 
day gets a notice saying 
that his wife would see 
him in court because he 
physically, emotionally 
abused her while asking 
for dowry.  But the poor 
guy has no recollection of 
even touching his wife. 

Our country is evolving, 
it is changing in many 
ways. Earlier this country 
suppressed women. True. 
Now to change that, our 
country conveniently 
established so many laws 
that it is difficult to keep 
track of who is right and 
who is wrong. These laws 
while helping women have 
given them advantages that 
some women use to the 
disadvantage of men. 

What does feminism 
actually mean? Society is 
trying to establish the fact 

that women stand equal 
to men. Men have already 
accepted that. True some 
men still try to suppress 
women. But that doesn’t 
mean that all men do this.

However it’s not right 
on the part of women to 
assume power over men 
just because they have 
certain rights. I can’t help 
but feel unhappy about 
the fact that women are 
indeed beginning to use 
this to have power over us. 
For eg, a woman can hit 
a man and it’s all in good 
nature. But if a guy even 
by accident touches a girl, 
he will be surrounded by 
a crowd ready to beat 
him in seconds. Women 
first. Why? Where’s THE 
feminism now?

 Making laws to protect 
women isn’t wrong, but I 
think that the court

Is Feminism taking a wrong turn? 

 should hear both sides and 
demand proper evidence 
before they make a decision. 
The number of false rape and 
dowry cases have increased 
than the number of real rape 
and dowry cases. 

Now let’s come to social 
matters. Nowadays women 
and men both work. In some 
households, a woman does 
the job of a homemaker 
which frankly is a big job, 
but she doesn’t get money 

for this. But nobody frowns upon 
this form of a household. These are 
the only two households that we see. 
Why? Because a man cannot be a 
homemaker. Because he’s the bread 
winner. Where’s the equality now? 
don’t we have a choice? Why is it 
such a crime for a man to live off his 
wife’s money?

When a man and a wife get a 
divorce, why is the woman who 
gets an allowance? Why doesn’t the 
husband get an allowance? In the 
court it’s very obvious that the wife is 
supported. And for custody, it’s very 
obvious that the children will stay 
with their mom and the dad has to pay 
for that too?

 If we want women to stand equal to 
men, we should support them, not 
empower them to misuse their rights.      

    Sahil Dewan, X-A
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interview

Saiba: What do you think is the role of a principal in the school?

Principal: The role of a principal has changed. Earlier the 
school’s focus was primarily on academics but now it is more 
about catering to the emotional needs of children. The school is 
no longer an instrument for imparting only bookish knowledge.

Ananya: What made you take up educational work? For how 
many years have you been teaching?

Principal: When I was a little girl, I  loved to act as a teacher. 
As I grew up, I fell in love with mathematics and wanted to 
pass on this treasure of knowledge to younger people. I have 
been teaching for the past 30 years and I enjoy interacting with 
children. It’s amazing when I can make students see how studying 
can be fun. The journey from being a teacher to being a principal 
has been full of learning and I feel that I am growing with every 
passing year.

Saiba: What more would you like to add to your resume?

Principal: I want to complete my Phd. in Psychology as my 
role as a principal requires me to act as a counsellor not just for 
the students but for the teachers and parents also. I also wish to 
go back to painting landscapes one day, as I thoroughly enjoy 
painting.

Ananya: What do you think women need to do to accomplish 
their goals?

Principal: Women need to respect themselves and accept 
who they are and what they want. This alone is the mantra to get 
where they want to in life.

Saiba: Who is your inspiration?

Principal: My mother is my inspiration. She is the one who has 
forever supported me and advised me to go after my dreams.

Ananya: What is the hardest thing about your life?

Principal: There have been tough phases in life but I feel 
there was nothing that could hold me back or I couldn’t handle. 
Roadblocks are there in everyone’s life but they provide an 
opportunity  to grow.

Saiba:  What’s the best thing about your life?

Principal: My parents and my children are, without a doubt, 
the best thing to have happened to me. My world is beautiful 
because of them.

Ananya: What are you proud of doing in your life?

Principal: I feel very content and proud when I can give a              
child a reason to smile.

Saiba: As a mother of 2 sons do you feel that first, we were 
prejudiced towards boys but now we are prejudiced towards 
women. do you feel we need a more balanced approach rather 
than the extremist approach?

Principal: I completely agree with what you are saying. gender 
is being given too much importance. Every human can become 
successful, irrespective of gender. It’s the talent that matters not 
the gender. We shouldn’t allow people to stereotype jobs and let 
everyone do what they want to.

Ananya: Schools are female dominated workplaces. The 
number of female teachers is more than male teachers. do you 
think females are better teachers than males?

Principal: Again, as I already said, let’s not stereotype. Schools 
are female dominated places because of economic reasons. 
If school jobs pay better, you will see a larger number of men 
coming into teaching.

As far as the question of being better arises, I have seen both 
men and women do a fantastic job inside the classrooms.

             Interviewed By: Ananya Arora and Saiba Kathpalia

We thought it would be good to talk to  the Principal of K.R.Manglam, Mrs.Sangeeta Arora and get her views on the widely changing equations in a young Indian’s life.
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interview

Psychology is a word that fascinates 
everyone and it has found its way in our lives 
in innumerable ways. We all are intrigued 
by the way the human brain works and 
want to know more about it. However some 
of us are so passionate about it that we take 
it up as a profession, just as Hebah Siddiqui, 
an ex-student of The Pinnacle School did.

Hebah, a petite looking, soft-spoken girl has had the daring 
to venture into clinical psychology. Ask her why and she 
quips, “She finds it exciting”, for she feels that psychology 
can help build people, make people stronger and hence 
strengthens their immune system. Clinical psychology she 
adds is more than “ treating people with disorders”.

Clinical psychology is a branch of psychology that deals 
with the treatment of mental illness and behavioural 
problems. Hence it can be quite damaging to the doctors 
themselves. While training as doctors, they are taught 
how to distance themselves from their patients. They are 
supposed to bear in mind all the time that they are dealing 
with a client as sometimes patients fall in love with the 
doctors and vice versa, which isn’t healthy at all. As an 
intern, she has observed how doctors become mechanical 
and immune over the years.

Growing up in a society driven by men, she feels she has 
it easy as she has a very “chilled” mother who supports 
her in all she wants and doesn’t pressurize her at all. Also, 
she feels that the time she spent in the school has added 
to how she interacts with people and her attitude towards 
life. She goes out of her way to know everyone around her 
and loves working for 
kids and old people.

Currently working 
with NGOs like CRY, 
Hebah confesses that 
she feels disturbed 
to see such small 
children suffer and 
wants to do her bit 
for the community 
and spread as much 
happiness she can. 

Eventually, this young 
and enterprising lady 
wants to get into 
neuropsychology and delve into the functioning of the 
human mind and find out how the brain affects different 
parts of the body.  
                                                                                                 

Deepti Madan
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Risking death, one man is swimming the woRld’s 
coldest oceans to tRy and save them fRom humanity.

t’s high time the world sat up and took notice of one 
of the most intrepid and courageous environmentalists 
of our age.  Endurance Swimmer and Ocean Advocate, 
Lewis Pugh, has taken it on himself to keep the oceans 
clean and pollution free. 
He does this by swimming the world’s most deadly cold 
oceans and water bodies in the most inaccessible areas, 
to draw attention to  his campaign to keep the oceans 

clean and free from any pollution.
Lewis Pugh is an ocean advocate and endurance 
swimmer. He pushes his body through unimaginably 
difficult conditions in freezing temperatures  - with 
no protective gear other than his favourite “speedo” 
swimming trunks and has been rightly nicknamed 
“The Human Polar Bear”.
He lives in Cape Town with his wife, 2 step-children and 
3 dogs. 
Lewis Pugh  is the UN Environment’s Patron of the 
Oceans and a staunch advocate of the organization’s 
‘Clean Seas’ campaign. 
He periodically undertakes death-defying swimming 
challenges and is presently training for the toughest 
swim of his career- preparing to swim the length of the 
English Channel in just swimming trunks, goggles and 
a cap to urge governments to commit to protecting 30 
percent of the world’s oceans by 2030.
He aims to swim five hours each day, averaging around 
10-20 km (6-12 miles) each day. Pugh knows the swim 
will take a heavy toll on every inch of his body: he 
will endure chafing under his arms, his tongue might 
swell and there is the very real risk of contracting 
hypothermia. If he manages to swim around six hours a 
day, he will need around 10,000 calories. “I’ll spend a lot 
of time eating and swimming,” he said.

I I’ve been swimming for 30 years, 
which is a long time in human life but in 
ecological terms, it’s such a short period 
of time, and I’ve literally seen the ocean 
change. From the Arctic to the Antarctic 
and the coral reefs, everywhere, I’ve 
seen the oceans change,” he said.
“Our oceans are neither clean nor are 
they healthy. Every single year, I’m 
seeing more and more plastic pollution 
… I’m seeing it on the surface and at the 
bottom of the oceans. I’m seeing the fish 
eating the plastic and the birds eating 
the plastic and they are dying and if 
we eat the fish, we are also eating the 
plastic,” he said.
We need to get these two issues under 
control very quickly: eliminate the use 
of avoidable single-use plastics and 
stop overfishing because if we don’t do 
that our children and our grandchildren 
will not have a sustainable future and it 
will devastate all the incredible wildlife 
in our oceans, which it is currently 
doing.”

You may watch the video on this issue 
on
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=WNmY_EAoXnU
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It’s been quite some time that the 
revolution of technology has made 
immediate progress. From the non-
antenna-catching radios, we now 
have self-driving cars. These cars 
are not launched in many countries 
but still, have significant importance 
to their existence. These devices use 
the method of ‘artificial intelligence 
(AI)’. If you haven’t come across the 
word ever , ‘artificial intelligence’ is a 
type of intelligence demonstrated by 
machines, in contrast to the natural 
intelligence displayed by humans. 
Some examples are autonomous 
vehicles (like drones and self-driving 
cars), face recognition locks, online 
assistants (like Siri), and so on. If you 
look carefully into the situation, you 
will notice that artificial intelligence is 
a threat to human life. 

The machines using AI actually have 
their own mind with some control of 
the human mind, and they are capable 
of doing whatever they want due to 
AI. 

Using this technology, a few robots 
have also been developed across 
the globe that can function full-
automatically, and can do their jobs 

humans have designed. Scientists are 
now developing robots that can function 
fully and automatically like humans. 
Therefore, AI has a lot of power. It 
enables the machine to do what it wants, 
without any command. Human help will 
not be needed in future as everything 
that the human does now will be done by 
the robots. Humans will always be resting 
as they will have no work to do. Robots 
will take the place of doctors, teachers, 
servants, cooks etc. Gradually.....Robots 
will gain power. They will have their own 
army. They will fight against humans, 
their creators. Humans will have no 
control over them. And one day, the 
condition will worsen. Robots will be 
ruling over the Earth. 

This all may sound like a cartoon story, 
but if we don’t pay attention to the pros 
and cons of a ‘thinking robot’, this is 
what will happen. 

Technology is  very useful if used 
wisely but if you use it beyond all the 
limits just for your comfort, it will one 
day result in the destruction of the 
human world. That is why thinking robots 
have their own disadvantages. So, think 
and respond to the changes that will 
occur in the field of technology......

What might be the consequences of 
creating a ‘thinking robot’?

Harshit Gupta, VIII-A

Do away 
with plastic

Plastic is very harmful. Plastic 
pollutes our environment. It even 
pollutes oceans and seas. Plastic 
is made up of harmful chemicals. 
It is very important to avoid the 
use of plastic. 
Plastic takes years to 
decompose. 

Decomposition means when 
any type of organic material 
breaks into smaller particles by 
the bacteria present in the soil. 
Plastic never decomposes in the 
soil. It just decomposes in water. 
When we throw plastic in rivers 
and  oceans, some animals drink 
that water and die. 

We should stop or reduce the 
usage of plastic. We can use 
cloth bags when we go to buy 
some vegetables and thus we 
can reuse cloth. We can reuse 
many things. We use plastic 
because it is not expensive. It can 
even be given any shape or size. 

Global Warming is  caused 
because of pollution and one of 
the main reasons of pollution is 
plastic. We have to stop using 
plastic to save our environment. 
It is our responsibility to save our 
environment so we should not 
use plastic. 

Aliesha Verma, VII-B
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Very early on New Year’s Day 
2019, NASA’s New Horizons 
spacecraft encountered its 
second major mission target — a 
Kuiper Belt object nicknamed 
Ultima Thule, after a classical and 
medieval name for places beyond 
the furthest known lands. Ultima 
Thule is truly the furthest known 
“land” ever visited in the solar 
system. With a semi-major axis of 
approximately 45 AU, it is nearly 
50% further from the sun than 
Neptune and a full 5 AU further 
than Pluto’s average distance. 

Ultima Thule is small, only 30 
km long, but it is likely to be 
representative of other primitive 
objects in the solar system, and 
so has potential to resolve some 
long-standing questions about the 
early solar system. For example, 
close-up images of Ultima Thule 
show that it is a contact binary 
— two separate, mostly spherical 
objects touching each other. The 
cores of many comets (like comet 
Halley) are elongated or bi-lobed, 
and Ultima Thule could represent 
the original states of these comets 
With the New Horizons space 
probe’s flyby at 05:33 on 1 January 
2019, 2014 MU69 became the 

farthest object in the Solar System 
visited by a spacecraft, and is 
believed to be the most primitive, 
both bodies being planetesimal 
aggregates of much smaller 
building blocks.

A NASA spaceship is zooming 
toward the farthest, and quite 
possibly the oldest, a cosmic body 
ever photographed by humankind, 
a tiny, distant world called Ultima 
Thule some four billion miles (6.4 
billion kilometres) away. 

How was UltimaThule 
formed?

2014 MU69 is thought to have 
originally been two objects, 
nicknamed “Ultima” and “Thule”, 
that formed over time from a 
rotating cloud of small, icy bodies. 
Eventually, loss of momentum, 
caused by momentum shifting to 
other bodies in the cloud, caused 
the pair to slowly spiral closer until 
they touched – where over time 
the joints fuse together, forming 
the bi-lobed object visible today.

A close examination of Ultima 
Thule should provide us with a 
window into our past that we’ve 

never peered through before: a 
window into the earliest stages 
of planet formation in our Solar 
System. For the first time, we’ll 
view a leftover planetesimal from 
before the first planet in our Solar 
System ever formed, and we’ll 
view it from up close. 

Ultima Thule makes an incredible 
opportunity for anyone interested 
in how the Solar System 
formed, evolved, and grew up. 
When Earth-and-space-based 
telescopes combined to scour 
the post-Pluto flight path of New 
Horizons for suitable targets, there 
was a special set of criteria in 
mind. The ideal target would be:

• reachable in just a few years,

• in an orbit that required the 
expenditure of minimal fuel,

• and discovered in sufficient 
time to make the required 
manoeuvres.

The New Horizons team did an 
incredible job of finding Ultima 
but got even luckier than they 
expected.

Nameeta Chandel

THE FORMATION OF ULTIMA THULE
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“Live the questions now. Perhaps then, some day far in the future you will… 

live your way into the answer.”     Rainer Maria Rilke  

The ability to make a good observation 
is essential for the development of 
scientific skills i.e observing, classifying, 
quantifying, predicting, interpreting, 
communicating and forming conclusions. 
It should be inculcated in the students at 
the school level for any branch of science 
such as chemistry, botany and physics. 
Students not merely memorize the 
scientific methods but see it at work and 
practice it daily.

Skills
1) Observing – We can encourage 
students to describe what they 
see in detail. This will make them 
knowledgeable e.g. In botany, not just 
looking at the colour and shape of the 
flower children can count the petals, draw 
pictures of leaves, they can also look at 
pollen under a magnifying glass.

2) Classifying – Once children have 
understood the details and properties of 
the material they can separate and sort 
them on these details. At the lower grade, 
children can sort them on one principle 
e.g. a spider has eight legs and insects 
have six legs. They can learn to increase 
their scientific vocabulary by writing them 
in their science notebooks.
3) Quantifying – They can be taught the 
ability to measure accurately at the lower 
grade how to use a ruler and a measuring 
cup.
4) Predicting – How much does this 
weigh? What will happen if we add 
something else? These type of questions 
help the students gain critical thinking 
and they learn the art of predicting.
5) Interpreting -  We should make them 
understand not only to record the results 
of the experiments but why and how we 
got those results.

6) Communicating-  We should make sure 
that children communicate clearly with 
teachers, parents  by using the terms that 
are defined well.
7) Forming conclusions -  You can’t 
reach a conclusion directly so we have 
to conclude by careful reasoning and 
experimentation.

A good science lesson must 
enable these skills and help 
children move from the 
concrete to the abstract or 
complex.                                                                           

Richa Zandu
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We all have heard about “Dolly the 
sheep.” Well, it’s a thing of the past. 
But have you heard about “John 
the human”? No? It’s absolutely 
ok not to know him because even 
I haven’t heard about him and am 
still waiting for such a superhuman 
who might not have any disease, 
who might be able to live as long 
as he would want, who would have 
all the answers in his body which 
science could not answer till 1990. 
Let’s understand how.

Every living organism on this earth 
has got something that makes that 
organism unique and different from 
others. And that is a strand called 
DNA – deoxyribonucleic acid.
It bears genes that are further 
coded by the nucleotide pairs of 
DNA and these nucleotide pairs are 
different for different species and 
organisms. The Human Genome 
Project (HGP) was an international 
scientific research project with 
the goal of determining the 
sequence of nucleotide base pairs 
that make up human DNA and of 
identifying and mapping all of the 
genes of the human genome from 
both a physical and  functional 
standpoint. It remains the world 
largest collaborative biological 

project. It was launched in 1990 
and was declared complete on April 
14, 2003. Mapping the genome 
involved sequencing a small number 
of individuals and then assembling 
these together to get a complete 
sequence of the chromosome. (There 
are 23 pairs of the chromosome 
in humans). Therefore the finished 
human genome is a mosaic, not 
representing any one individual as 
numbers of people (of European 
origin) were used as the sampling 
units for this project, but neither 
the scientists nor those people ever 
knew about whose DNA was being 
used.

HGP holds benefits for many 
fields, from molecular medicine 
to human evolution and many 
diseases can now be understood 
better. Other such applications 
of HGP are – identification of 
mutation linked to different forms 
of cancer, advancement in forensic 
applied sciences, biofuels and other 
energy applications, agriculture, 
animal husbandry, bioprocessing, 
anthropology and evolution. Another 
proposed benefit is the commercial 
development of genomics research 
related to DNA based products, a 
multibillion-dollar industry. 

At the onset of the HGP several 
ethical, legal and social concerns 
were raised in regards to how 
increased knowledge of the human 
genome could be used to discriminate 
against people. One of the main 
concerns of most individuals was the 
fear that both employers and health 
insurance companies would refuse to 
hire individuals or refuse to provide 
insurance to people because of health 
concerns indicated by someone’s 
genes. Now it would be clear why 
John the clone could never be created.

Along with identifying all the 
approximately 20000 – 25000 genes 
in a human genome, the HGP also 
sought to address the ethical, legal 
and social issues that were created 
by the onset of the project. For such 
implications, a program (ELSI) was 
founded in 1990 and 5% of the annual 
budget was allocated to address the 
ELIS arising from the project.

So, mapping of the human genome 
is definitely an evolution in the field 
of (molecular) biology, provided it is 
used in a positive, constructive way.

Madhuri Pachauri

Human Genome Project (HGP)
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CELL regeneration

“Cell Regeneration, the result of an 
evolutionary experiment that nature has 
already done for us.”

Restoration and repair are essential 
operations in the maintenance of a 
healthy human body. Some of our body 
parts can repair themselves quite well 
after an injury, but others don’t repair 
at all. The body parts which are capable 
of regeneration by themselves don’t do 
it at the same rate. This regeneration is 
the scope of cellular repair.

Stem cells are found in the body which 
has the ability to continuously divide, 
self-renew themselves and differentiate 
into various kinds of cells. With the 
capability of self-renewal, these stem 
cells are believed to be useful for the 
treatment of a wide variety of diseases.

We are in the era of stem cells. 

As of now, stem cells are being stored 
by the doctors to carry out stem cell 
therapy if needed in any of the cases. 
Potential stem cell therapy holds great 
efficiency for the treatment of many 
diseases such as stroke, traumatic brain 
injury, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinsons 
disease, muscular dystrophy, diabetes, 
amongst others.

It is generally believed that 
transplantation of specific stem cells 
into the injured tissue to replace the lost 
cells is an effective way to repair the 
tissue. In fact, organ transplantation has 
been successfully practised in clinics for 
liver or kidney failure. 

However, due to the severe shortage 
of donor organs, this has been a major 
obstacle for the expansion of organ 
transplantation programs. 

The generation of transplantable organs 
using stem cells is a desirable approach 
for organ replacement and would be of 
great interest for both basic and clinical 
scientists. 

There has been recent progress in the 
field of organ generation using various 
methods including single adult tissue 
stem cells, a blast cyst complementation 
system, and a combination of stem cells 
and tissue engineering. Regeneration 
and stem cell therapy are the promising 
aspects but they are still at the research 
level.

Garima Chhabra
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THE LOVE STORY OF PLUTO AND CHARON

Pluto was discovered in 1930 
by Clyde Tombaugh and was 
originally considered to be 
the ninth planet from the Sun. 
After 1992, its status as a 
planet was questioned. Pluto 
is a dwarf planet in the Kuiper 
belt, a ring of bodies beyond 
Neptune. 

Pluto has 6 moons of its own, 
however, what’s fascinating is 
the relation equation between 
Charon – one of its moons 
and Pluto itself.

Charon was discovered in 
1978 when the sharp-eyed 
astronomer James Christy 
noticed images of Pluto were 
strangely elongated.

 Christy proposed the name 
Charon after the mythological 
ferryman who carried souls 
across the river Acheron, one 
of the five mythical rivers 
that surrounded Pluto’s 
underworld. Apart from the 
mythological connection 
for this name, Christy chose 

it because the first four 
letters also matched the 
name of his wife, Charlene.

Charon, also known as 
(134340) Pluto I, is the 
largest of the five known 
natural satellites of the 
dwarf planet Pluto. ... With 
half the diameter and one 
eighth the mass of Pluto, 
Charon is a very large 
moon in comparison to its 
parent body.

There’s a double set of 
dances going on between 
Pluto and Charon. First, 
Pluto and Charon are 
locked together in their 
own waltz “as if they are 
a dumbbell” with a rod 
connecting them, said study 
author Mark Showalter 
of the SETI Institute in 
California. It’s the solar 
system’s only binary planet 
system, even though 
Charon isn’t technically a 
planet, he said. Pluto, too, is 

no longer considered a full 
planet.

But Pluto and Charon 
aren’t alone, and that’s 
where it gets more 
complicated.

The four little moons circle 
the Pluto-Charon combo, 
wobbling a bit when they 
go closer to either Pluto or 
Charon, being pushed and 
pulled by the two bigger 
objects.

Those four moons orbit 
Pluto-Charon in a precise 
rhythmic way, but with a 
twist: They also interact 
when they near each other. 
So it seems like they all 
dance to one overarching 
beat but not quite in the 
same way, just doing their 
own thing, said planetary 
scientist Heidi Hammel 
of the Association of 
Universities for Research 
in Astronomy.

With the tiny moons 
wobbling and flipping 
over in an unpredictable 
and chaotic way, if you 
lived on Nix or Hydra, 
the sun would come up in 
different parts of the sky, 
if at all on some days, 
Showalter said.

“It’s a very strange 
world,” he said. “You 
would literally not know 
if the sun is coming up 
tomorrow.”

NASA’s $700 million 
New Horizons spacecraft 
will arrive in the Pluto 
system in mid-July after 
a nine-year 3 billion mile 
(5 billion kilometres) 
flight that started before 
Pluto was demoted to 
dwarf-planet status.

There is still so much 
more to discover and 
cherish about the beauty 
of Pluto and its love for 
its moon.

Bhawna Kharbanda
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POLITICAL HUMOUR

is it the route to social progress?

 In a society where 
disharmony is on the rise, 
more and more individuals 
are looking for newer and 
better paths to seek relief. 
There are new modes that 
individuals and communities 
are taking up to achieve these 
above-mentioned goals. In 
such a scenario, humour has 
become a potent tool to seek 
answers to questions that 
are difficult to ask. Comedy 
is no longer just about jokes, 
but it has become a form of 
progressive politics that seeks 
change. Political commentary 
through comedy has a long 
history. However, stand-
up comedy in the last few 
decades and more recently 
in the YouTube age has faced 
a revolutionary transition in 
terms of its content. 

Comedians are using humour 
to challenge and question the 
pressing issues of the day such 
as racism, sexism, homophobia 
and many more. The outcome 
is that through comedy they 
are making people laugh; 
laugh about things that are 
otherwise forbidden to talk 
about. The central goal of such 
commentary through comedy 
is to seek social justice. As the 
economist, Amartya Sen in 
his book The Argumentative 
Indian writes, “Voice is a crucial 
component of the pursuit of 
social justice”. Comedy gives 
people that voice, the platform 
to bring forth their concerns, 
their troubles and their 
unhappiness.
Charlie Chaplin, one of the 
greatest comedians of all 

times, writes in his 1964 
autobiography about how 
he faced censorship and 
distribution troubles with his 
film ‘The Great Dictator’which 
was based on the German 
dictator, Adolf Hitler. He 
writes, “But I was determined 
to go ahead, for Hitler must 
be laughed at…” He and many 
like him use humour and skill 
for comedy to make serious 
situations so absurd that 
people would pay attention to 
their message. 
Today, comedians like 
Shazia Mirza focuses her 
work around tackling 
Muslim stereotypes that 
is so rampant in the West. 
Others like Russell Peters, 
Hari Kondabolu and more 
recently Aziz Ansari are trying 

to deal with the stereotypes and 
prejudice that south Asians face 
in the Western countries. Humour 
makes the utterance of these 
experiences less painful. Laughing 
has a release value and it brings 
relief. It is a shared experience, 
a communitarian thing. Indian 
comedians such as Aditi Mittal, 
Kaneez Surka have spoken 
extensively on body shaming and 
patriarchy. 
Finley Peter Dunne, a Chicago 
based author and humorist 
pointed out that satire is a tool 
to afflict the comfortable and 
comfort the afflicted. Political 
commentary through humour 
does exactly that. Comedians 
are cultural critiques who study 
people’s day-to-day existence 
and their intimate concerns and 
troubles. 

Arunoday Majumder
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Meet Skolaro

At Skolaro, we are committed to ensuring our 
partner schools’ success. Our Apps are designed 
to ensure a seamless experience for schools, and 
our wide range of applications caters to a school’s 
needs right from administrative management to 
generating report cards. Technology in education 
is one of the biggest influencers in this century, 
and we are excited to be a part of this journey. 
The Pinnacle School is one of our most valued 

Buzzyears has reincarnated itself as Skolaro!!! Many people have asked us why we 
changed the name, especially a name as catchy as ‘Buzzyears’. There is a very simple 
answer to this question: it was time for a change. We received a lot of feedback from 
schools that perhaps our brand name needed to reflect something more scholarly...
hence Skolaro!!!

partners, and the school is using 
various apps as fee management, 
student management, transport 

management etc. Teachers in the 
school are using a user-friendly 
app to mark attendance, post 
assignments, homework etc. and 
connect with parents. 
Skolaro is committed to going 
green and the Portal is our 
contribution to protecting our 
environment. 
The Parent Portal is a means of 
seamless communication between 
the school and parents. 

pinnacle review
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Parents can easily access details of their child’s attendance, 
assessments, and assignments, as well as receive updates about 
school announcements, information, circulars etc.
We are happy to share with you that we will soon be launching a 
mobile application for the school which parents will be able to use 
to stay connected with the school. 
This will help our parents be in touch with their child’s progress 
and updates from the school on the go.

We continue to pursue innovation, 
and are working on new apps 
for schools to use. Our Visitor 
Management App will allow 
schools to enhance security 
measures to control access to the 
school, and streamline the visitor 
process by generation of escort 
cards and OTPs so that only 
authorized people can enter the 
school premises. 
Curriculum Management is 
another new App that is aimed to 
enable the school to manage the 
workflow and process of creating 
and mapping the curriculum, 

unit and lesson plans. In addition, 
Skolaro is now integrated with ASC 
Time Table, a world leader in time 
table scheduling, and schools can 
effortlessly generate time tables and 
schedules. This App also allows the 
school to plan its daily substitution 
and optimize available resources. 
Skolaro’s main focus this year is 
to work on more aspects where 
technology can help schools work 
more efficiently and effectively. We 
look forward to collaborating with 
the Pinnacle School and its parents 
to be a partner to their children’s 
success.

e-learninG
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Editor’s lEttEr
technology

“Artificial Intelligence is probably the most important thing humanity has ever worked on”
Sundar Pichhai, CEO, Google
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what a difference A major mistake 
in the social network’s code allowed 
hackers to take over log-ins and see private 
information. The issue was to do with the 
“view as” tool that allows users to see what 
their profile looks like to other people. By 
exploiting this the hackers were able to steal 
the “access token” that protects accounts 
and break into them. The company found 
the flaw and has already issued a patch 
for the bug. It has since been admitted the 
problem may also affect “Facebook login” 
services. That means once a hacker has 
access to an account they could access 
Instagram, Twitter and other third-party 
apps. The problem is now fixed but admitted 
it did not know who was behind the attack, 
how long hackers had access to accounts or 
whether accounts were misused.
 90 million accounts may have been hacked, 
including CEO Mark Zuckerberg. However, 
the breach is the largest in the company’s 
history and hackers could have taken full 
control of accounts.

Facebook has lost a million daily and 
monthly active users in the last three 
months, the company’s latest financial 
results have revealed.
Shareholders are demanding independence 
and accountability in the company’s 
boardroom.
Mark Zuckerberg’s strong control over 
Facebook has come under question after 
several high-profile investors called for him 
to step down as chairman of the company.

Mark Zuckerberg has admitted that the 
broadest mistakes that he made are 
not taking a broad enough view of his 
responsibilities. He had a responsibility 
to protect our information. If he can’t, he 
doesn’t deserve it.
Why does Mark Zuckerberg need voting 
control? Is it because he does not want 
governance to evolve with the rest of his 
company? If so, this American dream is now 
akin to a dictatorship.”
                                         
  

In terms of business if “Data is Lost 
business is Lost”. It seems that the 
same thing is happening with Mark 

Zuckerberg, founder and CEO of 
Facebook which was launched years 
back in 2004. Facebook has grown 

at an unbelievable pace. Facebook is 
so large now and more than 2 billion 
people are using it around the world. 

The capital structure has changed and 
it is time for its governance to catch up.

in such hot water?

Why
is mark 
zuckerberg

Monika Khanna
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Am I looking Fat?
oh My god! She 

iS juSt 19 yearS 
old and created 

hiStory! What aM i 
doing With My life? 
i got 5 likeS for My 
photo. iS that all 

itS Worth???
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In a recent survey, it has shown that 
grades 7-12 students who spent over 
2 hours a day on social media reported 
higher depression, anxiety and suicidal 
thoughts. When we go online, we enter 
in an environment that promotes cursory 
reading, hurried and distracted thinking 
and superficial learning. It offers an 
infinite loop of videos, articles, images, 
quotes with some information which 
influences our thought process. It is 
designed to be addictive. 
Sometimes I wonder, why does social 
media even exist? All it does is make us 
socially unavailable and insecure as we 
begin to depend on virtual friends and 
their opinions. But should we really let 
numbers define how popular we are or 
how cute we look? 
An interesting study suggests that people 
get most of their information from social 
media sites. And unfortunate as it is, 
most of that information is incorrect. If 
we really think about it, we will be able 
to understand how completely useless 
social media is. If we really want to get 
productive information, there are a whole 
lot of other things we can rely on.

Social Media is reducing our 
ability to focus, think & learn 
deeply.
1) Highlight Reel – a collection of the best 
and the brightest moments. We struggle 
with insecurity because we compare 
our behind the scenes with everyone 
else’s highlighted reel. We are constantly 
comparing ourselves with others. 
2) Social Currency – Likes, dislikes, 
subscribes, followers are the currency of 
social media. . We are always thinking 
about what others are thinking about us?
3 FOMO (Fear of missing out) –When we 
start de-focusing with social media we 
have thought somewhere in our mind 
that we are missing out on something on 
social media.
4) Online Harassment – One survey 
on social media shows that 40% of 
online adults have experienced online 
harassment. Micro-moments which we 
share with our near and dears over time 
become a macro problem.
5) Texting & Driving -  It is the new 
major cause of death in teens more than 
drinking and driving.

Is social media hurting your 
mental health? It doesn’t 
have to.
• Use social media deliberately and on 
your own terms
• Audit your social media diet 
• Turn off all notifications to avoid 
distraction
• Browse with Intention
• Delete all social media accounts from 
the phone so that you can’t check it out 
when you are out.
•Only follow people who add value to 
your life.
Role of Parents – “There is no APP which 
can replace your LAP”.
Help your kids to develop new interests, 
create opportunities for them, give them 
parental attention, read or play half an 
hour every day with them.
Conclusion - How many of you have or 
have considered, deactivating your social 
accounts? Would you ever quit? If No, 
then take a long or even a short (a week) 
break from social media and decide. 
You will realize that  you can learn more 
deeply and create more.                                                                                       

Am I looking Fat?

Sonia Sharma

Welcome to the internal model of a typical Social Media scroll. 
Social media is having unintended consequences on our mental 
health. Many of us think that Social Media is a stress booster but 
in reality, it is the major cause of anxiety, depression, stress as an 
average user of the internet is spending 2 hours on a daily basis.
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r Today, we are living in a society where we can see a 
number of technological advancements. Is technolo-
gy helping or hurting society? Technology is helping 
society and improving the quality of life. It connected 
the family relationships and simplified life. A couple 
of years ago, a person would never have imagined to 
Skype a family member across the world. With the 
help of technology, a lot of time can be saved. People 
are able to communicate faster and save money. 

However, these advancements are often taken for 
granted. Humans now think less and let technology 
do their work. Technological gadgets have a harmful 
effect on the human brain especially, the brains of 
growing youth. It has made communication easier 
through inventing smartphones. The emotions of the 
minds are being ignored because of these new inven-
tions, which can be connected to stress, loneliness 
and many more. 
However, technology is developing and so are the 
lifestyles of human beings.

Yes, interaction with technology has completely 
changed humankind.

                                                           Ifsah Anjula, VIII- A

This year again, I had one of 
the finest experiences with the 
Movie Making Club. Making 
movies is not simply about 
making videos and editing 
them but it is more about 
creating ideas and executing 
them through video in order 
to influence and inspire minds 
of others. This is what movie 
making children have done 
this year. Indian National 
Trust for Art and Cultural 
Heritage(INTACH) is an 
NGO which was founded 
in 1984 to make the citizens 
aware of this cultural and 
historical importance. It gave 
us the genre of videos and 
we started on them.  Division 
of groups was done and they 
made movies on different 
categories. Class X and 
XI students made a movie, 
‘Adopt a Tree’. This movie 
conveyed the message that if 
everyone takes the initiative 
of planting even one tree, then 
it would drastically reduce 
the pollution pressure on the 

In just minutes, an artificially intelligent 
machine cracked those jumbled text sequences 
called captchas that are used to distinguish 
human web users from spam-spreading robots. 

EEl & rEAl liFE

environment and also lead 
to a number of benefits. 
Five more movies ‘Chai 
and its origin’, ‘Joy of 
Giving’, Life of a Potter’, 
Tamil Nadu’ and ‘Yoga 
for Life’ were made by 
the Movie-making club 
students. All these movies 
have been uploaded on 
http://filmit.openfutures.
com Website. Every movie 
gives a message which we 
can relate to in our day-
to-day lives.

After the movie session, 
it was time for some 
photography and so 
everyone was exhilarated 
as we went to Madame 
Tussauds which is in CP, in 
the month of November. 
When we entered the 
museum, we  saw the 
statue of actor Salman 
Khan. 

The museum was divided 
into four sections 
each with different 
personalities. We saw 
statues of Our Father of 
the Nation (M.K Gandhi), 
the Prime Minister of 
India (Shri Narendra 
Modiji) and the fastest 
Runner on earth besides 
the best cricketers. Each 
one of us captured the 
images in our cameras 
and even registered the 
memories in our minds.   
                                                               
Mannat Singh Anand, X-B

INTERACTION WITH TECHNOLOGY 
HAS CHANGED HUMANKIND
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robot cracks those curvy 
caPtchas in minutes

 

hone selfies are boring. PeoPle 
aren’t doing them anymore and 
they’ve become unPoPular...
first, there was the standard  
selfie, then the selfie stick, and 
now the next evolution of the 
selfie has arrived!

The AI startup, Vicarious, that built the 
captcha-cracking bot says its approach 
could point the way to more general, 
human-like artificial intelligence. 
Captcha is short for “completely 

automated public turing test to tell humans 
and computers apart.”The smart machine 
built by Vicarious, on the other hand, can be 
trained in a matter of minutes using just a few 
hundred example characters. It works with 

multiple different styles of captcha and can also 
be repurposed to identify handwritten digits, 
recognize text in photos of real-world scenarios 
and detect non-text objects in images.

Origami-Style Suits Turn Robots into Real-Life ‘Transformers’ 
A wet suit to work underwater or a spacesuit to work in space, 
researchers are designing exoskeletons for robots so the machines can 
wear a variety of outfits tailored to different missions.
In experiments, self-folding, heat-activated origami suits created for 
robots could help the machines walk, roll, sail and glide.
“Imagine future applications for space exploration, where you could 
send a single robot with a stack of exoskeletons to Mars, ”The robot 
could then perform different tasks by wearing different outfits.”

Unlike the shape-shifting robots in the “Transformers” films, in real 
life, existing bots are typically much less adaptable. Each part of a 
robot usually has a fixed structure and a single, defined purpose, 
making it difficult for robots to perform a wide variety of actions.

INTERACTION WITH TECHNOLOGY 
HAS CHANGED HUMANKIND

SELfIE QUADCOPTER                
CONQUERS INDIA. 
THE IDEA IS GENIUS...

Nobody knows who did it first, 
but soon thousands of people 
in India started uploading 
incredible selfies from insane 
angles. They uploaded them 
to social media and soon 
EVERYONE wanted to do the 
same!

Now, this new type of selfie 
has taken off - Literally - 
across the world! What are we 
talking about?

It’s the new Drone X Pro, 
a brand new type of drone 
made so that anyone can fly 
it. It’s perfect for making the 
ultimate selfies!

The Drone X Pro was designed 
by two German engineers who 
love drones. They found that 
the drones they had were very 
bulky, heavy and difficult to 
travel with.

So, they designed this ultra-
compact, light drone, and all 
without sacrificing any of the 
main benefits of a top HD 
model. It’s firm, it’s easy to 
control and it can live-stream 
and record to your phone!

People are using them to 
take ‘the ultimate selfies’ - the 
results are incredible...
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 MEETING 
CELEbRITIES 
AT MADAME 
TUSSAUDS, 
DELHI 

  
n Thursday, 22nd November 
2018, all the members of the 
Movie Making Club (Classes 
VI- VIII) visited the famous 
Madame Tussauds Wax 

Museum, Connaught Place. It was a surprise 
trip for all children. The name of the location 
itself excited the children. Everyone was 
asked to bring a camera along with them to 
click photographs and make videos on the 
visit. On the said day, all the children boarded 
the bus along with the Computer teachers.
  
As we reached the destination, we rushed out 
of the bus as soon as possible because we 
wanted to get insid quickly. All of us stood 
in line as our tickets were being checked by 
the staff. The first statue we sighted was the 
famous celebrity – Salman Khan. There were 
many other superstars too – Madhubala, Raj 
Kapoor, Ranbir Kapoor and other numerous 
stars. With each statue, there was some kind 
of a prop to click photos with, like wigs etc. 

O
There was a section 
where a replica of Slum 
Dog Millionaire with 
Anil Kapoor seated on 
one side and we had 
an option to play with 
him and answer the 
questions displayed on 
the screen. It was so 
much fun to see all of 
them. It was almost real. 

The whole place was 
divided into different 
sections. There was a 
different set of statues 
of people who have 
excelled in sports. These 
included- Mary Kom, 
Milkha Singh, Kapil Dev, 
Virat Kohli, Usain Bolt, 
Ronaldo and Messy 
along with Sachin 
Tendulkar. 

All the children took 
various photographs of 
the statues. 

Many of the political 
and revolutionary 
heroes were displayed 
in another section, such 
as Mahatma Gandhi, 
Subhash Chandra Bose, 
Narendra Modi and 
of course APJ Abdul 
Kalam. There were other 
great personalities in 
there too – Amitabh 
Bachchan, Kareena 
Kapoor, Katrina Kaif 
and others. 
It was a total fun day. 

Take a 
sneak peek 
into 
India’s first 
Madame 
Tussauds 
in Delhi 

The much 
awaited 
Madame 
Tussauds is 
housed in the 
Regal building 
in Delhi and it 
opened doors to 
public in 
December 2018.

This is the 23rd 
Madam Tussaud’s 
museum 
worldwide and 
it  houses wax 
statues of Indian 
and international 
icons. 
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 MEETING 
CELEbRITIES 
AT MADAME 
TUSSAUDS, 
DELHI 

Latest inventions
giLLette

whaT a DIfference 
this robotic device folds your laundry for you, and it’s life-changing

 SIzE-WISE, THE 
FOLDIMaTE caN aDaPT TO 
kIDS’ cLOTHING FROM 6 
YEaRS OLD, aND uP TO SIzE 
XXL, aS WELL aS MEDIuM-
SIzED TOWELS. TO uSE IT, 
YOu SIMPLY FEED YOuR 
ITEMS INTO THE TOP 
TRaY, aND YOuR FOLDED 
cLOTHES aND TOWELS 
cOME OuT STackED ON 
THE TRaY bELOW. FROM 
THERE, YOu caN EaSILY 
REMOVE THE STack aND 
PuT EVERYTHING aWaY IN 
YOuR DRESSER OR cLOSET.

THE FOLDIMaTE IS a 
TEcH TOOL THaT’S 
DESIGNED TO MakE 
LauNDRY DaY SO MucH 
EaSIER bY FOLDING 
YOuR cLOTHES FOR YOu. 
IT’S baSIcaLLY a RObOT 
THaT FOLDS aLL YOuR 
cLOTHES quIckLY aND 
PERFEcTLY EVERY TIME, 
aND IT’LL MakE YOu 
FEEL LIkE YOu’RE 

Real-Life                
Superpower: 
‘See’ Around  
Corners with 
Smartphone Tech

Smartphone cameras can 
help detect moving objects 
even if they are hidden 
around corners, according 
to a new study.
This futuristic-sounding 
tech could one day help 
vehicles see around blind 
corners, the researchers 
said.
The idea is to alert drivers 
to pedestrians or cars that 
are about to dart out from 
behind buildings into a 
driver’s path. 
The new system, known as 
Corner Cameras, analyzes 
light that is reflected off 
objects hidden around 
corners and that falls on 
the ground within the line 
of sight of the camera. 
This light is called the 
“penumbra.”

health 
and 
beauty  

Brushing is no 
longer a boring 
exercise that 
one does every 
morning. 
Y-Brush – a 
new gadget in 
the market, 
says its 
nylon-bristled 
mouthpiece 
can give teeth 
a "perfect" 
clean in 10 
seconds.

Gillette claims a new 
razor with a battery-
powered heating bar 
that will increase glide 
and reduce tug to de-
liver the “comfort of a 
hot towel shave”.
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 It was the 8th of February ,2019 when 
seven members of the Movie Making Club 
along with our computer teacher went for 
the award function at the Indian Interna-
tional Center. It was a day to get rewarded 
for the hard work of the Movie Making Club 
throughout the year. We had created 6 
movies throughout the year, which means 
a lot of hard work with the support of the 
whole team to bring out a movie. 
INTACH (Indian National Trust for Art and 
Cultural Heritage) is an organization that 
works for the revival of the Indian Heritage 
that is losing its importance with time. 
Every year, the Movie Making Club, being 
a part of INTACH, creates and uploads 
movies according to the topics given to us. 
INTACH had called us to be a part of its 
award ceremony. 
Several schools, including DPS, Tagore 
International, Summer Fields had been 
invited there along with their teachers. All 
the schools had been a part of this orga-
nization and worked throughout the year 
to bring out movies. The ceremony started 
with the greetings to the Chief Guest 
including the famous actor MK Raina and 
other famous personalities. 
We were shown the best movies of 
the year created by different schools. 
There were nearly fifteen of them. These 
movies were based on Indian heritage: 
monuments, traditions, art, culture and 

highlighted how peace and harmony can 
become an integral part of our lives. All the 
movies were greatly inspiring and moti-
vational. They all were appreciated by the 
Chief Guest and all the schools.
 Everyone was excited about the prizes 
that were about to be distributed. The 
names of the award-winning movies were 
announced. We all were waiting to hear 
the name of our school being announced. 
eventually, our school was called up on 
the stage and we were given awards for 
three movies. 
the three certificates were for our three 
movies:- a) life of a potter: then and now 
(best original story) b) traditions: the 
power of tamil nadu (best interactive 
movie) c) atithi devo bhava 
(best acting & camera work). 
We were awarded a set of books, three 
certificates for our movies and individual 
certificates were given to the students that 
had participated in INTACH.  Our photo-
graph was taken with the awards on the 
stage, along with the Chief Guest and this 
made us feel more special. 
The function ended and we were back to 
school again, with all the memories. Our 
hard work, scripting, shooting, editing and 
team work will forever stay with us.

A Tech savvy day
Since we all know that we celebrate 
National Technology Day on 11th 
May every year. Keeping this in 
mind we had organized activity 
for students. Idea was to enhance 
their knowledge about the latest 
technology. Different topics were 
given to students on Technology 
Day and they had to prepare. 
Children drew the latest gadgets on 
technology and wrote information 
about the gadgets. Best ones were 
displayed on the board. This event 
helped them to analyze their 
technical knowledge.

Filmmaking is             
incredible

This was the second time that I 
had joined the Movie Making Club 
in our school. Like last year, this 
time too, I went for a “technical” 
workshop at INTACH. INTACH 
is an abbreviation for “Indian 
National Trust for Art and Cultural 
Heritage”. 

This is an organization that works 
for the heritage of our country. It 
spreads awareness about Indian 
heritage and culture. It does that 
through the medium of films. 

INTACH 
awards us again!
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Every year innumerable schools 
take part in making films that 
depict Indian heritage. Our 
school is one of them. To discuss 
some of the major rules to create 
a movie, it holds workshops 
every year in which the 
participating schools are called. 

This year, from our school, 
three pupils were selected to 
participate in the workshop - 
Dhruv Taneja, Ifsah Anjula and 
Harshit Gupta. It was the twenty-
fifth of July, 2018. We all went 
to the workshop along with our 
teacher.  It was an attractive and 
interactive workshop, that was 
held in an air-conditioned room 
with the students as well as the 
teachers of different schools. 

The workshop was conducted 
partially by - Ms Poornima and 
Mr Ankit. We were shown a few 
movies on the projector, that 
concluded with the different 
aspects of a movie. There was a 
live conversation regarding the 
workshop. We were taught about 
various angles, shots, how to use 
software like Windows Movie 
Maker for editing etc. 

Then, we had to make a short 
one-minute film there itself 
inside the campus. All the 
schools were trying to do their 
best. After the movies were 

7 links that will tell you what Google           
knows about you

Almost all of us who use the internet, use some service/product 
of Google. It could be Google Search, Gmail, YouTube, Chrome 
Browser etc.,
And most of the time we are logged into our Google account. 
Google collects a lot of information and practically knows 
everything we do online and in some cases offline too.

Here are 7 links that will tell you what Google knows about you 
– even things we probably don’t know about ourselves or have 
forgotten.

Note: Log into your Google account before trying these links.

 1. History – Here is your entire Google search history.
2. Ads – Here is what Google thinks what your interests are and 
shows you ads based on these interests.
3. Location History – Here are the places where you used Google to 
do anything.
4. Takeout – Export every information Google knows about you.
5. Dashboard – An activity page that tells you about all the Google 
services you are using.
6. YouTube search history – YouTube saves all of your searches too.
7. Permissions – You can see here what permissions you gave to the 
extensions and sites you use.

made, two movies were selected to be shown on the projector. 
We were euphoric since our movie was one of those two 
selected movies.  After the workshop got over, everyone 
appreciated our movie and of course, we were glad to hear 
it.  It was a wonderful and day, full of new and amazing 
experiences!

Harshit Gupta, VIII- A
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Amazon Alexa and Google assistants are the talks 
of the town. But that’s not all ... there are all kinds 
of gadgets and gizmos to make life comfortable and 
interesting for us.

Also, THere’s KIKI, A 
“peT roboT” desIgNed 
by Two former google 
eNgINeers, wHose 
persoNAlITy evolves 
ACCordINg To How ITs 
owNers TreAT IT.

ANd lIKu, A HumANoId boT 
THAT promIses To express 
“desIres ANd emoTIoNs” 
drIveN by wHAT’s goINg 
oN IN ITs surrouNdINgs.

It’s being said that in the year 2019 there will 

be smart speakers that will tell you where 

your pet or Tv remote is hiding, as well as 

Alexa/google Assistant-controlled pianos, 

heart rate monitors, lawnmowers, motorcycle 

helmets and meditation lamps.

Elliptic Labs is expected to demo a radar-like 
system that lets smart speakers detect their 
owners’ approach. It suggests the tech could 
be used to trigger daily reminders or to make 
the speakers adjust their volume according 
to how close the person is.
Taking things one step further, Smart IT 
Labs has Miranda - a kind of smart assistant 
for smart assistants that issues commands 
on your behalf to Alexa or Google based on 
your past behaviour.
At first sight, its product looks like a plank 
of wood, but when touched it lights up to 
provide a way to control Google’s Assistant 
with swipes and presses rather than barks 
commands.

oppo HAs A New versIoN 
of ITs pHoTo-TAKINg 
model THAT INTerACTs 
wITH guesTs AT eveNTs 
before geTTINg THem 
To pose for AuTomATed 
sNAps.

ANd CowAroboT follows 
up AN eArlIer self-
drIvINg suITCAse wITH 
sHoppAl - A uNIT desIgNed 
for use IN sTores To 
follow CusTomers AbouT, 
drAwINg THeIr ATTeNTIoN 
To promoTIoNs ANd 
offerINg To reCHArge 
THeIr mobIle devICes.

Robots
Robot-makers at CES 
are building a robot 
that they say has the 
capacity to ‘touch 
hearts’.Kaname Hayashi 
will be demoing Lovot, 
a chick-like bot with 
large expressive eyes, 
flapping arms, wheels, 
and a wardrobe of 
clothes to cover its soft shell.
A camera protrudes from its head, allowing it to map rooms 
and act like a child monitor or home surveillance device.But Mr 
Hayashi has said the purpose of Lovot is not to be helpful or 
entertaining, but rather to engender joy, love and other positive 
emotions that might help owners reach their true potential. 
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ECOLOGY
The Pinnacle School 
celebrates EARTH WEEK 

Earth Day was founded by the United States Senator 
Gaylord Nelson.
Each year, Earth Day marks the anniversary of the birth of the 
modern environmental movement in 1970.
On April 22, 1970, 20 million Americans took to the streets, parks, 
and auditoriums to demonstrate for a healthy, sustainable envi-
ronment in massive coast to coast rallies. Thousands of colleges 
and universities organized protests against the deterioration of 
the environment. Groups that had been fighting against oil spills, 
polluting factories and power plants, raw sewage, toxic dumps, 
pesticides, freeways, the loss of wilderness, and the extinction of 
wildlife, suddenly realized they shared common values.
The week of April (19th –25th ) is celebrated as earth week 
throughout the world. Numerous communities celebrate Earth 
Week, an entire week of activities focused on the environmental   
issues that the world faces.  
The Eco teachers of our school motivate the students to make the 
celebration OF EARTH DAY,  a learning opportunity for all.
We motivated the students to keep their surroundings green by 
planting trees in the school and holding various competitions.
The following activities were held in the school during Earth 
Week.

Class IV    Word Search/ Nature Mats 

Class V   Art Gallery (art with reusable material) 
Class VI   Upcycle Plastic (Bird Feeder, Wall Decorations )
Class VII   Recycle Cloth (Cloth Bags, Stuff Toys, Cushion Covers)
Class VIII    Recycle Home Décor Crafts  
(TIN CAN hack, DREAM CATCHERS, BOX ORGANIZERS, WALL 
HANGINGS, CANDLE STANDS, WALL DÉCOR etc.)
Class IX    Garden Craft Decorations
(FLOWER POT PLANTER, WIND CHIMES, GARDEN MUSHROOMS, 
PAINT STICK SCARECROWS, GARDEN GNOMES, ETC)
Class X  NEWSPAPER  CRAFT
Class XI   ESSAY/POEM WRITING/POSTER MAKING
  
The students participated with full enthusiasm and great zeal and 
won many prizes.
The products prepared by students helped beautify the school 
with recyclable material and in turn make the Pinnacle School as 
one of the GREEN SCHOOLS in India.
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5 R’S OF OUR ENVIRONMENT
For a long time we have 
been taught about 3 
R’s - REDUCE, REUSE, 
RECYCLE; but now there 
are 2 more in the list. 
That’s right, there are 5 
R’s - REFUSE, REDUCE, 
REUSE, REPURPOSE, 
RECYCLE, in that order.
Let’s talk about the first 
one that’s REFUSE. Our 
lives are full of stuff 
that we don’t need, 
and each thing has an 
environmental cost. 
We should be thoughtful 
when buying.
The next is REDUCE. 
We can reduce 
overall consumption 
by questioning all 
significant purchases 
and resisting impulsive 
buying. It means limiting 
the use of resources 
to conserve them for 
future generations.
Let’s talk about REUSE. 
Almost everything 
we buy and use in our 
daily lives end up being 
thrown away at some 
point in time. It goes 
to landfills, becomes 
litter or pollutes our 
oceans, contributes to 
the emission of harmful 
greenhouse gasses, 
or harms the planet in 
other ways. It means 
using the used material 
again and again till it can 
be utilized.

Now, REPURPOSE. This is 
the simplest one and can go 
by many names. Simply take 
something you are no longer 
using and alter it for a more 
practical use.
Last but not the least, 
RECYCLE. Recycling everything 
you can. Anything made from 
metal, wood, most plastic etc.
are all likely to have a recycling 
option. It involves making 
new things from old, worn out 
things in an innovative and 
creative manner.
These 5 R’s are really 
important for our environment. 
If we follow these for at 
least a month, we would see 
the change and if everyone 
starts following these, our 
environment can change within 
a week . Without the 5R’s, life 
would be difficult.
For ages we have come across 
this but never given a damn 
about it or never care for it. If 
you have not done it till now 
then you should start practising  
the 5 R’s because it’s the right 
time. It’s never late and if one 
person steps forward, others 
would follow-that’s human 
behaviour. These R’s have  the 
power to shape our future in a 
way that we have not thought 
of ever. 
Shift yourself towards the 
R’s and you’ll make the 
environment lush green and 
spotlessly clean.....

Vanshika Nakul, XI

OZONE 

The ozone layer or ozone 
shield is a region of 
Earth’s stratosphere that 
absorbs most of the Sun’s 
ultraviolet rays. The ozone 
layer was discovered 
in 1913 by the French 
physicists, Charles Fabry 
and Henri Buisson. The 
ozone layer absorbs 97 
to 99 percent of the Sun’s 
medium-frequency UV 
light which otherwise 
would potentially damage 
exposed life forms near 
the surface.
 In 1976 ,atmospheric 
research revealed 
that the ozone layer 
was being depleted 
by chemicals released 
by industry, mainly 
chlorofluorocarbons.

Concerns that increased 
UV radiation due to ozone 
depletion threatened life 
on earth ,led to bans on 
the chemicals, and the 
latest evidence is that 
ozone depletion has 
slowed down. The United 
Nations General Assembly 
has designated September 
16 as the International 
Day for the Preservation 
of the Ozone Layer.

Ozone layer describes two 
related events observed 
since the late 1970’s - a 
steady lowering of about 
4 percent in the total 
amount of ozone in earth’s 
atmosphere, and a much 

larger springtime decrease 
in stratospheric ozone 
around Earth’s polar regions. 
The latter phenomenon is 
referred to as the ozone hole. 
The main cause of ozone 
depletion and the ozone hole 
is manufactured chemicals, 
especially manufactured 
halocarbon refrigerants, 
solvents, propellants and 
foam-blowing agents referred 
to as ozone-depleting 
substances. Ozone depletion 
and ozone hole have 
generated worldwide concern 
over increased cancer risks 
and other negative effects.

 The ozone layer prevents 
most harmful UVB 
wavelengths of ultraviolet 
light from passing through 
the Earth’s atmosphere. 
These wavelengths cause 
skin cancer, sunburn and 
cataracts which were 
projected to increase 
dramatically as a result of 
thinning ozone, as well as 
harming plants and animals.

These concerns led to the 
adoption of the Montreal 
Protocol in 1987, which 
bans the production of CFCs, 
halons and other ozone-
depleting chemicals. 

The Montreal Protocol 
is considered the most 
successful international 
environmental agreement to 
date.
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‘SAY NO TO CRACKERS’ – RALLY IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD

Every year, the festive season 
commences with Durga Puja 
followed by Dussehra and 
Diwali and everyone can be 
seen revelling in the festive 
mood. These festivals are 
celebrated with great zeal and 
enthusiasm across the country 
to mark the victory of good 
over evil.
Diwali is a major Indian festival 
and people celebrate it by 
decorating their houses and 
distributing sweets among 
their relatives and poor people.

But over the years, it has been 
found that people spend a lot 
of money on firecrackers and 
fireworks. It not only brings 
damage to the environment 
but also takes a toll on 
everyone’s health. The air 
pollution level rises in Delhi and 
NCR and makes it difficult for 
the children and old people to 
breathe. The people of Delhi 
are found moving around with 
masks on their faces to protect 
them from the severe pollution.
This year the Supreme Court of 
India had imposed a ban on the 
bursting of firecrackers and had 

limited it to 2 hours.
Also, the court ordered the use 
of only “low polluting” green 
crackers which were within the 
permitted decibel limits and 
emission norms.

To create an awareness among 
people, our school organised 
a rally in which the Eco Club 
students shouted slogans to 
avoid crackers and celebrate an 
eco- friendly Diwali. 

The students walked in 
the bylanes  of D-Block, 
Panchsheel Enclave with 
banners and posters to create 
an awareness and a sense 
of realization to take urgent 
steps to save the environment 
from the increasing levels of 
pollution in Delhi. The students 
participated enthusiastically 
in the rally along with the eco 
teachers and took a strong 
message home not to burst 
crackers.
They realised that we should 
not only brighten our homes 
but also enlighten our minds 
with the true meaning of 
Diwali and promote a sense of 

The Department of Environment organized a WIPRO 
Earthian Program in association with Wipro at Hillwoods 
Academy, Preet Vihar for Eco - club teachers.

It was conducted by Dr.B.C. Sabat, Senior Scientific 
Officer(Environment) and Mr Ashish Shah of Wipro.

Through this workshop, they introduced a scheme called 
Earthian which aims at building schemes, attitudes and 
values to set a sustainable future.

The core objective of the program was :
Integrating sustainability education into school 
curriculum and critically engage the students through 
multiple perspectives and environmental drives. 
The learning process would empower the students and 
teachers to drive a change in their own contexts and 
environment.

 The workshop was attended by Ms Priyanka Mahajan, 
Eco- club Teacher from The Pinnacle School and was of 
great help in recognising new activities that could help in 
saving the environment. 

WIPRO Earthian Program

responsibility towards the environment and our health.
“Lets Fill Our Homes With Prayers and Light Not With Fumes and 
Crackers.”
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Priyanka Mahajan
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ELECTRONIC WASTE
All electronic waste is made 
up of deadly material such 
as lead, cadmium, beryllium, 
mercury and brominated 
flame retardants. Disposing 
of gadgets and devices 

improperly increases the 
chance of these dangerous 
chemicals contaminating 
the soil, polluting the air and 
leaching into water bodies. 
When e-waste is deposited in a 
landfill, it tends to leach when 
water passes through it picking 
up trace elements. Then the 
contaminated landfill water 
reaches natural groundwater 
with increased toxic levels, this 
can be harmful if it reaches any 
drinking water bodies.
Here are some eco-friendly 
waste disposal techniques 
that you can use to dispose off 
electronic waste locally:
Precautions to take before 
donating or recycling your 
electronics: upgrade your 
computer instead of simply 
replacing it, format all your 
personal information from your 
products before discarding 
them, take out the batteries 
from your gadgets before 
getting rid of them.
SELL YOUR OUTDATED 
TECHNOLOGY
‘One man’s  junk is another 
man’s treasure’,  is what should 

be followed. 
Your old computer may be 
useful to either an NGO or 
students.
Give your Electronic Waste to a 
Certified E-Waste Recycler.

RENEWABLE
ENERGY: WINDPOWER
 India is one of the countries 
with the largest production 
of energy from renewable 
sources. Renewable energy is 
energy that is collected from 
renewable sources, which 
are naturally replenished on 
a human timescale, such as 
sunlight, wind, rain, tides, 
waves and geothermal heat.

 Wind power is the use of air 
flow through wind turbines to 
mechanically power generators 
for electricity. Wind power, as 
an alternative to burning fossil 
fuel, is plentiful, renewable , 

widely distributed, clean, produces no greenhouse gas 
emissions during operations, consumes no water, and 
uses little land. The windmill is also used to sail boats. 
It’s a clean fuel source. Wind energy doesn’t pollute the 
air like power plants that rely on combustion of fossil 
fuels, such as coal or natural gas. India now ranks as 
a “wind superpower” having a net potential of about 
45000 MW only from 13 identified states. Renewable 
resources will help India in mitigating climate change.

RENEWABLE ENERGY

Energy is a crucial necessity and its need is increasing day by 
day. Renewable Energy comes either directly or indirectly from 
the sun. Conventional sources of energy such as petrol, natural 
gas and coal are limited. 28% of the energy needs of the world 
come from coal. Its use is not nature-friendly. Energy costs 
too much or it possesses high health risk. There is a need to 
discover other energy sources. Possibilities of new forms of 
energy are limitless. Energy in physical science includes thermal, 
chemical,  sound, heat, elastic and nuclear energy.

Divleen Kaur Anand, VII-B
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EFFECTS OF PLASTIC ON HUMAN HEALTH

Plastic has become a curse to humankind since it has been 
used in abundance. Plastic is one of the most devastating 
elements of pollution since it takes thousands 
of years to decay.
The plastic that we use and 
throw has caused the worst 
impact on our community 
and environment. Plastic 
when it comes in contact 
with air, water or soil creates 

the worst impact as it is not 
biodegradable and stays in 
the ecosystem for thousands 
of years. It causes immense 
harm to the animal and 
human health.

Fish and wildlife are also get 
intoxicated and consequently, 
the toxins from the plastics  
enter the food chain, 
threatening human health. 

There are both short and long 
term effects of plastic that 
we should be aware of :
1. Inhaling the air generated 
by burning the plastic causes 
headaches, irritation in eyes, 
dizziness etc.
2. When polystyrene 
polymers such as packaging 
foam, disposable plastic cups 
and plates are burnt, they 
release ‘styrene’ which gets 
immediately absorbed by our 
skin and lungs and causes 
allergies and in the long 
term, which can affect our 
central nervous system and 
cause depression, thyroid, 
asthma and other respiratory 
problems.
3. Burning PVC material used 
in construction and food 
packaging or toys releases 
‘dioxin’ which is carcinogenic 
and can cause neurological 
disorders.
4. Plastic products also 
contain toxic additives which 
when coming in contact 
with water, goes deep into 
the water table and causes 
water pollution. If such 
water is consumed, it causes 
vomiting, diarrhoea and can 
even cause liver dysfunction, 
typhoid, cholera etc.
5. Consumption of crops and 
plants grown on the polluted 
soil can cause stomach ache, 
food poisoning and can 
develop congenital illness and 
even chronic health diseases 
such as diabetes, heart 
ailments etc.
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The Sustainable Development  Goals that help in 
attaining the reduction of pollution caused by plastics
In an effort to equip the 
world with the tools and 
knowledge to reduce plastic 
litter from ending up in our 
ocean, rivers, and lakes, UN 
Environment on June 1, 2018, 
published a report assessing 
the potential of replacing 
conventional plastics with 
alternative materials in certain 
applications.

•The report by the UN 
Environment assesses 
the potential of replacing 
certain conventional plastics 
applications with alternative 
materials.
•  Packaging and other 
single-use items form a large 
proportion of the plastic litter 
leaking to the ocean.
•  The report highlights 
some relatively conventional 
alternatives as well as less 
obvious solutions: including 
algae, fungi and pineapple 
leaves.

The ocean has increasingly 
become a repository for 

discarded plastics and 
microplastics, with significant 
demonstrable social, economic 
and environmental impacts. 
It is neither possible nor 
desirable to remove all plastics 
from society. However, the 
realization from consumers 
and policymakers that urgent 
action should be taken to 
stop the flow of disposable 
plastic needed, is growing, 
and alternatives can have a 
significant role in reducing our 
dependence.
Erik Solheim, Head of UN 
Environment said, “Making the 
switch from disposable plastic 
to sustainable alternatives is 
an investment in the long-term 
future of our environment.”
“The report is intended to 
encourage society to question 
our current use of plastics 
and consider the adoption 
of alternative approaches, 
especially for those items 
which can be characterised as 
designed for single use, such as 
packaging,” Peter Kershaw, lead 
author of the report said. 
We need to find a range of 

alternative materials that can 
be used to replace single-use 
plastics where possible. There 
are situations – particularly 
in the medical field – where 
plastic provide essential 
use. But often, natural 
materials and alternative 
technologies can be used to 
break humanities addition 
to disposable plastic. This is 
particularly true for consumer 
products as these represent 
a large amount of plastic 
pollution contributing to marine 
litter.

Twenty-five case studies from 
around the world illustrate a 
wide range of applications to 
reduce our dependence on the 
unnecessary use of plastics of 
disposable plastics. The report 
contributes to the debate on 
how to make our use of the 
planet more sustainable, citing 
several of the Sustainable 
Development Goals, including 
poverty reduction, increased 
community resilience, and 
waste minimization.

The report is launched 
coinciding with World 
Environment Day 2018, 
celebrated annually on June 
5th. Under the theme: “Beat 
Plastic Pollution”.  This day 
is  call to take  action for 
communities to combat this 
increasing challenge to our 
societies.
It was conducted in the schools 
of our country also, specially in 
Delhi where the students took 
part by making posters and 
conducting debates on plastic 
pollution and hence created 
awareness among the general 
public.

Use of plastic is avoided in 
schools and students are 
encouraged to carry cloth or 
paper bags and reuse the old 
bags.

There is a need to create 
awareness so that people stop 
using this hazardous substance 
and come back to their old 
ways of leading “plastic free” 
life. 
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“Equality begins at home…
Treat your daughter and son equally…
Because a mother’s womb never differentiates between them.”

EqUalIZINg ThE dIFFERENcE

Gender equality i.e. the 
equality between men and 
women, entails the concept 
that all human beings both 
women and men are equal in all 
aspects.

As a mother, I’m blessed with 
both a son and daughter. I 
always give equal treatment 
that is different but which is 
considered equivalent in terms 
of rights, benefits, obligations 
and opportunities.
In our society, there has 
always been a separation 
of males and females in the 
way they are raised and 
taught. There has always 
been a question in every 
girl’s or woman’s mind- 
Why do women still face 
discrimination?

A lot has changed in the 
last few years. People are 
becoming more aware of 
gender equality and human 
rights, but still, there are 
girls in our society who face 
discrimination. This needs to 
be stopped. People need to 
understand that everyone has 
the right to live their lives the 
way they want to.
I have always treated both my 
children equally and have never 
discriminated among any of 
them. Yes, there are times that 

I can’t allow my daughter to go 
out alone but that’s not because 
I don’t want her to enjoy her 
life or I’m discriminating 
against her. It’s because of the 
problems that girls face in the 
outside world when alone. As 
a loving parents, my husband 
and I have always wanted both 
our children to stay happy 
and follow their dreams. My 
daughter has always had a 
dream to live in London and 

complete her studies at Oxford 
University in order to become a 
successful woman. 

Instead of objecting to her 
decisions as many people do, 
I have always encouraged her. 
I have never stopped her from 
working hard because I want 
my children to be successful in 

their lives.

One last message I would 
like to convey to parents is 
never to discriminate or make 
comparisons between children. 
Each child is an individual and 
as such we should nurture them 
and prepare them for meeting 
life head-on.

Fauzia  Roohi
Mother of Jasra Kalam, VI - A

TREAT All 
gEndERS 
EquAlly
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It Shall Be the Duty Of every Citizen Of 
inDia tO value anD PreServe the riCh       
heritage Of Our COmPOSite Culture.    

18th April is celebrated as the World Heritage Day as the 
World Heritage is the shared wealth of the humankind.  An 
assembly was hosted in the school premises celebrating 
and raising awareness about the diversity of cultural 
heritage and efforts that are required to protect and 
conserve it. A pledge was taken to protect the rich heritage 
of India followed by the melodious song elucidating the 
theme.

A Teacher Training workshop on Delhi’s History and its 
multi-faceted Heritage was organized by INTACH on the 
24th April, 2018. Teachers from various schools all over 
Delhi had participated in the workshop.  A group of heritage 
experts, with diverse approaches, expressed their views on 
the following aspects related to Delhi-
Delhi’s Heritage and issues related to Delhi’s  urban 
heritage conservation by Prof. AGK Menon,
History and Heritage of Delhi by Narayani Gupta,
‘Mapping of Delhi’ by Gita Wahi Dua
‘Archaeological excavations in Delhi and 
Conservation of Delhi’s monuments by ASI’ by                      
Dr Vasant K. Swarnkar.

This was followed by HECS film and ‘Dilli Ki Shaan-Book 
introduction by HECS team. The workshop aimed to 
encourage the teachers to involve students to recognize, 
appreciate and adopt their city’s heritage. 
The workshop was very informative. A great deal of 
emphasis was laid on the various new techniques involved 
in the mapping of Delhi and also elaborated on the 
conservation of its heritage.

Club activities
Home is a place of residence for an individual, family, 
household or even several families together. Over the years 
forms of homes have evolved but one thing has remained 
the same-their ability to make living comfortable for the 
residents.

traditional indian homes are a tribute to architecture that 
makes use of the environment around them, be it the red 
oxidized floors of Kolkata, Naalukettu homes in Kerala, 
Chang houses in North-East or the Havelis of Punjab.

Children of Heritage Club made models of the different 
houses found in various parts of India and presented the 
unique features of each. Cultural Heritage was presented 
by the Raaga sung by Simanjeet Singh who also played the 
Harmonium.
Further, models to showcase various forms of Heritage viz. 
Cultural, Natural, Built heritage were made by the children 
and they spoke about it. 

The importance of the Banyan tree and Peepal tree was 
shown by the models made by students. Natural Heritage 
of Delhi in the form of amaltas, Jamun tree etc. was also 
shown by the children in the form of booklets made by 
them.
A model was presented by Yashvi Bharal on 
‘ganga Bachao andolan- Save ganga’ which is again an 
integral part of our Natural Heritage.

Typical features showcasing our Northern state, Kashmir 
were presented by the children of Heritage Club-
Dance,
Costume
language
food
Servants are being taught under ‘Each One, Teach One 
Program’ so that those who could not get the chance to 
receive education could benefit out of this programme.

Neha Goel
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God has given us legs. 
The least we can do is 
walk if we cannot dance. 
Our city is the capital city 
of India and has been 
so for some centuries, 
a veritable confluence 
of cultures. We are all 
proud of our Delhi or 
Dilli and our heritage. 
The Mughals had Agra 
as their chosen capital 
until Shah Jahan decided 
to build a wall around 
Delhi and made it his 
erstwhile capital.

So put on a sturdy pair of 
walking shoes and let’s 
try and cover as much 

We all know of the crowded 
Chandini Chowk alley 
and byways. One hesitates 
to enter the thronging 
masses that suffocate the 
narrow walkways. To 
Chandni Chowk we will 
eventually go but not 
before we take a gander 
around Nizamuddin, Zakir 
Nagar and Jamia  Julena 
with pocket-friendly prices 
for the most scrumptious 
delights of Kebabs, Biryani 
and Rotis the likes we have 
not tasted before.
Boots! Are you ready? You 
know you were made for 
more than the Boot Scoot. 
Start walking!!

as we can over a period of 
time.
We live in this city of smog 
and pollution and many 
of us pass and bypass 
many beautiful ruins 
which once used to be 
exquisite monuments. The 
Government of India and 
UNESCO are doing their bit 
by trying to recover the lost 
beauty of many monuments 
and educating the public 
about the beauty that is our 
city- Delhi.
While we walk around we 
can even taste the many 
epicurean delights the 
nearby eateries are famous 
for.

Chandini Chowk literally 
means  moonlight square  
filled with pools of water 
that reflect the  mad light 
of the moon and one is 
reminded of the night 
market in Jemma el Fna 
square, Marrakech, Morocco 
where the various meats 
and sausages are skewered 
and the heady scents of 
roasting meat permeate the 
air. Sadly all that remains 
of Chandni Chowk are 
pools that have vanished 
and electric wires web the 
overhead sky and throngs 
of busybodies mill around 
at a frenetic speed. So be 
prepared to be pushed 

Want to see the ‘real” Delhi? The one that 
brought ancient travellers from afar to 
watch in wonder and buy its fabled goods? 
You really want to? 
OK, let’s start walking...
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and shoved, poked and 
prodded, just don’t get in 
the way of anybody. 
This place is best seen 
between 8 am – 10 am after 
which it’s a mad rush and 
an even madder crush.

The serpentine lanes 
of Chandni Chowk, 
be warned, can be 
overwhelming for a first 
timer.

A trip here is almost a 
pilgrimage. There are 
hawkers, eateries, tourists 
and shops. A visit to 
Parantha Wali Gali is a 
must. Check out Pandit 
Devi Dayal’s eatery or 
Kanhaiya Lal Durga 
Prasad’s Parantha Shop 
and Pandit Gaya Prasad 
Shiv Charan’s shop (this 
one is the oldest).

Camera Bazar is Asia’s 
famous accessory bazaar for 
cameras. I bet you did not 
know that!  Pradip Studio is 
the oldest shop here. So all 
you clickers this is a nugget 
to digest!
Chandni Chowk is home 
to Jama Masjid which is 

one of the most popular 
destinations to visit here. 
But, there are many hidden 
gems, enveloped in so much 
history and culture that 
is still untouched by the 
tourism industry. There are 
many old shops that have 
their traces rooted back to 
the Mughal era. 

Sri Digambar Jain Lal 
Mandir and Sis Ganj 
Sahib Gurdwara, Havelis 
of Begum Samru, Mirza 
Ghalib, and Zeenat 
Mahal deserve a 
dekho. Moreover, 
the Khajanchi 
Haveli housed the 
accountants of Shah 
Jahan. While in 
Chandni Chowk,   
the 17th century market of 
Dariba Kalan- the ‘street 
of the incomparable pearl’, 
sells all kinds of trinkets 
and precious stones.

For traditional perfume 
Gulab Singh Johri Mal is 
unmissable. It is the oldest 
perfumery of Delhi. The 
200-year-old perfumery 
is now run by the seventh 

generation descendant of 
the founder Gulab Singh, 
who is believed to have 
sold his craftsmanship to 
Mughal emperors and court 
nobility of yore. 

Fabrics at Katra Neel, a hub 
for indigo manufacturers 
and traders and now a 
wholesale market for cloth 
is where you head to if you 
want to check out clothes 
retailers.

The spice market is where 
all tourists head to take 
back to their homes the 
aromatic spices found easily 
in Chandni Chowk.

The havelis to visit are the 
historic mansions of Begum 
Samru’s Palace for instance. 
Built-in 1806 for one of the 
most famous nautch girls 
during the Mughal era, it 

now houses an electronic 
goods shopping complex. 

Then there’s Lala 
Rai Chunna Mal, the 
wealthiest man in 19th 
century Delhi, and 
his 130 room haveli. 
There are many such 
hidden gems in Chandni 
Chowk, several of them, 
unfortunately, in a 
dilapidated state. Touring 
these beauties can take a 
complete day.
From Chandni Chowk, 
after our fill of paranthas 
and jalebis, we head 
out of the crowded 
walled Shahjahanabad to 
Humayun’s Tomb. 

As the first garden-
tomb of the Indian 
subcontinent, Humayun’s 
Tomb set a precedent 
for subsequent Mughal 
architectural innovations. 
While it is renowned 
as the burial place of 
Emperor Humayun, the 
second Mughal ruler 
in India, more than 150 
members of the Mughal 
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family have also been laid 
to rest here.

Next stop – The Red Fort. 
In 1639, Shah Jahan 
commissioned the 

Persian architect Ustad 
Ahmad Lahauri, who also 
designed the Taj Mahal, 
to construct the fort which 
now is famous for the Prime 
Minister’s Independence 
Day Address but still 
manages to draw crowds 
because of its history.

The Qutub Minar is a 
colossal legacy bestowed 
to the city of Delhi by Qutb 
ud-din-Aibak, who was 
the founding father of the 
Delhi Sultanate era. This 
240 ft tower has five storeys. 
It originally signalled the 
coming of the Muslim 
dynasties in Delhi and 
occupies a seminal place in 
Indian history.
Jantar Mantar
The Jantar Mantar is an 
absolute must-visit for 
astronomy enthusiasts. Built 
by the 18th-century Rajput 

ruler Maharajah Sawai Jai 
Singh II of Jaipur, the Delhi 
structure is an architectural 
marvel initially erected to 
study the movements of 
heavenly bodies.

Hauz Khas Fort and Hauz 
Khas Village were inherited 
from the 13th century 
Delhi Sultanate. This Fort 
Complex is a tranquil area 

in Delhi. Overlooking a 
serene lake, the ruins of the 
Fort stand amid wide lawns 

and making it an ideal place 
to relax. As evening begins 
to fall, the adjacent Hauz 
Khas Village, lined with 
Delhi’s hippest bars and 
restaurants, comes to life.

Lodi Garden-Walk around 
the lush 90-acre garden. 
Everyone is doing it. 
Expats too. Found here are 
the monuments such as 

the Bara Gumbad, Shish 
Gumbad and the Tomb of 
Sikandar Lodi, built during 

the 15th and 16th centuries.
Agrasen Ki Baoli, a unique 
construction rumoured 
to be haunted. You won’t 
catch me there at night. It is 
an ancient water reservoir 

worth a look during the 
daytime. I wonder if ‘Night 
Walks’ are conducted here. 

Sarai Kale Khan is a village 
of the Gurjar Community. 
People here belong to 
Basista / Bossatta cast of 
Gurjars. The Gurjars are 
living here approximately 
since 1800 AD. Before 1800 
AD these Basista/ Bossatta 
were living in village Devli 
- Khanpur situated in South 
Delhi. 

The men of Sarai Kale Khan 
are famous for their big 
moustaches, personality, 
beauty, richness, kindness 
and royalty. Sarai Kale 
Khan is also called 
‘moonchho Wali Sarai’.
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The land area of the original 
Sarai Kale Khan village 
stretched from Purana Qila 
(Old Fort) in the north-
west to Jawaharlal Nehru 
Stadium in the west, Mayur 

Vihar in the east and 
Taimoor Nagar in the south. 
The village is surrounded 
by monuments such as 
Purana Qila, Humayun’s 
Tomb, Hazrat Nizamuddin 
Dargah, Abdur Rahim 
Khan-e-Khana’s Tomb, 
Baara Pullah and others.
 
The area was named ‘Kale 
khan ki Sarai’, a Sarai, or 
rest house for travellers 
or caravans and the royal 
route from Mughal imperial 
courts and Chandni Chowk 
to their retreat at Mehrauli 
some 32 km away. The 
Sarai itself named after a 
Sufi saint, Kale Khan of 
14th–15th century, whose 
resting place along with 
that of another Sufi saint 

of Delhi,  Hazrat Roshan 
Khan is today situated 
inside the Delhi Airport 
complex. Though a Lodi 
era structure Kale Khan ka 
Gumad is also situated at 

Kotla Mubarakpur Complex 
in South Delhi, the tomb is 
dated to 1481 AD as per an 
inscription on the Mihrab 
inside the tomb. This Kale 
Khan was a courtier in the 
Lodi period during the 
reign of Bahlol Lodi. 
The name Sarai derives 
from the time of the rule of 
the Afghan Sher Shah Suri, 
under whom a paved road 
network was built, with 
roadside inns called ‘Serais’ 
every twelve miles. 

Zakir Nagar too boasts of 
being an almost carbon 
copy of Chandni Chowk 
and here a meal for two 
could cost you lesser than 
Rs 300 for two. The aromas 
that fill the streets and the 

Stephanie Ellis

ancient little hole in the 
ground bakeries turn out 
the softest, buttery bakes 
like milk rusk, cake rusk 
and the like. 
My suggestion is, if you 
want quality and a big, 
generous serving of 
quantity, be it the Galouti 
Kebabs or the fragrant 
Kormas, the Khameer Rotis 
or the see-through, almost 
transparent Roomali Roti, 
Zakir Nagar is your go-to 
destination.

One travels the world but 
one always awaits the 
plane landing on home 
turf and as you step out 
of the airport, you know 
you are HOME because 
this is where you left your 
HEART- Delhi.
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WHERE LEARNING BECOMES FUN

j u n i o r s

With the changing trends 
in Education, both teaching 
and learning have acquired 
new dimensions. Learning 
is now not merely from 
books but is supported by 
an array of activities ranging 
from Elocution and Drama 
to Singing and Special 
Assemblies. The Pinnacle 
School, in its journey of 
sixty years, has grown to be 
known for its child-oriented 
curriculum that is fun-filled 
and one that transforms 
lessons from theory into an 
immemorable experience.

Each morning, The Pinnacle 
Kids gather in the school 
quadrangle for the morning 
assembly. In recognition 
of their special efforts in 
curricular and co-curricular 
activities, the children are 
awarded certificates of merit 
and medals at the school, 
state and national levels at 

the assembly. All our special 
assemblies, activities and 
presentations make the 
quadrangle a very happening 
place!

Our Special Assemblies are 
celebrations of religious 
festivals, national festivals and 
international festivals too. The 
celebrations see the children 
arrive in school in theme-based 
attire and the classrooms 
resonate with eager chatter as 
they await the announcement 
for gathering for the 
performance in the quadrangle. 
The day is spent in creative 
activities, stories and songs 
to make the celebration a 
memorable one. As the children 
don the costumes of our 
national leaders and freedom 
fighters on national festivals, 
the flame of nationalism is 
ignited. They have found their 
idol!  Through role play for 
The People Who Help Us 

presentation, the children learn 
to appreciate other people in 
their environment, be it the 
plumber or a policeman. They 
learn to respect others and 
show the dignity of labour. The 
Pinnacle activities comprise 
international celebrations that 
unite the world like World 
Dance Day, Earth Day and 
Chocolate Day with special 
assemblies and an array of 
activities that involve every 
child.

While laying stress on personal 
hygiene, the observance 
of National Handwash Day 
demonstrates to the children 
the correct way of washing 
hands with soap and water. 
The celebration of days like 
Fun With Shapes, I Love My 
Veggies and Fruit Day Fun only 
add excitement to conceptual 
learning in the Pre School and 
Pre Primary classrooms. 
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Traffic Safety Week was 
celebrated in the Junior School 
with the aim of educating the 
children about road safety 
rules and culminated in an Art 
Competition.

Children like playing grown-
ups and the celebration of 
Mother’s Day Grandparents’ 
Day and Teachers’ Day see 
our children come dressed to 
school, like mini adults.  They 
engage in activities like role 
play and recite theme-based 
poems alongside creative 
activities like card-making. 
This year the children not 
only learnt poems related to 
the weather, they even learnt 
to play some indoor games in 
class, during the monsoon and 
very cold months. They are 
also learning to play games like 
Lagori (Pitthu) as well.

With Drama, an important 
learning tool, the enactment of 
Krishnaleela for Janmashtami, 
Ramlila for the Diwali Assembly 
and the Nativity for Christmas 
are special days packed with a 
lot of learning beside related 
creative activities. Our kids 
enjoy participating in these 
presentations, no matter what 
the role be. 

To hone their skills in 
Language and Environmental 
Studies special games like 
word searches are devised 
by the class teachers along 
with inter-house quizzes in 
Current Events and Mental 
Maths. Periodic Handwriting 
Competitions take our children 
to another level when they 
participate in the Write Right 
Handwriting Competition, 

an annual event that sees 
many represent our school 
at the Regional and National 
level of the Competition. The 
Schoolsindia Art & Essay 
Competition and the Eduheal 
Olympiads in Cricket, Science, 
English, Maths, General 
Knowledge, Space Science and 
Bio-Technology. are regular 
events in our Junior School. 
Many of our children win 
medals and cash prizes in these 
competitions. While inculcating 
in our children a good book 
reading habit, we are also part 
of the Scholastic initiative, One 
Nation Reads Together. 

The Show & Tell presentations 
that begin in Pre-School stress 
on developing speaking skills 
and enhancing confidence 
levels while laying the 
foundation for future public 
speaking. By the time they 
reach Classes II and III, many 
have mastered the skills of an 
eloquent orator!

Regular yoga and drill 
presentations showcase the 
high levels of fitness in our 

children. Novelty Sports for 
each class group as well as 
a grand Sports Day are a 
part of our curriculum. The 
drive to foster good eating 
habits and discouraging 
fast foods is our constant 
endeavour at The Pinnacle 
School. To instil a spirit 
of adventure, the children 
from Pre-School to Class II 
attended the Rocksport Day 
Camp in school while our 
Class III kids went to Muddy 
Boots in Greater Noida. Age 
appropriate, adventure sports 
were specially designed 
in keeping with the ability 
and interest of the children. 
Commando Crawl, Burma 
Bridge and Zip-Line are now 
a part of their vocabulary!

With a focus on skill building, 
personality and character 
building along with social 
skills as well as right attitudes 
only makes the Pinnacle 
education process holistic 
and complete. A well-planned, 
balanced syllabi interspersed 
with recreational activities 
ensures that The Pinnacle 
Kids have a fun-filled day in 
school. 

Rita Sinha
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Remember the 
moment, 
cherish the 
story, celebrate 
days.

1. Earth Day
2. I love veggies
3. Fun with Chocolates
4. Hand Wash Day
5. Grandparents Day
6. I love my India
7. Raksha Bandhan

1 2

3 4

5

6 7
pinnacle review
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Learning is a 
treasure that 
will follow 
its owner 
everywhere.

1. Word Search
2. Fun with shapes
3. Mental Maths Day
4. Holiday Homework 

was fun
5. Crazy Verb Train
6. EVS Musical Chairs
7. Fun with shapes

1

3

2

4

6

5

7
JUniOr ScHOOl acTiviTieS
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Music and 
rhythm find 
their way into 
the secret places 
of the soul.

1. Christmas Nativity
2. Kaleidoscope
3. Dancing Dolls
4. Summer Songs
5. Founder’s Day

1

3

4

5

2
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The five S’s of 
sports are 
stamina, speed, 
skill, strength 
& spirit.

1. Here comes Santa!
2. Adventure Camp
3. Adventure Camp
4. Christmas Fete
5. Sports Day

1

2
3

4

5

JUniOr ScHOOl acTiviTieS
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Li'l Champs

You earn your trophies at practice. You just pick them up at competitions.

1. Schools India Art Competition
2. Schools India Essay Competition
3. SIP Maths Genius Olympiad
4. Eduheal International English 

Olympiad
5.  Inter house Current Affairs Quiz
6. The Vocabulary Relay

1 2

3 4

5 6
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not just creativity but also in 
learning of language skills but 
also inculcate in them an interest 
in rhymes, stories and songs. 
The activities are usually theme 
based, from healthy eating habits 
to festivals and observances.
In the first week of October, the 
teachers of the UNWA School 
visited The Pinnacle School 
on Junior School Parents’ Day. 
They spent time interacting 
with some of our teachers in the 
classrooms. Dussehra and Diwali 
were celebrated with special 
handwork, a poem and muffins 
as accompaniment. The spirit 
of Christmas is never complete 
unless we experience the ‘Joy of 
Sharing and Giving’. Our teachers 
told them about Santa and taught 
them a few Christmas songs. 

The Pinnacle School - UnWa KG School ParTnerShiP

In May 2018, our school joined hands with 
UNWA (United Nations Wives’ Association) in support of their initiative, 

the UNWA KG School, a Kindergarten School for lesser privileged 
children between the ages of three and five. 

They made them colour pretty 
headbands for Santa’s Party too. 
Santa visited the UN School with 
bags of goodies and gifts for all. 
The kids were delighted to see 
him. They interacted with Santa 
and sang songs, jointly taught 
by their teachers and our team. 
For Republic Day, the children 
coloured a worksheet with 
colours from our Tricolour. Each 
visit to the school is packed with 
learning and fun.
The past few months in this 
partnership have been very 
humbling for us at The Pinnacle 
School. We have enjoyed all the 
planning of the activities and 
interacting with the children 
on each of our visits. We look 
forward to meeting them with 
more learning activities and more 
of sharing with their teachers.

A project led by Mrs Bridget 
Ganguly, the school has two 
rooms in the DAV Public 
School, Jangpura, New Delhi. 
With two teachers and a 
support staff of three young 
ladies to assist with about 
forty- five children, the school 
runs in two shifts each morning 
of the school week. As part 
of the understanding, a team 
of teachers from our school 
would visit the UNWA School, 
once a month. 
It was in July 2018 that our 
team constituted by Mrs 
Roszanna Snelleksz and Mrs 
Mansi Kapoor made their first 
visit to the school. The children 
won the hearts of our teachers 
from their very first meeting. 
Our very talented teachers 
now engage them in specially 
planned activities that enhance 

Rita Sinha
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Aunty Gloria is my new singing teacher.  
She is very strict. She is very pretty.  She 
plays the Yamaha very nicely.  She sings 
many songs.  On the first day, she called 
our names and we got up and sang alone. 
She gave us grades. I like my new singing 
teacher very much.

here is a park near my 
house. It is a small park. 
I go to the park in the 
afternoon and in the 
evening. I go there with my 

friends. I play with my neighbour Laiba in 
the park. The park has flowers and sand. 
I play tennis and badminton there. I also 
have a picnic here on Sundays. There are 
leafy statues in the shape of a giraffe and 
an elephant in wireframes. There are small 
grassy hills to roll down from and benches 
to relax and sit on. I have a lot of fun in 
the park.

T
ARTICLES

We celebrate Mother’s Day 
for mothers. We celebrate this 
day to show our love. I love 
my mother very much. I made 
a card for her. I gave her a gift 
and she felt very happy. I also 
made a mixed fruit cake for 
my mother. We all enjoyed 
Mother’s Day.

MOTHER’S DAY 

GOING TO THE PARK

Ahmed Umar Farooqui, II-A

My new classroom is very big. I keep my 
classroom clean. In my class, there are 
three fans and lights. There are many chairs 
and tables. There are many charts also. 
All my books are kept in class. I have four 
friends in my new class. I have got many 
new teachers. I like my new class.

CLASSROOM - TO YOU I BELONG

Livanshi, II-B

DO RE MI

Bhavya Kapoor, II-C

I go for my morning walk at 5 
o’clock. I go to a park near my 
house. I go there with my family. 
There is a jogging track in the 
park. I jog with my father. Then I 
do yoga with my mother. There is 
lots of greenery around the park. 
There are many beautiful flowers 
in the park too. There are many old 
people doing laughing exercises. 
Many children play in the park in the 
morning. Yes, morning walks are fun!

MORNING WALKS ARE FUN

Riddha Sengupta, III-A

My birthday comes on the 7th of 
August. In the morning when I woke 
up my parents gave me a stylish 
purse filled with chocolates. There 
was a doll for me inside the purse. 
Then my parents asked me not to 
come inside their bedroom because 
they were planning for a party. After 
the planning was done we went to 
the temple and prayed. After that, 
I made a list of people coming to 
my party and invited them. Then I 
helped my father decorate the living 
room. My mother made delicious 
chowmein, burgers, chole – bhature 
and a strawberry cake for the party. 
It was a lovely party.

BIRTHDAY REVELRY

Shagun Sharma, III-B

Aarna Makhija, II-B
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I have summer holidays in May 
and June. I play with my friends 
and go shopping with my 

mother. My friends come home to 
play. We put on music and dance a lot.
 I eat kulfis, ice candies and mangoes. 
I read every day.
 I visit my grandparents. I make nice 
scrapbooks for my holiday homework. 
We go for evening picnics to the park. 
I like being in the park. I play carrom 
with my mother and watch a little 
television. In my holidays I sleep a 
lot. I really love my holidays because I 
have lots of fun. My father and mother 
also have a lot of fun with us. I go to 
the temple with them. We go out for 
special family dinners. Holidays make 
me happy because I go to sleep late 
in the night and wake up late in the 
morning.

One day, I got full marks 
in a Maths Test. I came 
home very happy. I asked 
my father if we could have 
an ice- cream treat.   But 
my father refused because 
he was not happy with my 
handwriting. My parents 
were quietly planning a 
treat for me. My father went 
to the Baskin Robbins Ice 
-cream shop. 

There were so many flavours 
of ice- creams there like 
strawberry, butterscotch and 
many more. He bought my 
favourite chocolate flavour. 
We had so much ice- cream 
to eat. It was a nice treat. I 
thanked my parents for the 
lovely surprise.

HOLIDAYS MAKE ME HAPPY

ICE CREAM SOLVES EVERYTHING

LOVE MY MOM

My mother is 
pretty. She is tall. 
She likes red. She 
likes nuts. I love 
my mother. She 

loves me too.

Aarna Makhija, II-B
Raunak Kumari, I-B

Dhanya Jha, II-A

I went to a water park in 
my holidays. 
My family took me in a car 
to the water park. 
There were different types 
of rides there.
 I liked the pool rides.
 I wore a swimming 
costume. 
There were other children 
with their families in the 
park. I also ate food. 
I enjoyed very much.

Payal, II-B

MY FAMILY OUTING I AM A JUNK FOODIE
I like to eat pizza. 
My mother makes it for  me. 
It is very tasty. I always eat 
fresh and hot pizza. 
It has cheese and vegetables. 
It is junk food. 
I will try not to eat pizzas.

Pratham, I-C 

Our Scribes
Life is an ice cream. 

Enjoy it before it melts.
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LOVING FAMILY
My family is a small and good family. We go to the mall on holidays. 
My mother cooks and bakes cakes for us. We eat food together. I love my family.

One day my mother planned 
to have a family dinner. She 
invited my grandparents for 
our family dinner. My mother 
and I went shopping in the 
Super Market. She bought 
gifts for my grandparents. 
We went for dinner at a hotel. 
The hotel was very nice. We 
ordered food at the hotel. 
We ate lachcha parantha and 
dal makhani. The food was 
yummy. Then I gave gifts to my 
grandparents and they were 
very happy. After dinner, we 
all ate ice-creams. I enjoyed 
my family dinner with my 
grandparents very much.

 EATING TOGETHER

Vritant Tanwar, III-A

We should keep our classroom 
clean. It is important because 
we study here. A classroom 
has many children in the 
same room all the time. If our 
classroom is dirty, then the air 
in the room will also become 
dirty. It will have germs and 
we will become sick. Children 
should not throw paper and foil 
paper on the floor. All waste 
paper should be put in the 
dustbin. We must sharpen our 
pencils at the bin. Everyone 
should keep the tables and 
chairs clean. I always help to 
keep my classroom clean.

KEEP THE CLASSROOM 
CLEAN

Mahd Khan, III-A

Our teacher asked us to read 
a storybook in our summer 
holidays. 
My holiday storybook’s name 
is Pinocchio. 
My mother bought this book 
from a bookstore for me. 
It is a big book. 
It has very colourful pictures. 
The story is about a 
carpenter and a wooden 
puppet. 
It was an interesting story. 
I enjoyed reading this book 
because it was full of fun. 
I shared my storybook with 
my sister.

PINOCCHIO

Shaurya Garg, III-B

My new friend’s name 
is Sharvi. She studies 
in my class.  
She lives near my 
house. We play 
together in the park. 
She is very cute and 
pretty. She has very 
curly hair.  
I invited her to my 
birthday party. 
Sharvi loves to read 
storybooks. 
She also loves to play 
games with me.  
We share our tiffins 
with each other. 
We have become best 
friends.

DEAR SHARVI

Pehar Sadh, III-B

Arfa Aamir, I-C
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Bhavya Kumar, II-A

MY GRANDPARENTS ROCK

A FuN dAY

monsoon time

The monsoon season 
is my favourite season. 
I love the rain because 
the weather and the air 
around us become cool. I 
can wear my raincoat and 
gumboots and go out to 
play with my friends in the 
rain. I take my umbrella 
with me too. We see the 
peacock dancing before it 
rains. We play games in the 
rain. I jump in the puddles 
wearing my gumboots. 
When I come back home 
I like to drink hot tea and 
eat jalebis and samosas. 
I sit in the verandah and 
enjoy watching the rain 
with my friends. When the 
rain stops I love to see the 
rainbow in the sky.

My grandparents live with me. They 
play with me. My grandmother bakes 
cakes for me. She buys me chocolate 
every day. She tells me stories. She 
buys fruits for me. I like to spend time 
with my grandparents. They buy me 
toys. They give me ice-cream treats. My 
grandparents take me to the India Gate. 
We ride a bike together. Every week we 
go out. They take me to see museums. 

My grandfather buys me storybooks. 
He loves me a lot. He wants me to eat 
fruits and healthy food. He and my 
grandmother never scold me. They buy 
me big boxes of chocolates when I get 
full marks in class. My grandmother 
makes special food for me. My 
grandparents give me a surprise every 
day. I love them so much.

I have a toy doll. Her 
name is Frozen. She 
is very pretty. I play 
with her in the evening. 
Even my friend knows 
her well. She is good 
at dancing.  I put music 
on YouTube and dance 
with her. She can speak 
too. Sometimes I give 
her a bath. I put on 
pretty dresses for her. 
I love my doll because 
she is the best in the 
whole world.

My family is good. They go to the park.
 My family plays with me. They live in Delhi. I love my family. 

Shaurya Garg, III-B

FRoZen, mY DoLLY

Riddha Sengupta, III-A

i WiSH i WAS 
BORN A BiRD

 I am a cuckoo bird. I am 
black in colour. I have a very 
sweet voice. I am mostly 
known for my singing. I am 
also a naughty little bird. I 
lay my eggs in the nests 
of other birds, especially 
the crows. I like to worry 
about them. I am a shy 
bird, too. I live in big trees 
crowded with leaves like 
the mango tree. I like to 
eat hairy caterpillars. I 
love to fly around. I don’t 
like to be trapped in a 
cage. I love rainy days. The 
weather turns cool. When 
I see children eating ice-
cream, I want to eat some 
too. I love myself because 
of my sweet voice.

Shagun Sharma, III-B

Aadya Ranjan, I-A
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true FrIeNds

“Either write something worth reading or do something worth writing.” Benjamin Franklin

y friend 
Samaira came 
to our home. 
She came 
to our home 
on Eid. We 
played with 
my teddy bear. 

After playing we watched a movie. 
The movie was Tiger Zinda Hai. My 
mother made yummy cupcakes. We 
liked the cupcakes. I enjoyed my 
friend’s visit very much.

ALOO pOOrI - YOu cAN’t beAt It

My best 
friend’s name 
is Nakul. He 
is five years 
old. He lives 
in Delhi. My 
friend likes to 
eat buns. He 
is a good boy.  

M

My favourite food is potato curry and poori. My mother 
cooks it for me at home. I eat with my family. She also 
makes it for my school. I share it with my friends.

Naba Choudhary, II-B

I want to make a new house. 
I want to make a beautiful 
house. I want my bathroom 
to have a huge bathtub. My 
room would have blue walls. 
I will have cartoon posters on 
the walls. I want my house 
to have a huge drawing room 
also. There will be different 
rooms for everyone. I want a 
swimming pool on my terrace. 
I will call all my friends to a 
party in my new house.

Bilal Ahmed, II-A

weLcOMe tO 
MY New hOMe

I like to eat fruits and vegeta-
bles. My mother buys them 
from the shop. They are good 
for health. My mother gives 
me fruits and vegetables to 
eat daily. My mother makes a 
fruit salad for me also.

Tashvi Sharma, I-B

MOre FruIts 
& VeGGIes

Maria, I-A

BFF

Satyam Paswan, I-A
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best FAther eVer
My father’s name is Aamir. He is forty-two years old. He wears pants 
and shirts. He is tall. He cooks food for me. He buys me toys. He 
bathes me. He plays with me. He has a red car. I love my father.

MY NEW HAIR CUT
I went to the salon for a haircut with 
my mother. It was in a mall. The 
hairdresser asked me what hairstyle I 
wanted. I told her that I really wanted 
a party hairstyle. She made me sit 
on a special chair. They put a sheet 
around me. Then she wet my hair 
with a spray and combed my hair. 

She cut my hair and put rollers. My 
hair looked nice after they removed 
the rollers. Then she put colourful 
pretty clips on my hair. I looked so 
beautiful. We went back home. At 
the party, everyone told me that my 
hair looked so nice. I was very happy 
because my hair looked so pretty.

Bhavya Kumar, II-A

FUn WitH mUm
   My mum’s name is Leela. I 

enjoy having fun with my mum. 
My mum helps me with my 
homework. I go shopping with 
my mum. My mum buys me 
storybooks. I play Ludo with my 
mum. She tells me stories at 
night. We eat lunch together. We 
bake a cake together. We go to 
the park and play badminton and 
hide and seek.  My mum takes 
me to birthday parties. She even 
sings for me. I have a lot of fun 
with my mum.

M.Mohitha, III-B

Vaaniya Aamir, I-B

We have yoga every Thursday 
at school. Chakradhar Sir is my 
Yoga teacher.  He teaches us 
many asanas like the camel 
pose, the cobra pose and the 
lotus pose.  My best asana is 
the lotus pose. Yoga is good 
for my body. I practise yoga 
at home also.  I like yoga very 
much.

Yoga, mY natURaL HigH

Pradnya Maheshwari, II-C

My friend’s name is Zainab. She is very 
clever.  In school, we share our tiffin. She 
likes to eat sweets. She likes to go to the 
park to play in. We go to each other’s 
house.

Aaliya Gupta, I-C 

MY MAte
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,

Last Sunday, I was very excited 
because I was going to the Water 
Park. I woke up at 6 o’ clock. I 
quickly got ready to go to the 
Water Park with my family. We 
took some chips, juice and a 
chocolate cake with us. When I 
entered the Water Park I saw lots 
of swings. My sister and I played 
on the swings for three hours. We 
also took a water ride. I played 
with my sister in the pool. Then 
we had some cold drinks and 
pastries. I enjoyed my Sunday.

RIDE ON THE 
WATER SLIDE

Mysha Khan, III-A

My grandparents live in Aligarh 
in Uttar Pradesh. I visit my 
grandparents during my summer 
holidays. Their house is big and 
beautiful. There are many rooms. 
There is a separate room for me 
and my family. The rooms have 
big windows. There is a rocking 
chair where my grandfather sits 
and reads his newspaper. From 
outside the house is pink and 
red in colour. There are beautiful 
flowers in the garden. My 
grandmother cooks delicious food 
for us when we go there. I love my 
grandparents and their house.

BONDING WITH 
GRANDPARENTS

Nandini, III - A

We had a fun day on 24th July. 
We celebrated Chocolate Day 
in school. I made a card with a 
border and design.  Ariba gave me 
chocolate wrappers and I stuck 
them on my card. We brought 
chocolates and ate them in school. 
My teacher put up all the cards 
on the board. When she gave my 
card to me, I gave it to my mother.  
She was very happy to see my 
card.

CHOCOLATE - EVERY-
BODY’S FAVOURITE

Alisha Khan, II-C

There are many teachers 
in my school. All of them 
are good. But my class 
teacher, Aunty Rachna 
is the best of all. I can 
talk easily to her. She 
reads us good stories. 
She also tells me to do 
good work. When I do 
good work, she gives me 
a star in my book. When 
I don’t know something, 
she tells it to me. She 
likes me very much. I am 
fond of my teacher.

BEST FRIENDS 
WITH MY TEACHER

Prabhsifat Kaur Sachdeva, II-B
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Writers

Illustrators
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Writers
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INTERNATIONAL GENERAL KNOWLEDGE OLYMPIAD 

 
CLASS NAME MEDAL 

1 A Nakul Gold 

2A Dhanya Jha Gold 

2 A Wardaan Haris Khan Gold 

3 A Daksh Garg Gold 

4 B Antarjot Singh Sachdeva Gold 

5A Harjap Singh Ahuia Gold 
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Loading Laughter …

Energetic, cheerful, noisy , like the 
boisterous wind which is hard to control 
- a class which is full of loquacious and 
talkative people, forever ready to express 
their views. A class so full of distinct 
laughter that one nearly breaks into a 
laugh himself, if attention is paid  to how 
they are all laughing. 

Class Eleven was quite a handful when 
it came to handling them. Every new day 
was a challenge. Every morning I would tell 
them  to stay out of trouble, have a good 
day and every afternoon I would find out 
whether that they had been up to some 
mischief or the other. Life was nothing 
less than a roller coaster with them. I  
sometimes wondered why they had all 
gone so wonky in Class XI. Yet I have to say 
that this class never misbehaved or talked 
back during the many dressing downs that 
they got.

Class XI assembly left every one 
mesmerized. Not just that, they also 
ROCKED the farewell. Class XII kept 
asking me if this eleventh would be 
able to pull off a decent farewell and 
of course they worked tirelessly and 
handled it like a BOSS. Infact long 
after the farewell was over, I would 
walk into the class and the students 
would say “Ma’am, let’s go for a run 
through”.

In the last month before their exams, I 
was often asked if I would miss them 
and I would jokingly tell them that 
headaches are not missed. I can’t help 
but confess that as you leave I feel an 
ache in my heart and I am gripped by 
a yarning to see your silly faces early 
in the morning, ready to get the day 
started with your tomfoolery.

Deepti Madan

CLASS  -XII
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Aditya Kukreja-Dobby
Nobel intentions and 

determined to be of help

Akshit Puri-Roland Deschain 
A disciplined, no-nonsense 

anti-hero

Aman Bangwal-James Bond   
Can floor men (physically) and 
women with equal style and 

minimum fuss

Aman Banka-Atticus Finch
A true role model in every sense 

of the word

Khushi Sachdeva–Heidi
Loyal and  cool both on the in-

side and outside  

Apoorv Prashar-Richard Katz  
Cool in an evolving state of mind 
and not just a flippant young man

Harveen Kaur-Matilda 
Makes the best of what she’s got 

- lots of charisma 

Anbhay Sadh-Aragorn 
This compassionate Ranger will 

always rule our hearts

Mahek Malhotra-Sansa Stark 
Has a taste for the finer things 

in life

pInnACLe revIew
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Manav Madnani-Neville Longbottom
Makes his point and wins every 

one’s hearts

Samriddhi Dureja-Becky Sharp  
A beautiful and clever creation

Ishan Dua-Snape
A consistent presence in the life 

of those he loves

Quincy Sadh-Mary Poppins
This magical girl teaches us that 
life can be full of beauty and 

fun

Pratham Sadh- Samwise Gamgee 
The best friend any one could ask 

for  

Rishab Gupta-Gandalf  
Unmatchable intellect and far 

sighted

Tashveen Kaur-Buffy  
Buffy handles life with kick-butt 

prowess and immense charm  

Pulkit Goel-Rodion Raskolnikov  
A complex young chap, who doesn’t 

believe in following laws

Shivanya Soni-Éowyn   
Brave and has a drive to defy 
other’s expectations of her

CLASS  -XII
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Urooba Siddiqui-Daenerys Targaryen 
Has a  fiery spirit and  is 
determined to be at the top  

Uday Papri-Don Quixote 
Innocent and full of chivalry and 

bravery

Rhythm Nagpal-Legolas
Cool , reliable handsome and 

brave

Tanmay Saini-Tyrion
Formidable ,doesn’t let people’s 

opinions stop him

Tushar Kalra-The Little Prince 
Wisest and the most ambitious 

young man 

Mehar Dhody-Margaret Simon  
A  thinker,  wonderer and a keen 

learner

Rohan Joseph Lal-Jon Snow 
Generous, brave, and capable of 

sacrificing for others

Sonali Bhandari-Josephine March 
A willful young woman with strong 

principles

Bhvya Tanwar-Meg Murry 
Has a distinct personality and 

doesn’t try to fit in!

pInnACLe revIew
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Cheena Taneja-Alice In Wonderland
Her inquisitive nature holds a 
mirror up to the acquiescent 

adult world

Jatin Singh-George Weasley  
An artist in his chosen field 

(making mischief)

Mayank Gulliya-Huckleberry Finn 
Full of childlike charm and 

wonder

Mehak Bhatia-Jane Eyre 
Spirited and has the knack of 

getting things done 

Shivangi Taneja-Belle   
Intelligent, persistent, and 

extremely brave

Ishan Dewan-Remus Lupin   
A real hero who is there for 

those who need him

Sidra Nizami-Arya Stark  
Headstrong, and may just survive 

the contest called life   

Simran Bindra-Ophelia 
She will stop at nothing to 
protect those whom she loves

Suhana Sharma-Hermione Granger    
Intellectual and blasts her 
friends when they’re being 

ridiculous 
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Wadia Shariq-Esperanza’s 
 Her observational nature is 

enamouring

Ronit Sadh-Pippin
An optimist who manages to see 

the best in everything

Alisbah Zulfqar-LucyPevensie
Extremely faithful, and has 
unwavering belief in the good 

Priyanka Dandona-Alanna 
A strong will to prove herself in 

a world that belongs to men

Asra Hashmi-Midori Kobayashi 
Smart and seeking to strike a 
balance between the traditional 

and the modern

Sagardeep Singh-The Hobbit  
Small in size, but has a huge, 

friendly personality

Shehla Zahoor-Ginny Weasley 
A strong, determined and alluring 

young woman

Maryam Ahmed-Snowball(Animal Farm)
Cool and deeply philosophical
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The InvesTITure Ceremony was held 
In July. The CandIdaTes were all agog 
wITh exCITemenT for The resulTs To 
unfold. The sTudenT CounCIl 2018-
2019 Came InTo effeCT and were led 
from The fronT by rohan and QuInCy.

Performing at  the oPening Ceremony

Students of the school participated in the opening ceremony of 1st Asian and Oceanian BOCCE championship on 1st December ,2018.

Investiture Ceremony

Standing 1st Row(Lt-Rt):  Priyanka Dandona, Rohan Joseph Lal, Quincy Sadh, Mannat Singh Anand, 
          Tushar Kalra, Tanmay Saini.
Standing 2nd Row (Lt-Rt): Mohd. Shafi Khan, Manya Sharma, Harshit Gupta, Anjali Dhyani, Saiba Kathpalia,  
           Sahib Mehra.
Standing 3rd Row (Lt-Rt): Gurjot Kaur Anand, Chahat Singh, Mahee Chadha, Sahil Dewan, 
                                                     Mohammad Ali, Haider Ali, Yash Rawat. 
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Opening all dOOrs- multilingualism

Oh, what a display!!!!

Language Day is 
celebrated every year 
on 21st February. 
The main purpose 
of celebrating this 
day is to promote 
linguistic and 
cultural diversity and 
multilingualism. 
Classes VI to VIII had 
fun activities which 
were in the form of a 
quiz and word search for the different levels. The children enjoyed 
the activity.

swaying tO the tune

An assembly was organized by Class XII to celebrate International 
Dance Day and Earth Day. The assembly constituted of a short skit 
highlighting the importance of keeping our surroundings clean, a 
fusion dance comprising of both western and Indian Bhangra and 
a poem written by the students emphasizing on taking immediate 
steps to save our planet. The assembly ended with a small 
speech and display of posters made by the students depicting the 
importance of Mother Earth. The assembly was liked by all.

ma is a special wOrd
Mother’s Day 
Activity for 
Class IV was 
conducted in 
the classroom 
on 9th May. 
Children made 
beautiful cards 
with a thoughtful 
message to their 
moms. They decorated the cards beautifully to show appreciation 
for their mothers in their lives. They wanted their mothers to be 
surprised with those cards that would bring a smile on their faces. 
Through this activity, they also showed that their mother served as 
role models to them.

train tO strain
Mental Maths 
Quiz was 
conducted 
for Class V 
on the 5th  of 
May. It was 
an interactive 
experience for 
the children. 
The quiz 
encouraged the 
children to participate and be confident. 
On the same day, Spell Bee was organized for Class IV.  It made 
children aware of spellings and the usage of many unfamiliar 
words. It was a wonderful learning experience. It served to enrich 
the vocabulary bank of the students and encouraged the students 
to spell difficult words confidently

The month of July ended 
with Classes IV to VIII 
displaying their holiday 
projects. The children 
put in a lot of effort into 
their projects and were 
enthusiastic to display 
their work. 
They showcased their skill 
in various models, collages 
and work of art. There 
were many innovative 
ideas for all to learn.
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Celebrating independenCe
he Independence Day 
Assembly of the year 
2018 was hosted by 
Class X .

 The Assembly started 
with the Flag hoisting ceremony 
and a short prayer for the well being 
of our nation. Our Principal gave a 
short speech remembering the great 
sacrifices made to achieve the nation 
and spoke about the duties of citizens 
and responsibility on our shoulders to 
cherish the great sacrifices made.

There was a skit depicting how 
different people celebrate this 
historic day all around Delhi. Children 
performed dances on patriotic songs. 
while some sang a couple of patriotic 
songs. A musical skit depicting 
the sacrifice of our soldiers, made 
us all quite emotional. Students 
showcased their jump rope skills on 
patriotic songs. Children participated 
enthusiastically. The teamwork of 
Class X was appreciated with a huge 
applause by the school.

Young 
scientists of 
the school 
participated 
in the school 
exhibition 
and displayed 
their projects. 
Various topics 
of Science 
were depicted 
with the 
help of experiments, models (working and 
non-working). The students explained the 
concepts well and the exhibition provided 
them with a platform to enhance their 
scientific aptitude, speaking, presentation, 
creative skills and confidence. It was a very 
enriching experience.

T

developing a 
scientific temperament

An Inter House Debate Competition on ‘Today Parenting is more about financing 
children than nurturing them’ was held on August 21, 2018. Mannat Singh 
Anand of Class X-B (Tagore House) stood first followed by Vanshika Choudhary 
(Class IX -A, Gandhi House)and Jagriti  Dutta(Class IX -B, Tagore House)The house 
results stand as follows: Gandhi House-First, Nehru House –Second and Teresa 
and Tagore House Third.
The students had worked hard on the subject matter and had good value points. 
However, they need to work on their delivery skills. Their effort is commendable.

The victory of good over evil
Dussehra assembly was conducted by 
Classes IV, V and VI. Dussehra is the 
celebration of Lord Rama’s victory over 
Ravana. In the assembly, the significance 
of the festival was brought out by the 
students followed by an enactment. 
Children performed vibrant dance forms 
which were well appreciated by all.

 Through another enactment, the children 
shared that each one of us has both good 
and evil qualities and Ravana was no 
exception. The underlying message was 
‘Victory of good over evil’. 

Me Vs You
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Students of Class VI presented 
the Diwali assembly on 7th 
November, 2018. The assembly 
started with the morning prayer 
followed by Ganesh Vandana. 
Students made children aware 
that Diwali is one of the biggest 
festivals of the Hindus as it 
marks the return of Lord Rama 
from fourteen years of exile 
and his victory over the demon, 
Ravana. They also shared 
the fact that people worship 
Goddess Lakshmi on this day. 
The students performed a 
devotional dance devoted to 
Goddess Lakshmi. Students 

doing diwali right

encouraged their fellow 
friends to say ‘No to Crackers’ 
because besides encouraging 
child labour, crackers emit a 
lot of smoke which causes air 
pollution. 
A scintillating dance 
performance by the students 
added much exuberance 
and joy to the assembly. The 
assembly delivered a message 
of brotherhood and that it 
should be celebrated with all 
the sections of the people living 
in society regardless of their 
economic and social status.

a Colourful republiC

Republic Day is an important day of the year for the people of India 
and we celebrate it annually on 26th of January since 1950.
On this day, the constitution of India came into force by replacing 

the Government of India Act 1935 as a governing document 
of India. It has been declared as a national holiday by the 
Government of India. People in India enjoy this great day by 
celebrating in their own way and a parade takes place at 
Rajpath, New Delhi in the presence of the President of India.
Our school also celebrated Republic Day with full enthusiasm. 
Class VII children sang the patriotic song –Aye Mere Watan Ke 
logo which commemorates Indian soldiers who died during the 
Sino-Indian War in 1962. 
The rich and varied history of India was beautifully depicted in 
the skits performed by the children and they also spoke about 
the social elements that divide the country. 
The dances performed by the children filled us with patriotism 
and pride in being Indians. 
The students experienced the feeling of patriotism as it was 
reflected through their conversation among themselves after the 
programme.

skill  full
SUPW display for Classes IV-VIII was held so that the students 
could showcase their talent and the skills that they had acquired 
over a period of 6 months. Students from various clubs like the 
dance club, science club, needlework, sports yoga and heritage 
club dazzled the audience with their performance.
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remembering 
Our rOOts-FOunder’s day
As is the custom, this year too ,we celebrated  
Founder’s Day. Class XI depicted the story of ‘The 
Giving Tree ‘through a dance drama. The embedded 
idea was that teachers, like the tree, give all they have 
to their students and are happy and satisfied to see 
them prosper in life. 
The icing on the cake was the melodious song sung by 
Akriti Bangwal and Chahat Singh. Also, Sahil Dewan 
of Class X strummed his way into the hearts of the 
audience when he played some melodious Spanish 
tunes. 
The assembly was followed by the Kaleidoscope 
activities, where the whole school was immersed in 
the plethora of activities. Some of the activities were 
cooking, sketching, designing book covers etc. The 
day ended on a high note when the winners from 
each activity were declared and the efforts of all the 
students were applauded.

a spirited christmas

The much-awaited festival of Christmas was celebrated 
with fervour and zeal by students of Class  IX on 20th 
December ,2018. Gail Ma’am and Jasmeet Ma’am graced 
the occasion with their presence. 
The programme commenced with a thought on the true 
meaning of Christmas celebration. A thought-provoking 
skit ( The bishop’s candlesticks) was presented by the 
students of Class IX which emphasized that Christmas 
was more than just Santa, cards, toys or gifts under the 
Christmas tree.  The nativity was beautifully depicted 
through dance on ‘Joy to the world’. 
Traditional carols like Joy to the World, Jingle Bells, Three 
Wise Men, In Bethlehem on a Winter Night, We wish you 
a Merry Christmas was sung by our young choir, getting 
everybody into the spirit of Christmas and its gaiety.

Christmas waves a magic wand over 
the world, and behold, everything is 
softer and more beautiful
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A Happy Gurupurab
Guru Nanak Jayanti is one of the most popular festivals of India. It is 
celebrated to mark the birth of Gurunanak Sahib and is celebrated with 
great zeal.
Gurunank Nanak’s birthday was celebrated in our school on 22nd 
November. Everyone took part in the celebration and enjoyed to the 
fullest. A pious and serene atmosphere was created in the school. The 
celebration was concluded with a treat of Karah Prasad which was 
offered to everyone.

with lOve FrOm the teachers

Puberty StrikeS

Knowing oneself is important. 
A workshop on “ Growing up 
years”  was conducted by 
Dr.Seema Taneja to ensure that 
our students do not go astray in 
trying to satiate their curiosity. 
The workshop was attended by 
students of Classes VI-VIII. It 
proved to be very beneficial for 
the students as it acquainted 
them with the physical and 
emotional changes that take 
place when they are growing 
up.  We will continue to have 
such enlightening sessions in 
the future.

The staff had practised in the limited time available and put up a scintillating show for the entertainment of the children on their 
special day. Amidst claps and cheers, the teachers put their best foot forward for their beloved children.
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As we know smoking is 
injurious to health. Still, 
young men and women 

find smoking a status symbol 
and are often found puffing 
cigarettes. On seeing this, 
non-smoking teenagers have a 
curiosity about giving cigarettes 
a try and eventually with the 
passage of time they often 
develop a habit of chain smoking.  
They start with a few cigarettes 

Garima and 
Abdullah Khurshid, VI - B

a day and then it becomes few packets a day. 
Unaware of the fact that smoking kills, they 
continue to smoke and become addictive and 
this  has a lot of ill effects. Long term smoking 
reduces the oxygen absorbing capacity of 
lungs resulting in an all-around reduction 
in a person’s mental and physical abilities. 
In foreign countries, there is heavy taxation 
on the sale of tobacco. The frequent urge to 
smoke causes lack of concentration. Hence 
one should restrain from any kind of tobacco 
use as it is habit forming.

YOUTH AND TECHNOLOGY
Who hasn’t heard the magical 
word mobile?  Most of the 
children have mobile phones 
from a very young age. One 
may wonder how the children 

All this makes us understand that if technology 
is used with care it can do us no harm.

may have lived without mobile 
phones in old times.
In the past, children were addicted 
to grandmothers. Grandma’s stories 

in the night about the magical 
world of kings, queens, prince, 
princesses, fairies and farmers 
were craved by the children 
and these stories improved the 
imagination. 

Now the children are addicted 
to mobile phones. They have 
no interest to talk to their own 
families and are busy chatting 
even while eating.   They do 
not play in the open and just 
enjoy playing play stations. 
If a question is asked about 
what he craves for, the answer 
would be his mom allowing 
him to play on play station. 
The youth of today  and are 
busy accusing one another 
and playing politics in the 
name of religion. 
As everything has a share of 
pros and cons, technology 
has improved our lifestyle 
very much. It has a hand 
in inspiring people to 
become robot designers and  
astronauts. It also helps in 
improving communication and 
allowing children to get their 
work through WhatsApp.

Hemesh Kukreja, VIII- B

pinnacle review
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OUr vALUE sYsTEm is DisiNTEGrATiNG

We have heard of the word ‘value 
system’ which is a set of values 
adopted by a person, organization 
or society as a standard to guide 
one’s behaviour in preference 
to all situations. I remember my 
parents and grandparents talking 
to me at length about our age-old 
value system and how they used 
to lead their life in early times 
when the comforts that they 
got were nothing as compared 
to today’s life. They all used to 
respect each other’s feelings and 
would never back answer their 
elders. They had adopted the 
values of truth, loyalty, respect, 
discipline and much more in 
their day to day life and would 
not dream of disobeying or 
disrespecting their elders.
But nowadays the behaviour 
of people is changing. They are 
more obsessed with the material 

things, fast cars, mobile phones 
and are disinterested in crucial 
problems related to their families. 
Busy modern lifestyles have 
brought changes in the cultural 
values and modern technology 
is one of the reasons for the 
differences caused.

The dire need of a person to work 
day and night to sustain in this 
competitive world doesn’t allow 
him to give enough time to family, 
friends and peers. But the fact 
that one should dream of living 
a better life cannot be ignored. 
One should work to get a better 
life in terms of food, clothing and 
housing. Therefore there should 
be a balance maintained between 
family and work and the value 
system and modernity.

Sara Shah, VII-B

rEADiNG is FUN

I come from the family of 
bookworms. My mother used to 
read a lot when she was young. 
Now she does not get much time 
as she has to devote time to us 
and look after the house.
I myself am a voracious reader. 
When I grow up, I would like to 
become an author. I want to 

follow the footsteps of my favourite 
authors like J.K.Rowling, Roald Dahl 
and Enid Blyton.
This generation of youngsters is 
hardly interested in books. They 
play useless games such as the 
clash of clans which are violent and 
addictive.I started reading at an 
early age. I am particularly interested 
in fiction, adventure, magic and 
myth. Reading has made my English 
strong. My favourite books are the 
series of Harry Potter and Percy 
Jackson. I am afraid to admit that I 
am addicted to books but also feel 
that it’s anyways better than being 
addicted to violent games. 
Most of the children in my class play 
online games and are not interested 
in reading. I wish they also get bitten 
by the bookworm so that they also 
start reading books.

Noor Zahoor, VII-A

pinnacle review
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Ban the BAGS
Without people who invent things, we’d all still be living 
like primitive cave people lacking transportation, electricity, 
smartphones, etc. But not every invention is a useful one. 
in fact, the world is brimming with products that make us 
question what their developers must be thinking when the 
concept hit their minds.

One such thing which should have never been invented are 
plastic bags. Though very popular thanks to the convenience 
factor , plastic bags are a big nuisance that the earth could 
have ideally done without. The miracle material has made 
modern life possible but more than forty percentage of it is 
used just once .The vital reasons why plastic bags should be 
boycotted are:
* Thousand of marine animals and more than one million 
birds die each year as a result of plastic pollution. For 
animals plastic is turning the ocean into a minefield .
* Plastic when burnt releases toxic fumes.
* Plastic is a non-biodegradable material which is not 
environment friendly at all.

We made plastic and should agree 
that we depend on it but now we’re 
drowning in it. Plastic bags are killing 
this planet.
To save the planet from crashing there 
are some alternatives to plastic bags. 
An easy alternative is Canvas bags 

- they are thicker and stronger 
than plastic. Another substitute 
for it is eco-friendly bags which 
are made out of natural starches 
and vegetable wastes and then 
there are plain and simple jute 
bags.

These substitutes of plastic should 
widely be used to preventt the earth 
from getting blemished.

Aryan Kalra, XI

SeniOr ScHOOl arTicleS
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GADGETs- AN OBsEssiON

Gadgets have become an 
obsession. Yes I know it’s 
strange that I say at the age 
of 13 when phones, laptops 
and iPads are supposed to be 
my best friends. But I truly feel 
that we are unable to strike a 
balance and limit its uses to 
what is necessary. Sometimes, 
I feel at loss for ideas and 
confidence when I don’t 
have my Google references. 
My mother always stresses, 
though, that it is important 
that I rely on my perspective 
and creativity, how important 
it is for me to observe, analyze 

and form my own opinion and 
how the ability to independently 
execute any project relying 
solely on what I hear and see is 
imperative. 
Reading can be perceived to be 
boring as compared to the joys of 
scrolling down on Facebook and 
Instagram. But the confidence 
we get from the impressive 
vocabulary gained from reading 
content is unmatched. However, 
we tend to do what is different. 
So friends, do not let a phone 
define your identity, but, let your 
individuality define you.

 Vansh Arora, VIII- B

THE HOmE i WOULD LikE TO DrEAm iN…

My dream home is a 
place of beauty, serenity 
and inspiration. It will 
be a bungalow with a 
huge lawn, planted with 
fruit trees and flowering 
plants. There would be 
plenty of space for a table 
and chairs so that when 
the weather is fine, my 
family can sit outside to 
have a meal or read the 
newspaper. There would 
be a lovely fountain in 
the garden to soothe our 
minds with the sound of 
water falling. Birds would 
perch on the trees to sing 
or nest.
My dream home would be 
large and spacious. There 
would be many windows 
to make the place bright 
and airy. I do not like 
houses that are small and 
cramped. It is for this 
reason that I dislike living 
in flats. 

The kitchen would be 
small and neat. I am not 
a fussy cook. However, 
if I ever cook or bake, 
I would like to do it on 
the latest Italian hob and 
oven. I would also have 
a CD player so that I can 
listen to music as I cook.
All the bedrooms in 
my dream house would 
be spacious and have 
attached bathrooms. 
The rooms will be fully 
air-conditioned. One 
of the most important 
rooms in my dream 
house is the library. 
Wonderful books on 
every subject in the 
world fill up the shelves 
that line the walls. I 
also have the latest 
table-top computer on 
which I work or surf the 
internet.
Another important 
room is the music room 
where I have the latest 
hi-fi system to play 
songs and music from 
all over the world. I love 
music. I would even 
have a piano in one of 
the rooms where I can 
often play pieces that I 
have composed.
My dream home would 
be a place of joy, peace 
and beauty. Right now 
it exists only in my 
dreams. Someday, I 
hope it will become 
reality.

Falak Kamaal, V-B

pinnacle review
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Dancing is dreaming with your feet

I wish to pursue dancing in future. 
I want to become a world famous 
dancer. It will be a dream come 
true. I want to dance with all the 
well-known dancers in order to 
fulfil my dream. Even my family 
believes that one day I will be a 
very well known dancer. I know 
dancing requires a lot of passion 
and dedication. It is not only a 
hobby but a dream that I wish to 
fulfil. I am a very versatile person; I 
can dance in any form. My teacher, 
from whom I have learned dancing, 

Mihika Sharma, VI-B

THE mAGiCAL LAmP
One day, while walking back from school, I 
found an old lamp. I picked it up and looked at 
it carefully. It was very rusty and dirty. I took it 
home and washed it. 

Then, as I started wiping it with 
a cloth, bright multi-coloured 
lights started to glow. Then, a 
blue coloured genie appeared 
in front of me. I was scared at 
first but then he told me that 
he was trapped in this lamp for 
years. He thanked me profusely 
and told me that I had set him 
free by rubbing the lamp. So, 
he would do anything for me. 
But there is one rule of the 
magic world. Only three wishes 
could be fulfilled in a day. I 
would play with him in the 
morning and would put him 
back in the lamp at night so 
he could sleep. Once, I lost it 
and started crying. I searched 
for it everywhere except for 
the closet. Later, I found the 
lamp under my clothes in the 
wardrobe.

Zaina Khan, V-B

inspires me a lot. She has won ten trophies. Her 
expressions are graceful. I hope one day I will be a 
good dancer like her.

SeniOr ScHOOl arTicleS
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mY HOBBY

Hobby is an activity that 
keeps us busy. Everybody 
has some hobby or the 
other. My favourite 
hobby is watching birds. 
Whenever I observe a 
new kind of bird, I click 
its picture, note down the 
date and find out its name 
in the encyclopedia and 
then paste the picture in 
my scrapbook.When I 
see a new bird, my day 
is made. Many species of 
birds can be spotted near 
my house as the Okhla 

Bird Sanctuary is near my 
house. I am always on the 
lookout for new birds and 
try to spot new birds on 
my way to school, in the 
balcony, on the trees, on 
the window sill etc. 
Hobbies increase our 
general knowledge. 
Hobbies keep us happy, 
active and leave no time 
for any mischief as they 
say, ‘an idle mind is a 
devil’s workshop.’ If you 
have a hobby you don’t 
have a dull moment.

Aiman Alfaq, IV-A

FrEEDOm FOr WOmEN

In days gone by, girls 
were not treated equally 
as boys. An image was 
formed in people’s mind 
that girls were physically 
weaker than boys and so 
the girls were deprived 
of many things. They 
were not educated as 
they didn’t have to be the 
breadwinner in a family. 
They were not even al-
lowed to go out to play.
Nowadays, this mindset 
has changed. Girls are 
being educated and they 
are taking up various 
professions which were 
male dominated like 
becoming pilots, heading 
multinational companies 
etc. Women have excelled 
in every field. 
In some villages, girls are 
still not being given their 
freedom and rights. The 
government has started a 
lot of schemes like Ladli 
Scheme which aims at 
empowering the girl child 
socially and economically 
and to provide 
security to girl students 
for their higher education. 
The Union Government 
has launched ambitious 
‘Beti Bachao-Beti Pad-
hao’(BBBP) campaign to 
save and empower the girl 
child.

Girls are being allowed to 
choose an occupation of 
their choice as they can 
manage their homes and 
workfront efficiently.

Jasra Kalam, VI-A

 The scary 
nighT   
As I was walking back 
from school one day, 
I found an old lamp. I 
picked it up and then 
suddenly someone gave 
me a hard push and I 
fell down. The lamp was 
still in my hand. Then 
when I looked at it 
again, I found that there 
was a message written 
and a map.

 I read the message. It 
read…FIND ME…. I 
was scared and then I 
turned it to see the map. 
It was showing some 
directions which I really 
couldn’t understand. 
Suddenly, I heard some 
footsteps and when I 
turned around I saw 
my friend. I told her all 
about the strange lamp.

 We left the lamp 
there only and quickly 
walked away from that 
strange place. That 
night I could not sleep 
and kept thinking about 
the map and the lamp. 

The next day while 
returning from school 
I noticed that the lamp 
was not there. It was 
so creepy. I can never 
forget that incident. 

Amna Afaq, V-B
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The Town of my DeSiGn
If I could design my own 
town, it would be nothing 
like other towns. There 
would be a big waterfall 
at the entrance of the city. 
The roads and streets 
would be clean. There 
would be a driverless 
metro connecting my 
town from one end to 
another. To enhance the 
beauty of the town, I 
would make an artificial 
mountain, covered with 
snow. My house would be 

in the middle of the town 
and I would name it the 
Grand Palace. 
The weather would be 
cool in the entire town 
as there would be lots of 
colourful trees. People 
would come and visit 
my city and admire 
it. There would be no 
politics so people will 
live peacefully. I would 
build a few schools for 
children. Every religion 
will be treated equally. 

People would be nice 
and helpful. I would like 
to build solar panels and 
windmills. 
There would be proper 
rules and regulations 
for each and everything. 
The town will have 
beautiful gardens and 
most importantly I 
would name my town 
WISHINGTON TOWN 
as whatever one desires 
from their town, it will 
be designed in my town.

Abdulla Khurshid, VI-B

BEFriENDiNG DisCiPLiNE
India is one of the exceptional countries which has a variety of languages. Hindi, 
the most spoken language, is given a step-motherly treatment and many of our 
states have an 
aversion to 
speaking it. 
On the other 
hand, English, 
even though 
it is a foreign 
language, 
is welcomed 
with open 

arms everywhere. It has 
become a part of our 
culture, so much so, that 
a non English speaking 
person is looked down 
upon in our country. 

We hated the colonial 
rulers for their brutalities 
and bitter control and 
breathed a sigh of relief 
when they left, but what 
we didn’t realize was 
that they left a part of 
themselves forever in our 
country….their language-
English.
English, no doubt, had 
and continues to play an 
important role in unifying 
our diverse country. 

It brings together people 
from different cultures 
and makes them emerge 
as one. We Indians have 
very willingly lost our 
own culture and language 
and submitted ourselves 
to this foreign language 
which has made our lives 
impossible. What bothers 
me is that we continue 
using many languages 
together in our verbal 
dialect thereby crushing 
the individuality of each 
one of them.

There is no doubt about 
the fact that English has 
become the first language 
of a multilingual country, 
only because we refuse 
to respect and learn each 
others’ languages, we 
ironically need English to 
“unite” us.

Sidra Nizami, XII
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he word 
discipline is 
derived from 

‘disciple’. in 
ancient times a disciple 
always obeyed his master 
unconditionally which 
is very necessary for 
the modern generation. 
Discipline is everything 
which we do in the right 
way at the right time. 

it always leads us on the 
right path. Discipline can 
be easily observed in 
nature. The sunrises and 
sunsets happen at the right 
time in the right directions, 
every day. The moon too 
rises and sets in the same 
way accordingly. mornings 
and evenings come daily at 
right times, rivers always 
run; seasons come and go 
at the right time. 

similarly, it is mandatory 
for humans to realize the 
importance of discipline 
in their lives. Discipline 
gives us an opportunity to 
learn from experience and 
grow. it builds a person’s 
character and guides him 
to the right path in life. To 

be guided by rules, to pay due 
respect to elders and superior 
officials, to obey them and 
behave in an orderly manner, all 
come under discipline.

 students of today are the 
future of the world. it is 
necessary for students in 
schools and colleges to be 
disciplined otherwise they 
will not learn anything or  
achieve anything in life. if 
employees in an establishment 
do not respect and obey their 
senior officials then there is 
hardly any expectation for 
the organization to function 
properly and progress. Even 
in minor spheres like a family, 
if members will not do their 
allotted responsibilities and 
regard the elders with due 
respect, there will be a lack of 
peace and unity and family will 
breakdown. 

However, an army is one of the 
best examples of discipline. 
Discipline inspires soldiers to 
remain obedient and punctual 
and build a strong personality. 
A disciplined person always 
does his tasks in the right ways 
at the right times, which leads 
him to the right path and helps 

T to reach the highest ladder 
in life. A disciplined person 
always enjoys a high reputation 
and respect in society. He is 
loved by everyone. Discipline 
is the fruit of dedication 
and punctuality. it is the 
bridge between goals and 
accomplishment. 

 Aaliya Sadiq, IX-B

BOYs = GirLs
Generally, parents have 
different hopes and dreams 
for their sons and daughters. 
Their thinking and mentality 
are conservative when their 
daughters are in question. 
Female children are given 
limited spheres in their careers 
like they are allowed to take 
up teaching, cooking, singing 
etc. more attention and liberty 

are given to sons and they are 
allowed to become doctors, 
engineers etc.

some parents are narrow-
minded and think that their 
daughters will get married and 
go to other families so they 
don’t want to spend money on 
their education and they think 
that their sons will be more 

helpful to them. 

Times have changed 
and our mindset 

needs to change too. Equal 
attention and opportunity must 
be given to both boys and girls. 
Girls have proved themselves in 
every field. 

i thank God that my parents 
have given me a lot of support 
and encourage me to do 
whatever i wish for.

Raksha Jha, VI-A
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DeTAininG DoeSn’T help
Grade detention is a very 
difficult and emotionally 
charged decision. in my 
opinion, holding back 
students is not right, just 
because they have poor 
academic results.

There is a mistaken 
assumption that the test is 
a perfect measurement of 
all a child knows. With the 
current pressure of high 
educational standards, 
more and more kids are 
facing the possibility of 
detention because they are 
not achieving test scores 
as required for promotion. 
Detention is viewed as 
a way to ensure greater 
accountability to guarantee 
that the school is doing its 
job.

Detention for children 
is shameful. Detained 
students usually have 
behavioural difficulties 
later. Holding back 
students leads to both 
emotional and social 
breakdown of children. 

making children repeat a class 
puts a strain on the teacher 
and increases class size. it’s a 
burden on the school and the 
parents’ money.

 instead of detention, some 
other alternatives should be 
chosen to prevent it. This can 
be done by lowering the 
numbers in the class. 

if teachers have fewer 
students, especially early 
on, they will be better 
able to address individual 
learning needs and check 
on the child’s life situation. 
Children with personal 
problems can’t focus in 
school. There might have 

been an illness 
or divorce in the 
family. maybe a 
parent has lost 
a job. Children 

should be 
taught to 
deal with 
such life 
situations 
and be 
given 
support 
to cope 
with the 
pressure of 
work.

Lavan Taneja, X-A

BeinG A Girl
Who says being a girl is an 
easy task? Being brought up 
in a society where the girl 
child is killed before birth is 
not easy being a girl. The day 
a child comes into this world, 
girl or boy, they are separated 
by colours, clothes, toys, etc. 
For example, if a room is being 
prepared for a girl then all the 
items in the room will be pink 
in colour and if the room is for 
a boy, the room will be blue. 
in today’s time, a girl can wear 
clothes made for boys and 
play with toys made for him 
but if a boy tends to be like a 
girl, it is inappropriate.

i have a wish to learn how 
to ride a bike. my family 
members have no problem 
with this but when i share this 
thought with my male friends, 
they stare at me like i said 
something which is unheard 
of. They say that you are a 
girl and you are not strong 

enough to ride a bike 
which is four times your 
weight. The people 

of our society have made 
stereotypes classifications for 
men and women and if you try 
to change 

them, be prepared to face the 
consequences.

There are a whole lot of 
things that make a girl feel 
discriminated living in their 
society. A girl is not allowed 
to stay out of the house till 
late but her brother can 
stay out the whole night and 
it’s just fine. it is somewhat 
right because there is a lot 
happening which makes our 
streets unsafe for women. 
rather than stopping the 
girls from going out or not 
letting them wear short 
dresses or skirts, we should 
teach the boys that they 
should respect women and 
behave with them properly.

All sexes and all ages deserve 
respect. When will that age 

dawn when girls and boys 
are taught to respect each 
other? it’s fine for girls to 
weep, it’s also fine for boys 
to cry -- this shows they are 
sensitive and a sensitive boy 
will definitely appreciate his 
peers.it all boils down to 
good parenting.

We have to realize that 
it’s not a match to be won 
between boys and girls. We 
are all in the race together 
and everyone should have to 
freedom to do as they like.

Chahat Singh, XI

video games are spreading 
like a virus nowadays. Not 
only among the children 
but it has also infected 
the adults. most of us love 
video games, but we don’t 
know the reality of video 
games and how they have 
affected our healthy lives. 
video games are actually 
full of disadvantages but 
the only advantage is that 
it keeps the imagination 
of children alive. it makes 
children realize there is 
a world beyond the real 
world and this will relax 
their mind. 

video games also give 
children knowledge and 
information that can be 
useful. many parents want 
their children not to play 
video games but to play 
outdoor games instead. 
many children find this 
boring but this is actually 
healthy for growing 
children because it helps 
in their physical growth. it 
also increases their stamina.

 But the youth nowadays 
love video games and do 
not know their harmful 
effects. mobile phones, 
laptops and computer can 
release a lot of harmful rays 
which can cause harmful 
diseases like cancer. 

But no one believes 
this. video games have 
decreased the physical 
activities of children. 
Nowadays children do not 
go for swimming. They do 
not go for nature walks or 
to a park to enjoy. video 
games are a curse on the 
youth of the world today.

GAmerS 
AT work

Vikanshu Saini, VIII-B
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Own yOur Own self

God made all of us different. 
Our unique traits and 
characteristics set us apart 
from others. Our personalities, 
our distinct way of doing things 
and our world view are some 
of the things that make us all 
different. Our emotions and 
the way we feel are all hidden 
within our hearts for we fear 
that people may not like us this 
way. i wonder how nature must 
feel when we try to change who 
we are and draw a different 
picture of ourselves from what 
nature has made us.

No one knows us better than 
ourselves. We start being 
someone we aren’t, not because 
we want to but because we 
have to! We change for people 
who changed themselves by 
imitating characters which 
aren’t even real. This often 
happens with us, teenagers. 
Let’s face it, we all have some 
cool kids in our class or our 
neighbourhood whom we want 
to hang out with, and to do so, 

we change ourselves so that 
we appear cool. Those who like 
you will befriend you for what 
you are and not for what you 
make of yourself.

You being yourself will lead 
you a long way in life. m.s. 
Dhoni, Albert Einstein. Walt 
Disney, Tom Cruise and 
many more such as them, 
are successful because they 
believed in themselves. A 
more recent example is mark 
Zuckerberg, the Founder of 
Facebook, who we can all relate 
with.

People in today’s time love to 
criticize. it’s their favourite 
pass time. remember they try 
to pull you down because they 
are behind you. Your passion, 
craze for achieving your goal 
and self-belief should outweigh 
these inconsequential critics to 
achieve your full potential and 
live life to the fullest.

 Ishaan Dewan, XII

SweArinG iS The orDer of The DAy
As kids, we were taught that 
cursing or using abusive 
language was a mark of bad 
people. People were scolded 
and even punished sometimes 
for speaking in the abusive 
language. in fact those who 
abused their upbringing was 
questioned. But nowadays 
the trend is quite opposite. 
Cursing and abusing is 
considered very cool. 
Everybody, be it teenagers 
or adults use curse words 
on social media, in school, 
on streets or even at home. 
Curse words are so common 
that they have lost their shock 
value. People give a very 
normal reaction upon hearing 
curse words.  A person is 
referred to as a stud if he/she 
uses curse words. 

These days curse words are 
excessively used in music and 
movies that are watched by a 
large population. 

They, in turn, make 
people habitual to these 
words. studies show that 
adolescents use estimated 
80-90 curse words a day. 
A Gallup Youth survey 
found that 46% of surveyed 
teens use profanity several 
times a day. Earlier curse 
words were used to express 
intense emotion. scientific 
research shows that 
swearing helps in releasing 
pain and stress if used in 
a limited manner. When 
people are sad or angry 
they used these words to 
express their feelings. But 
now it is used commonly 
like any other word while 
chatting.  i think that in  
future kids will start using 
curse words at a very 
young age leading to the 
corruption of their pure and 
talented minds.

Urooba Siddiqui, XII
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Our ugly ObsessiOn 
with beauty 

Today our society is 
obsessed with beauty and 
good looks. i’d say this is 
not a healthy obsession. 
it is one that causes pain. 
We spend money on 
make-up, weight-loss 
pills, anything that will 
make us feel better and 
more beautiful. 

The French wear what 
looks good on them and 
suits their body type. 
French style is enigmatic 
and they are cool with 
imperfections. so 
what’s the key to French 
beauty? it is the belief 
that “beauty is something 
to give you pleasure. 
Because when you feel 
good, you look good.” 

The American concept 
of beauty has more to do 
with pain than pleasure. 
many American women 
have confessed to making 
their beauty choices 
based on the erroneous 

notion of ‘no pain, no gain,’ 
which is a deeply American 
concept. Americans will tell 
you about crash diets that left 
them light-headed and skincare 
products that irritate their 
skin—because they feel they 
have to suffer to be beautiful. 
The French notion of beauty is 
quite the opposite. 

The notion of beauty should 
be beautiful and pleasing to 
you above all. 

How did a healthy woman like 
sridevi suffer a cardiac arrest? 
she was swimming, practising 
yoga and also playing tennis! 
After doing some research 
one can find out that sridevi’s 
several surgeries might be the 
reason. Yes, you heard it right.

in 2015, there were rumours 
about her surgery but it is 
true that she had undergone 
this medical treatment. sridevi 

had lost weight with the 
liposuction. We can figure it 
out with her past pictures.

Apart from this, sridevi had 
gone through many cosmetic 
surgeries and treatments. 
recently, sridevi had lip 
augmentation. 

Liposuction causes some 
stress to the functions of 
the body as it heals and 
gets back to normal. There 
is a fluid challenge to the 
circulatory system with 
liposuction and if your 
heart is weak it could 
cause a heart attack. Even 
scientifically it is claimed that 
cosmetic surgeries and such 
treatments can cause heart 
issues. 

Did the superstar of the 90s 
kill herself for this? 

 Arushi Sharma, X-B

gender equality nOw
Gender equality refers 
to the equal rights, 
responsibilities and 
opportunities of both men 

and women. Gender equality 
continues to be a major issue 
in society today due to the 
gaps in terms of access to 

opportunities for men and 
women. Gender equality is a 
fundamental right which states 
that every human being is equal 

before the law and no one can 
be discriminated on the basis 
of gender. stereotypically, 
women are the ones who do the 
household work like cleaning, 
cooking and many other things. 
People believe that women do 
not have technical minds so 
they are not capable of doing 
jobs. However, a person cannot 
be known by his or her gender. 
Equality states that all men and 
women have equal rights and 
opportunities. Hillary Clinton 
once said, “Women’s rights are 
human rights and human rights 
are women’s rights.”

Every human being has rights 
and gender equality will always 
be one of these rights. This 
gender needs to be closed 
in areas such as health and 
education. The future of the 
world depends on the young 
women of today. People believe 
that giving education to a 
woman is a waste of time and 
money since they marry into 
another household. 

Gender inequality is not only 
a women’s issue but of men 
too. if women are given the 
opportunity to believe that 
they can also do things which 
men can then the world would 
be one step closer in attaining 
gender equality. 

The next generation of girls 
could be the ones to break the 
gender stereotype and prove 
that they can also achieve 
things which men can.

Ifsah Anjula, VIII -A
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We all are aware of the 
situation of females in our 
society. But the battle for 
gender equality was not the 
same all the time. 

The females have always been 
facing consequences from men. 
During the early era, there 
was a practice of sati system. 
According to this, the wife had 
to be burnt after the death of 
her husband. They were not 
allowed to marry again or even 
live as a widow. Also, after 
the death of their husbands, 
the widows were locked in a 
room forever, with a bald head, 
no jewellery and no common 
amenities. 

The cases of child-marriage 
were even worse when children 
were married at a very early 
stage of their life, even when 
the females were not ready 
enough for their motherhood. 

Women have been protesting 
against these unfair treatments 
against them. To put a stop to 
this, men have worked hard too 
along with women to help them 
attain equality. 

Minding The gap- india

For instance, raja rammohan 
roy was the one who protested 
against child marriage and sati 
system. 

Although all these systems 
have come to an end, other 
inequality-treatments have 
come up. There was a time 
when the girls were not 
allowed to study like boys. 
They were not encouraged to 
be successful in life. Education 
was strictly prohibited by the 
indian society. 

The situation was so bad, 
that some women had to steal 
books for education. 

They were encouraged by 
society to see their goal of life. 
Women like rashsundari Devi, 
have struggled in their life 
to study. she desired to be a 
writer from an early age. 

Thus, she stole her brother’s 
books and as a result, she 
finally wrote her autobiography 
- Amar Jiban. 

Women have been continuously 
struggling for gender equality. 
various laws have been 
passedin favour of women and 
girls. Girls are now allowed to 
go to school. They have some 
concessions in the school fee 
so that parents do not think of 
girls as a burden. 

They think that their whole 
life would be spent in taking 
care and spending on their 
daughters, who would  
ultimately marry someone and 
leave them forever. 

Thus the girls are also called 
“paraya dhan”. On the other 
hand, men can take care of 
them throughout their life and 
earn on their behalf. That is 
why boys are called “budape ki 
laathi”. 

This has to come to an end. 
Also, women have struggled 
for their authority over 
the property of their dead 
husbands. Earlier, after the 
death of a man, his property 
was divided amongst his sons. 
But now after the law has been 
made by the government, the 
property has to be divided 
equally amongst all the family 
members, be it the daughters or 
be it the wife. 

Thus, we conclude that there 
had been and have been many 
situations that the generations 
of indian women have gone 
through, but they have  united 
in  the fight for their rights. 

We as indians can put an end 
to this system. We can do so 
by supporting women and 
changing  the mindset that 
women are not equal to men. 
Therefore, the battle of gender 
equality has changed with time. 

  Harshit Gupta, VIII-A

yOu gO girl

if we educate a boy, we 
educate one person. if we 
educate a girl, we educate 
a family - and the whole 
nation.

The above phrase specifies 
how important it is for a girl 
to be educated. Education 
is very important for every 
child whether boy or girl. in 
the old days, people did not 
value girls as much as they 
did the boys.

 Girls were not provided 
with basic education. 
However, grown-up 
educated girls can play 
an important role in the 
development of their 
country and in fact, girls 
today are more career-
oriented than boys. Being 
educated they can share 
the burden of men in the 
different walks of life.

 When girls are well-
educated and not forced 
to marry during childhood, 
they will be able to 
serve society as writers, 
educators, teachers 
etc. Girls’ education is 
necessary for making homes 
a happy place. A man’s life 
blossoms as he is blessed 
with a well-educated 
woman, as a wife or as a 
mother. 

This belief is unfair that 
educating a girl is a sheer 
wastage of time and money. 
in fact, the government has 
also come up with various 
schemes and policies in 
order to teach people the 
importance of educating the 
girls. 

With education, girls will 
gain more knowledge and 
will know and be more 
independent. 

Abdullah Khurshid, VI- B
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Equal, whErE it mattErs
A child’s destiny can be 
determined by as simple a 
circumstance as for whether 
his or her father contributed 
an X or Y chromosome. 
Pink or blue clothes, guns 
or dolls,the provider and the 
homemaker, female infanticide, 
the patriarchal system, the 
purdah system, the premium 
on virginity, dashing bachelors 
and ageing spinsters. What are 
they all about? They all revolve 
around the issue of gender 
bias. The fact is that people are 
treated differently depending 
on their gender. 

Gender bias is so deeply 
ingrained in the system that 
the discrimination begins from 
the time a couple plans a baby. 
Today, science has advanced 
so far that it is possible to 
separate male and female 
sperm so as to predetermine 
the sex of a child. in some 

parts of the world, the birth 
of a baby boy warrants a 
celebration whereas a baby 
girl may not be extended the 
same warm welcome. Despite 
the fact that india has crossed 
the billion mark in population, 
there will still be families with 
five daughters and the mother 
trying desperately to give birth 
to a son. 

reinforcing gender bias

if a boy cries, he is asked if he 
is a sissy. if a girl plays cricket, 
she is labelled a tomboy. 
A renowned psychologist 
recounts her experience. she 
says, “i know parents who 
were very upset because their 
five-year-old son brought 
a doll home. The child was 
just playing with a toy that 
happened to be a doll. They 
thought that the boy had a 
gender problem. The parents Jaskaran Singh, IX- B

actually came for counselling, 
worried that the boy was showing 
such feminine interests.” in this 
way, parents ingrain the idea 
into the minds of their children 
that behaviour can be gender-
appropriate. 

Girls will encounter gender bias 
at almost every stage in their lives. 
radha shankar’s father expects 
her to be home by eight in the 
evening, while no such restrictions 
are placed on her brother. mr 
shankar says, “it’s not that i don’t 
trust radha or that i think she will 
do anything wrong if i let her out 
of the house after eight, but the 
fact is that people will talk if a girl 
is in the habit of going out for late 
nights. “i don’t want anyone to say 
such things about my daughter. 
With my son, it’s different because 
boys will be boys.”

The educated women of this time 
and age are frustrated because, 

despite their qualifications, 
they are ultimately expected 
to fall into the traditional 
mould of wife, mother and 
homemaker. Take the case 
of a well-educated career 
woman, Nalini mansukhani. 
Her parents sent her to 
the best schools and she 
has done her mBA from a 
prestigious business school, 
but she is under intense 
pressure from them to get 
married. she says, “it doesn’t 
seem to matter to my parents 
that i’m doing so well in my 
job and that i have certain 
career aspirations. marriage 
just does not figure in my 
plan right now. And i just 
know that they will see no 
harm in my being expected 
to give up my career if my 
prospective husband makes 
that a condition.”

brOadcast respOnsibly 
TV is a great invention. It has changed the world 
by opening thousands of doors in the domain of 
information and entertainment. It is unfortunate that 
TV has been tagged as an Idiot box whereas TV has 
a great impact on each ones of us. To make it better, 
we, as the viewers should demand better choice of 
programmes which are just not informative but are 
even entertaining. 
Entertainment does 
not only mean movies, 
music or daily soaps 
but something that 
is productive. Every 
programme must have 
a decent standard to 
entertain people as TV 
is viewed by millions of 
people in our country. 
It leaves its imprints 
on the minds of the 
people. Now days there 
is too much violence in 

most of the things and these are viewed by many of 
us and generally people get influenced by it and tries 
to adopt it in their life. This proves to be disastrous 
for them and even for the society. So as a result, 
proper steps need to be taken for better and healthy 
viewing as TV is the technology that has the power 
to construct the society.

Aliza Hashmi, VI -B

SeniOr ScHOOl arTicleS
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it is a thing of the 
past when teaching 
and learning 
were restricted to 
classroom sessions 
prominent with white 
chalk, dusters and 
blackboards. Now 
is the era of smart 
classrooms which 
make learning fun 
through the use of 
digital equipment 
like the vCD or DvD 
players or laptops and 
computers, fitted to a 
projector. 

smart classes are 
conducted by a 
teacher using a 
viewing screen that 
is attached to the 
projector. students 
will assimilate the 

audio-visual information, that 
is projected on the screen and 
learn about the topic. Teachers 
can access online information 
from various educational 
articles that are published on 
the net and project the culled 
information in the form of an 
interesting presentation.

This way, education will not 
be restricted to referring to 
printed material. Online sources 
will bring in an element of 
excitement to learning. 

This pattern of teaching and 
learning thus avoids the trouble 
of making notes while the 
lecture is in progress. since 
notes will be provided to 
them through these modes, 
they can concentrate better. 
students who are absent can 
access lectures at any time 
since all of them are recorded 

on digital devices. This way, 
digital notes will be accessible 
when you miss a day in school: 
without putting in extra effort 
to obtain the same. interactive 
environment favours better 
learning. The use of digital 
tools of instruction brings in 
an interactive environment to 
learning. it is in a smart class 
where better connectivity is 
established between the faculty 
and the students.

The possibilities or advantages 
of smart classrooms are 
endless. Although adopting 
such a new concept might be 
a tough decision for many. 
Technology can create a new 
opening for the education 
sector. it’s indeed a blessing; 
all you need to do is to give it 
a try! 

Vansh Arora, VIII-B

Think The 
change you 
wanT To be!
We can change the world 
by changing our minds and 
to change the mind ,we have 
to change our words. We 
should avoid words like hate, 
can’t, give up, hopefully or 
maybe. Instead we should 
use more positive words, like 
if we say that they give up, 
we should say that we will 
learn and we will do better. 
We should have a positive 
thought everyday which 
will help us change our 
mindset. We should believe 
in ourselves to change our 
attitude. 

If we make a mistake we 
shouldn’t get disappointed 
instead we should think that 
mistakes help us improve. 
We should not give up and 
use all the ideas and put in 
effort to do our best at work. 
Under no circumstances 
should we repeat our 
complaints or whine about 
what has gone wrong with 

us ,as that  will make them 
feel worse .The key to a 
happy life is to use happy 
words. For happy words 
induce happy thoughts and 
we are a result of what we 
think and speak.

Shreya Verma, XI

pinnacle review
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today parenting is more about financing children rather than nurturing them
There are mothers who 
have sacrificed their career 
just to look after their 
children, there are mothers 
who go to work every 
day to earn money for the 
family and yet she wakes 
up at four or five in the 
morning to pack lunch for 
her children. i’m pretty sure 
everybody’s father goes out 
to work to fulfil their needs 
and demands because 
he is considered as the 
backbone of the family. 

This tells us about the 
amount of effort our 
parents are already putting 
in to give us the very best 
that they can. There are 
times when we feel that our 
parents are cringing from 
buying stuff for themselves 
yet when we ask for an 
expensive pair of shoes, 

t-shirts, pants etc. of all those 
big brands, they don’t even 
think twice before giving us 
the money. There are parents 
who are using those boring 
android phones which are 
not even branded, yet most of 
the teenagers these days are 
carrying the latest i phones and 
samsung smartphones. 

it’s not because they’re simply 
the financers but because they 
love us so much! They work 
so hard, save the money, save 
us from feeling small in front 
of our peer group so that we 
may have a better future and to 
turn around and say that they 
are simply giving us money 
so that they can get rid of 
their responsibilities is just so 
wrong! it teaches us the value 
of selflessness. Parental love 
is the only love that is truly 
selfless, and unconditional. 

Whenever i go somewhere out 
with my friends, my mother 
always calls me up to ask 
whether i’ve eaten something or 
not, by what time i’ll be back at 
home, is everything okay or not. 
They call up so many times not 
to irritate us but to ensure that 
we’re safe and all right. At first, 
we think why are they calling me 
again and again but as we grow, 
as the time passes by, we realize 
that they’re the only ones who 
care for us no matter what! 

There are times when we have to 
stay awake till late to complete 
our work or to study for the 
exam, our parents are the only 
ones who stay awake till the 
lights of our room are turned 
off. This is what we call true 
love. Parenting is not all about 
financing but about love, care, 
guidance and understanding. 

We are blessed that we are 

born in a society where 
relationships are more 
important than merely 
financing people unlike 
places like the west 
where children are 
thrown out of their 
houses at the age of 
18 to earn money and 
are expected to look 
after themselves, where 
financing children are 
more important than 
nurturing them. 

At those places, the 
grandparents, the parents 
and the children are all 
living separately. This 
is not what we call a 
family. Parenting is not 
just a word but a feeling 
and feelings cannot be 
compared with money.

Prateek Singh, X-A

The Sound of rain

Once I went to the park 
with my cousins. When 
we went to the park it was 
not raining. We enjoyed 

playing badminton. After 
some time, it started 
drizzling and then it 
rained heavily. We made 
paper boats and floated 
them in the puddles. We 

also jumped into puddles 
and got wet. Then we 
went home. On our way, 
we saw a peacock and a 
peahen dancing. 
When we reached home 

we took a bath and 
changed our clothes. 
My mother made 
us hot chocolate 
milk which was very 
tasty. We sat in the 

verandah and 
saw the peacock 
and peahen 
dancing. After 
some time it 
stopped raining. 
We were tired, 
so we took a 
nap. When we 
woke up we 
were fresh. It 
was a wonderful 
experience 
getting wet in the 
rain after such a 
long time.

Aadhya Saundarya, IV-A

SeniOr ScHOOl arTicleS
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women of marvel
marvel may not have 99 problems, but figuring out how to 
give women their due in the marvel Cinematic Universe is a 
big one that won’t go away.

By the time marvel studios makes Captain marvel—its first 
superhero tent pole to be fronted by a female protagonist, 
twenty other male-dominated mCU films will have 
preceded her. in the history of marvel properties adapted 
to film by marvel studios or marvel Entertainment dating 
back to 1998’s Blade, that makes only two out of over 
fifty comics to big screen projects to be led by a woman, 
including 2005’s megaflop Elektra.

While there are a number of women in the mCU, most of 
them are side characters rather than the main protagonists. 
There are a 
number of 
women who are 
part of a team 
with 2— the 
wasp in Ant-man 
and the Wasp is 
an example. But 
the main plot still 
seemed to focus 
on scott Lang 
A.k.A Ant-man. 
Black Widow is 
another example. 
Even though 
she’s a main 
member of the 
Avengers, she is 
still dominated 
by the rest of 
the 5 male-
dominated 
group.

marvel’s problem is not the addition of women, it’s the 
sidelining of women that’s the issue. There are many women 
who were important figures. Jane Foster, Peggy Carter are 
just a few. But their roles were reduced to love interests for 
the male superhero. 

“Disney does not care about marvel’s female market, which 
makes us virtually invisible,” one former marvel employee 

wrote, explaining Black Widow’s absence from Avengers 
merch and Gamora’s omission from Guardians of the Galaxy 
swag. Even mark ruffalo implored marvel to think of the 
Black Widow fans when he tweeted to his comic book 
overlords and his nearly two million followers, “@marvel we 
need more #BlackWidow merchandise for my daughters and 
nieces. Pretty please.”

marvel has finally begun adding more women figures into 
their movies. But their addition to the movies is not enough. 
scarlett Witch, for example, is probably the strongest women 
besides Captain marvel to be a part of the Avengers. she 
was able to stop Thanos (who at the time possessed 5 of the 
infinity stones—the most powerful elements in the universe) 
and destroy the mind stone(the 6th infinity stone), all without 
the assistance of any other avenger. 

But because 
of the fact 
that she had 
very minimal 
character 
development, 
she feels more 
like a sidekick 
than an actual 
heroine. 

marvel has 
announced 
a solo Black 
Widow film 
and is also in 
the editing 
process 
of Captain 
marvel. 

These movies will portray both these characters as the 
main protagonist and will also help improve their roles in 
future collaborative movies featuring male superheroes. The 
betterment of marvel lies in the development of both male 
AND female characters to such an extent, that they feel like 
separate characters and not just sidelined characters. 

Rohan Joseph Lal, XII

pinnacle review
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The very first day I came into the world,

In your warmth and firm hold,

I knew I was safe,

For in you, I had all my faith.

You cared, made me what I am today,

Thank you is too less to say

For everything you have done for me

Is nothing less than the best could be?

Through  this small note of love from me to you 

I try to express my feelings for you

H A P P Y  M O T H E R’S  D AY  T O  Y O U 

M-  MASTERMIND

O-  ONE OF A KIND 

T- TOGETHER OUR PROBLEMS SHE MENDS

H- HELPING HANDS SHE ALWAYS LENDS

E- EXCELLENT IN THE WAY SHE COOKS

R- RAVISHING ARE HER LOOKS

Mother -You Mean The World To Me

Sania Arora, IX –B

You are my best friend,

You give me strength and power.

Your lend a hand,

When in trouble I land.

You are sweet,  

And sometimes a little sour.

You make me laugh and smile,

Every passing day and each hour.

You are the best teacher 

I have ever met,

I’ve learnt so much from you. 

I hope your wings are set,

To soar high up in the sky. 

You are my best friend,

And my love for you will never end.

I will cherish the bond we have, 

And I’ll be there for you, 

Whenever you want me to. 

Friendship

Zaina Khan, V-B

Our environment should be clean and green,

But when we look around, only pollution can be seen.

It’s time to act for if we don’t

Pollution will be embedded in our gene.

For prevention is better than cure,           

our Earth needs help, that’s for sure.

If we’re unable to take any step now,

Later we will keep wondering how.

Well, today we take it as a joke,  

but very soon we will all choke.

Wake up guys, cause its time for some action,

Our efforts might save our planet by a fraction.

Be fair, don’t pollute the air

 Asra Hashmi, XII
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Rescuing the saviours

Jasra Kalam, VI-A

Tall, thick and fresh,

This is how a young tree looks.

Grow more trees, don’t cut them off, 

We all read this in books.

But what does this mean to us?

Does it mean to take their lives

Just because they make ours?

When trees are gone, the extinction of earth arrives.

People never practised

Lessons that they preached.

Each time we axe a tree,

We are not setting the earth free.

The world will be filled with happiness

Only if we live in unity,

So what if trees never talk or walk

We should always show them our humanity.

You can hear 
the thunder 
roll,

Before the rains 
take its toll.

A cold ball rolls 
down my head,

Heavy rain 
starts as if 
raining lead. 

Diamonds marching on the leaves,

Beautiful scenery starts to weave.

The serenity of nature is clearly seen,

Everything around has a distinct sheen.

A cool breeze blows across my cheek, 

The monsoon has started to peek.

The pleasant aroma of the wet soil,

Small millipedes start to coil.

The clouds start to honk out loud.

I guess its back to dryness and heat.

Imagining the rain was a trick quite neat.

Ifsah Anjula, VII-A

  Rain

As the wind blows, 

And as it snows. 

Some leaves dance,

On the blanket of snow, 

Hope it will, 

Be bright and sunny. 

Happy winters, dear friends!

But is it fair?

No flowers will bloom

 No leafy trees,

We’ll see from our room.

 Fatima Firdaus, IV-A

Breeze with leaves

Some clear nights I see

Million, billion hanging diamonds

Those seem to smile at me. 

God made them like crystals in the sky

Come to the daylight

And they all become shy

And the moon

She seems to shine 

Just in the centre, overhead.

I observe and I compare them

With rivers, oceans and the Milky Way

Their home is

Where they stay 

In a state of bliss.

STARS

  Ammarah Shahid, VIA
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My Mother 

She is a ray of sunshine,

She brightens up my day.

In all my troubled growing years,

She showed me the right way. 

God sent her for me, 

To see how kind she is. 

And when she talks to me, 

All the negativity goes away.

It’s a blessing that I have her, 

She helps me when I need.

Warm, kind and sweet to me, 

I am so lucky to have her.

I can talk to her when I need. 

The things she does and gives me,

I never could even dream.

She doesn’t know how much I love her, 

It’s more than she can ever think.

Thank you, my dear mom,

For all the happiness that you bring.

Ahmad Rayyan, V-A  

My Book
Sitting on a couch

I felt so bored

Not a voice could be heard. 

I opened a book

In it did I look

And was hurled

Into a fantasized world.

I disappeared

On a broom, I appeared

Flying on the pitch

Playing Quidditch.

I caught the switch

Like a witch

Winning the game

The real world is so lame.

I tore my eyes

Off the book

And out of the window did I look.

I saw rain pouring

Mummy was still snoring.

Home is so boring

But exams are very scoring.

Noor Zahoor, VII-A

When you see litter in the streets,

And the air smells of pollution.

When you feel like it’s all piling up, 

You feel something needs to be done. 

There’s something each of us can do, 

To keep the rivers clean.

To keep the air fresh, 

And keep the forests lush and green.

Help clean a beach, 

Or recycle bottles and cans.

Learn about the problems we face, 

And help others understand.

It doesn’t have to be a lot of effort, 

If we each just do our share.

So take time out,

To show the Earth you care.

What can you do?

 Mohd. Isa, V-A
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MEN ARE FROM EARTH. WOMEN ARE FROM EARTH. DEAL WITH IT.  

‘Wherever women are given 
their due respect, even the 
deities like to reside there 
andwhere they are not re-
spected, all actions remain 
unfruitful.’

Each and every individual, living 
or non-living being present in 
this system has a role to play so 
that the system functions in a 
harmonious and progressive way. 
When it comes to human beings- 
male, female and transgender, each 
of them have their own role in 
the system. Slogans like ‘ Women 
Empowerment’, ‘ Gender Equality’ 
‘ Gender discrimination’ etc. were 
created to create awareness among 
women and mobilise them for their 
rights in public life.
Indian civilization and culture have 
a rich history and tradition that has 
woven the life of an individual in 
such a manner that without women 
it has been considered incomplete. 

But as history is testimony to the 
fact that due to socio-cultural and 
religious changes that took place 
because of the infiltration of the 
foreign elements, women gradually 
had been confined within the four 
walls of the house and women in 
this country transformed from a 
symbol of Shakti to a symbol of 
Sati. 
Personally, I don’t believe in 
the concept of equality and 
empowerment because men 
are different from women and 
I believe in respecting and 
celebrating differences as all are 
human. I believe in the concept of 
recreating and re-establishment 
of that space and placing each 
and every individual in their 
space so that they contribute in 
creating harmony in this system 
and eventually taking humanity 
forward.
In my opinion, these type of 
movements generally don’t aim for 
their own rights but they want to 
empower themselves at the cost 
of rights and life of men. It’s not 

empowerment but overpowering 
others. Competition is good for any 
society but it should be on merit 
basis. 
 Throughout my life and till date, I 
have deep respect towards women 
but seeing the trend today, I am 
scared too.
 I can take the guarantee of my 
conduct and behaviour but 
not anybody else’s. In all these 
seventeen years of my professional 
life, I have experienced that people 
don’t compete by enhancing 
their own merit but by adopting 
all negative means to elevate 
themselves. This tendency has 
gradually transformed me into a 
reserved person on a professional 
platform as I don’t believe in 
defeating anyone by demeaning 
my own ethical and moral value 
system. I try to maintain a safe 
distance in my conduct and 
behaviour. I cannot leave my good 
and moral values for somebody 
else’s demeaning values only for the 
sake of defeating them. I want to be 
what I am and what I am is going 
to be defined by my value system 
which should not tarnish the moral, 

social, cultural and spiritual fabric 
of the nation. 
 My words should not be taken 
as offensive but competition has 
taken a negative turn and women 
are stooping to the lowest level 
and different types of social, 
administrative, judicial and 
organizational data from different 
institutions speak volumes. Take 
all the laws as an example, that 
has been executed in order to 
protect and empower women, 
these have been misused up to 
that level that the apex court of 
the country commented on them 
many times. All of this applies to 
men equally and they should also 
learn to respect women and provide 
them with their space and behave 
responsibly.  

Anurag Singh
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 Chail: A TREKKER’S DELIGHT

It stopped raining and subdued to 
intermittent pitter-pattering. I heaved 
a sigh of relief and took to the road. 
We (students of Classes X and XII) 
assembled in the school, boarded 
the bus and thus began our amazing 
journey to Chail, Shimla. It was a 12-
hour journey, which seemed never-
ending. Finally, at 10 in the morning of 
7th April, we reached the Little Heart 
Resort when we felt like we were 
about to reach the core of the earth. It 
was chilly but the moment we stepped 
on the gravel path and our gaze fell 
on the magnanimous mountains that 
arched over us, we realized that it 
was worth the wait. The resort was 
beautiful and the rooms screamed 
opulence. The resort also had solar 

At the eleventh hour, when I was checking my bag to make sure that I 
had everything I would need for the trip, I heard the wind howling. The 
predictions were coming true one by one. It started with a dust storm, 
glasses shattered, branches of trees swayed and then it started to rain  
cats and dogs. “I’m not going to send you if this continues,” was my 
mother’s first reaction to the sudden change in weather. 

panels that were used to heat water 
and for other purposes. We began 
our day by having breakfast that 
reminded us of Ghar ka khana. We 
soaked in the view and got ourselves 
acquainted with every nook and 
corner of the resort. In the evening, we 
went trekking. 

 Though we were hungry for more 
and wanted to scale the heights, we 
had to satisfy ourselves with steaming 
hot pakoras and tasty adrak wali chai.  
Though I’m not a tea addict, the hot 
ginger tea seemed like an elixir in that 
cold weather. The moon dethroned 
the sun; we rushed to the dance floor. 
Everybody danced like there was no 

Maryam Ahmed, XII 

tomorrow. After dinner, we went 
to our rooms where we lay awake 
all night laughing at stupid jokes. 
The activity on our to-do list was a 
trek to the Kali ka Tiba Mandir and 
sightseeing to the Chail Palace and 
the world’s highest cricket stadium. 
The sound of the gravel being 
crunched  under our shoes, the blue 
coloured house sitting atop a hill, the 
echoing sound of our voices, being 
soaked in rain and sunlight at the 
same time, our effortless attempts 
to measure the heights of the 
mountains, listening to the silence, 
are memories and images we want 
not to become hazy. My sceptic mind 
was filled with questions on my way 
back home. Because it was a long 
journey, I tried to think of answers 
when everybody would slump back 
into their chairs tired of playing 
charades. 

Anyhow Shakespeare rightly said, 
“I like this place and could willingly 
waste my time in it.” 
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After a month of the busy and hectic start of 
Classes IX and XI, I can say that most of us needed 
a break to boost ourselves. We were lucky because 
soon we got a notice – Class IX,Trip to Camp 
Tikkling, Gurugram.

Finally, the day arrived, the 28th of October when 
most of us were standing in the school premises and 
waiting for the bus to arrive. The bus journey was 
marvellous; everyone was shouting with excitement 
and chit-chatting with each other. 

As we reached the camp site, we were briefed 
about the activities for the entire day and divided 
into groups. We had fun shouting out the unique 
slogans prepared by our instructor. I had a hunch 
that it was going to be a fun-filled day

We started with the Commando Net in the 
morning, a unique way of playing knots and crosses 
in the afternoon and ended with Air-Hockey, (a 
game known by only 5 percent of the people of the 

world) in the evening. There were many activities 
like the zip lining, wall climbing, caterpillar 
races and what not. There were many new and 
interesting activities for all of us. We never 
realised how the day passed by and it was time for 
the dinner, Disco and Bonfire. 

The food served each time was delicious. The 
disco was absolutely very fun; we all danced 
to the lively music like there was no tomorrow. 
Everyone sang songs, shared their experiences 
and showed their talent at the bonfire.

The next morning, we had our tea and biscuits 
and headed on a long 2-hour trek to the hills 
and the village side. We saw the sunrise and the 
beauty of nature. We saw many cows and the 
villagers carrying out their day to day activities. 
We came back to the campsite and had a healthy 
breakfast. 
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Camp Tikkling 
at Gurugram

We were given some time to pack our luggage 
and soon we headed towards the school where our 
parents were waiting for us.

I took many memories from this trip as it was a trip 
that I could never forget. The adventure was there, 
music was there, friends were 
there – what else one needs!

Jagriti Dutta, IX-B
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be adventurous

a ticket to Heaven
The Pinnacle School 
organized a trip to Mashobra 
for Classes VI to VIII from 
20th September to 23rd 
September, 2018.
It is also known by the name 
of ‘Quieter Shimla’ as it is a 
wonderful get away from the 
hustle and bustle of the city.

The campsite was set amidst 
a reserved forest; it is a very 
quiet and serene setup. There 
are apple orchards in front 
of the camp. The entire setup 
is kept natural with only 
necessary landscaping. You 
will love the place, if you love 
nature.
Activities were conducted 
by the team of experts along 
with our Sports teachers, 

“Take only memories, leave only footprints.”
                 Chief Seattle

Kishore Sir and Pawan 
Sir who not only inspired 
the students but also the 
teachers to participate 
in the activities. Children 
thoroughly enjoyed 
rappelling, waterfall 
trekking, obstacles, valley 
crossing and flying fox.

The bonfire in the 
evening was  a fun-filled 
experience where the 
children danced tirelessly 
and enjoyed every bit of 
it.
 On our way back to 
Delhi, children enjoyed 
various rounds of 
Antakshri.  With beautiful 
memories, we had a safe 
journey back home.

Mashobra - over the hills and far away

Neha Goel

I went to Kashmir with my family in June 2018. 
Our flight took an hour and a half to reach 
Kashmir Airport. My uncle had come to receive 
us and then he took us to his bungalow. I had 
an opportunity to visit Shalimar Garden, Nishat 
Garden, Chashma Shahi and other beautiful 
gardens in Kashmir. We also went to see the 
breathtaking Dal Lake.
In the coming days, I visited Gulmarg.I played 
golf there with my father. Then my uncle took 
us to Pahalgam. The sound of the crystal clear 
water touching the rocks and the hills gleaming 
like gold was the best part of our entire trip. I 
enjoyed eating ‘Gushtaba’ which is a dish made 
of meatballs cooked in thick fresh curd gravy 
and Kashmiri Pulao which was loaded with 
dry fruits. It is served in traditional ‘Wazwan’. 
We returned to Delhi after a month. Kashmir is 
rightly called the ‘Paradise on Earth’. 

Ayaan Mehdi, IV-B
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Good tiMes in Mussoorie

a ticket to Heaven
Camp muddy Boots
Students of Classes III to V visited camp Muddy 
Boots in Greater Noida in November 2018. Camp 
Muddy Boots is a next door adventure stop where 
students can sit back and relax, make stories out 
of clouds passing by.
 In the beginning, students were divided into 
groups each lead by an instructor who took care of 
their safety and made them do various activities 
like zorbing, zip line, tug of war, rope activities, 
balancing activities,wall climbing, hurdles, and 
many sports activities. 
The camp was well organized with prior planning 
and proper execution. Children were provided with 
delicious food and snacks. 
Children took part in each adventure activity with 
full  enthusiasm. In the end, a DJ was set up where 
students danced to the music. 

Mussoorie is a hill station in Uttarakhand. I have 
travelled to many other hill stations in India with 
my friends and family but I visited Mussoorie for 
the first time last year. 

It is also called the ‘Queen of Hills’. I got a chance 
to do a lot of adventure sports like River Crossing, 
Rappelling, Rock Climbing, Trekking and Sky Bridge. 
The weather was always pleasant there. Our first 
visit was to the Shiv Mandir. It is a famous temple 
dedicated to Lord Shiva. We also went to Lal Tibba 
which is the topmost point of Mussoorie. I visited 
Kempty Falls, Trolley Point and even shopped with 
my mother in our free time. The entire week that I 
spent in Mussoorie was full of fun and excitement. I 
surely want to visit this place again. 

I went to Kashmir with my family in June 2018. 
Our flight took an hour and a half to reach 
Kashmir Airport. My uncle had come to receive 
us and then he took us to his bungalow. I had 
an opportunity to visit Shalimar Garden, Nishat 
Garden, Chashma Shahi and other beautiful 
gardens in Kashmir. We also went to see the 
breathtaking Dal Lake.
In the coming days, I visited Gulmarg.I played 
golf there with my father. Then my uncle took 
us to Pahalgam. The sound of the crystal clear 
water touching the rocks and the hills gleaming 
like gold was the best part of our entire trip. I 
enjoyed eating ‘Gushtaba’ which is a dish made 
of meatballs cooked in thick fresh curd gravy 
and Kashmiri Pulao which was loaded with 
dry fruits. It is served in traditional ‘Wazwan’. 
We returned to Delhi after a month. Kashmir is 
rightly called the ‘Paradise on Earth’. 

Ayaan Mehdi, IV-B

Garima Chhabra

Ayanna Dawar, IV-B

“Jobs fill your pocket. Adventures fill your soul.”
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During my summer vacations, my 
mother told me that we were going on 
a trip to Goa. I was very excited as I 
was going there after so many years. 
We were flying to Goa. As we sat in the 
plane, my parents gave me a pleasant 
surprise that we were n’t going to Goa, 
we were going to Singapore instead. I 
always wanted to go out of India and I 
was so excited that my dream was going 
to be true. I loved the view from the 
plane’s window.

We stayed in an apartment near Clark 
Quay facing the Singaporean river. I did 
not like the food there much as there 
was a peculiar smell of seafood in every 
item. Thank God, we were carrying 
some packed food and I could relish Dal 
Makhani and Maggie.

On the first day, we went to the 
Singapore Zoo. Then we enjoyed the 
safari in the evening followed by the 
night safari. It was thrilling to go to the 
jungle at night. The next morning after 
breakfast, we headed for sightseeing 
to Sentosa Island. During the day 
we covered the Sea Aquarium which 
hosts more than 800 species of marine 
animals. It was indeed fascinating to see 
the aquatic life. Next, we went to the 
Tricks Eye Museum and Wings of time.

On the third day, we visited the 
traditional side of Singapore. We visited 
places like Singapore Flyer, Merlion 
Statue and Park, Fountain of wealth and 
Orchard Road.

Finally, the most important day which I 
was waiting for all through the trip was 
a visit to the Lake of Dreams, Universal 
Studios. There were so many fascinating 
rides and so much to do that an entire 
day went by in a flash. Battlestar 
Galactica, The Revenge of The Mummy 
and Transformers were the rides we 
enjoyed the most. Out of all the zones, 
the Sci-Fi zone is one place that must 
not be missed. I also saw a 4-D show 
in Far Far Away Castle. On the last day 
of the trip, we went to Jurong Bird Park 
which had a variety of colourful birds. 
The best part of The Jurong Bird Park 
was feeding the pelicans fish. I can never 
forget this magical place of wonders.

Simrit Kaur, V-B

During this summer vacations, I 
went to Austria and Holland (also 
known as the Netherlands).

 The Netherlands is known for its 
windmills.  After six days, we went 
to Efteling Theme Park. We sat on 
a roller coaster called Baren. It was 
very scary. I even visited the beach 
in Den Haag. Next day was safari 
day. I got an opportunity to watch 
lions, lionesses, chimpanzees, 
crocodiles and elephants. There 
were four ways to explore in this 
safari -walking, taking a car, by 
boat or by bus. Then we returned 
to Austria after a week of gala time 
in the Netherlands. The next day, 
my father rented a BMW and we 
went to Kahlon Berg Hill. We even 
went for a Nature walk.

  The view was breathtaking. We 
then started our three-day road 
trip. On the first day, we headed 
towards a beautiful village called 
Filzmoos.  We also went to a 
lake called Hallstatt. The river is 
surrounded by mountains and 
water was so clear, we could see 
right through. 

There were swans there and we 
played with them. We even went 
on Ziplines. There was a different 
kind of sea-saw. On one side two 
people could sit. It was a kind 
which would spin and we had to sit 
on the wheel. We visited a beautiful 
place which had a waterfall called 
Krimml waterfall which is the 
highest waterfall in Austria. We did 
trekking there. I can never forget 
this trip as I enjoyed a lot with my 
family. 

 sinGapore, My dreaM destination

Breathtaking
Austria...

Gursanjh Singh, IV-B
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We all have wished to have a 
perfect vacation overseas. So did I, 
but unfortunately my trip didn’t go 
as well as I had thought it would. I 
was all excited about the trip and 
went for pre-trip shopping. But 
when I returned, I got to know that 
we were going in a group. At first, 
I was fine with it and tried to cope 
with the situation and agreed on 
going in a group as it was a new 
experience for all of us. We packed 
our bags and left for Paris- the 
dream destination. The flight was 
really tiring as we had two flights, 
first was from Delhi to Muscat then 
from Muscat to Paris. So when we 
landed at the Paris airport, we had 
to wait for other group members to 
join us and then leave for our hotel. 

 This is where we all got 
disappointed as our hotel was on 
the outskirts of the city, which 
means that there were no malls or 
restaurants nearby so we either 
had to walk or go by bus, with the 
group. Some of the group people 
couldn’t eat the food over there; 
we all had to eat Indian food. 
Each day was tiring as we had to 
go sightseeing and visit popular 
landmarks, so we had to wake 
up around 6 am, and start all the 
sightseeing and then reach our 
hotel room around 2 a.m. It was as 
if we were forever running to do 
this or that. There was no time to 
enjoy the pristine beauty of Paris 
nor any time to sit and enjoy the 
beautiful cafes on the roadside.

 We had to travel by bus 
everywhere we went. Those bus 
rides were still bearable as the tour 
guide was entertaining throughout 
the journey. The major problem was 
shopping as we had a limited time 
for it and we had to listen to all the 
group members, as some of them 
wanted to visit places and others 
wanted to do some something else. 
But at the end of the day, we would 
take out a solution for it so that 
everyone got a chance to do what 
they wanted. My Switzerland and 
Belgium trip was way better as we 
stayed very close to the city and 
there was no problem throughout. 
Altogether my Paris trip was not 
that bad but it could’ve been way 
better than it was. 

Akriti Bangwal, XI

Europe - 
not such a delig

ht!
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In August, I had an opportunity to go 
to Singapore. We took a flight in the 
evening and it took us almost four 
hours to reach there.  My entire family 
went for a week. We had a chance to 
go to Sentosa Island, Gardens by the 
Bay, Marina Bay, Universal Studios and 
Night Safari too. 

 We even went to Malaysia for a day. 
It is also known as the melting pot of 
different cultures. I went to Little India 
and temples in Chinatown. The food in 
Singapore was delicious. My parents 
did a lot of shopping. Our tour guide 
also took us to Singapore Zoo where 
we had a chance to see so many animals 
in their natural set up. This trip was the 
best trip I had ever had with my family. 

I was really excited on my first 
trip to Dubai. It was a surprise trip 
for us. We landed in Dubai in the 
afternoon. Father received us at 
the airport. We checked into Hilton 
Hotel at Al Habtoor city. We went 
on the Creek Dhow Cruise and had 
dinner too. The next day we drove 
to Ferrari World in Abu Dhabi. We 
were extremely excited. We took 
many rides there.  

We visited Abu Dhabi Grand 
Mosque which is really beautiful 
and the pillars are made of gold. 
We took a city tour and we saw 
Burg Al Arab, Jumeirah beach, Hotel 
Atlantis, Dubai frame and many 
other exciting places. We visited 
Burg Khalifa the tallest building in 
the world and went up to the 125th 
floor. The lift took just 77 seconds 
from the ground floor to the 125th 
floor. 

The view from the top was 
breathtaking. In the evening we 
went on a desert safari. We also 
saw the dolphin and seal show in 
Dubai Dolphinarium. We had our 
limousine ride also. It was fun. We 
came back on the 31st January with 
lots of memories and fun tales to 
share with family and friends.

Singapor
e 

Diaries 

Dazzling 
Dubai 

Yashica Sharma, IV-A

Sidhant Narang, IV B
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to travel is to live

I visited Jaipur, Udaipur, 
Jodhpur and Jaisalmer. 
But I loved Udaipur the 
most. Udaipur is a city 
of lakes. My family and 
I enjoyed speedboat 
rides. Then we went to 
Jodhpur. Here we saw 
many beautiful forts. 
After Jodhpur, we moved 
to Jaisalmer. We visited 
the big Thar Desert. 
My little brother and 
I enjoyed camel rides 
and the desert safari. 
This was one of our best 
holiday trips!

We went there in an 
aeroplane. In Kashmir, we 
visited Sonmarg, Gulmarg 
and Srinagar. I did snow 
skiing. I sat in a ropeway 
to reach the top of the 
mountain. I also did snow 
biking. I even made a 
snowman. I ate delicious 
Kashmiri food. We sat in a 
shikara and saw the frozen 
Dal Lake. I felt very nice. 
Kashmir is so beautiful. It 
is like paradise on Earth.

The train’s name was 
Jaisalmer Express. We 
reached there on 4th 
January, 2019. We stayed 
in Rajasthan Desert Camp 
and the weather was hot. 
There were many windmills 
on the way and big sand 
dunes too. We took a camel 
ride. I climbed up the sand 
dunes. At night, we sat 
around a bonfire. The next 
day we went to Tanot Mata’s 
Mandir. In 1971, a war took 
place and Pakistan threw 
many bombs on this temple. 
But none exploded. After 
that, we went to Longewala 
where the war happened. 
We then went to Rawal Kot 
Hotel. My brother swam but 
I was in my room. The next 
day, we checked out and 
went to Gadisar Lake. We 
did boating  there. Then we 
went back to the station to 
get the train to Delhi. It was 
a very nice trip for me.

It was built in the 
15th century when my 
grandfather was not even 
born. Kings, queens, their 
children and soldiers used 
to live there a long, long 
time ago. The fort has a 
huge building with very 
broad stairs. The building 
was made up of large stones 
instead of bricks. This fort 
has now been turned into 
a hotel. We stayed in one 
of the rooms inside the 
fort. Our room was called 
“Tulsi Mahal”. There was 
a lotus pond in the middle 
of the fort. There was a 
playroom for kids called 
“Masti Mahal”. There were 
squirrels, peacocks and 
very interesting birds in the 
gardens. There I saw very 
old cannon also. The weather 
was very pleasant there and 
it was really fun.

PICTURESQUE 
RAJASTHAN

i went to rajasthan during my 
winter vacation. 

i went to Kashmir with my family on 
11th January. 

during the  winter break, i went to 
Jaisalmer by train.

i went to neemrana fort palace in 
rajasthan. 

1 2 3 4
WINTER FUN IN 

KASHMIR
JAISALMER- A 

TRAVELLER’S DELIGHT
NEEMRANA, A FORT 

PALACE

Samaira Kamran, II-A

DhanyaJha, II-A

Aayan Ashraf, II-A

Ahmed Umar Farooqui, II-A
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This vacation took me to 
Central and Eastern Europe. 
I managed to hit Germany, 
Austria, Bratislava, Slovakia, 
Slovenia, Hungary and 
Croatia. A trip where some 
days you breakfast in one 
country, have lunch in another 
and dinner in a different 
country altogether. This was 
a record of sorts for me when 
you come to think of it. 
Landing in Munich, Germany, 
we boarded a coach 
and zipped along super 
motorways. We exited the 
airport and headed straight 
for Swarovski Kristalwalten. 
From June to September, 
Swarovski Crystal Worlds in 
Wattens becomes a world 
of summer delights. The 
Chambers of Wonder and 
the garden are stunning in 
any weather. The Giant is 
transformed into an open-air 

night theatre. Entering the giant 
with the waterfall we were 
transported to a crystal world 
which was breathtaking
The following morning after a 
hefty breakfast of the best of 
cheeses, fruits and cold cuts, 
we loaded up and headed for 
Salzburg, home of Mozart and 
the Fortress of Hohensalzburg. 
The castle is a real eye catcher, 
high above the Baroque towers 
of the city making for an 
unmistakable feature of the 
world famous skyline. From 
its lofty position protecting 
Salzburg, it affords cracking 
views of the surrounding 
countryside. Unfortunately for 
me, we were turned away from 
the gates of the city as the 
required permit to enter was not 
in order. 
From Innsbruck, we headed 
out to Vienna the capital city 

of Austria where we stayed 
for two nights. The stage 
was set for Vienna’s baroque 
streetscapes, imperial 
palaces-artistic and musical 
masterpieces alongside 
vibrant epicurean delights 
and coffee house culture. 
Known as the City of Music 
with a musical heritage that 
includes composers Mozart, 
Josef Haydn, Ludwig van 
Beethoven, Franz Schubert, 
Johann Strauss (father and 
son), Johannes Brahms 
and Gustav Mahler, among 
countless others and who can 
forget Sigmund Freud. There is 
a veritable cache of incredible 
venues where you can catch 
performances. I was lucky to 
meet my old friend, Maestro 
of the Vienna Philharmonic 
Orchestra during a late evening 
rehearsal. A right royal treat 
for me.

Schönbrunn, the Habsburgs’ 
summer residence, was a 
delight. The fountain the 
rose gardens and shady 
arbours, one was astounded 
at the opulence of the grand 
ballroom, and could almost 
hear the strains of the 
Viennese Waltz. 
St Stephens Cathedral with 
its swinging bell, the second 
largest in Europe is one of the 
landmarks of Vienna and was 
under renovation while we 
were there. 
A trip to the pleasure park 
Vienna Prater was on the 
cards and I was happy to 
take the Ferris Wheel to get a 
360-degree view of the Park 
and the city of Vienna with 
the Danube flowing by on its 
eastern side.

an affair to reMeMber
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Next stop Bratislava, capital of Slovakia. 
Set along the Danube River by the border 
with Austria and Hungary. Vineyards 
surround it and the Little Carpathian 
mountains, crisscrossed with forest hiking 
and cycling trails. The pedestrian-only, 
18th-century old town is known for its 
lively bars and cafes. Perched atop a hill, 
overlooking the old town and the Danube, 
Bratislava castle hosted the Porche and 
Ferrari Festival while we were there. Great 
opportunity for us to take photographs 
alongside these dream cars.
Ljubljana, the capital of Slovenia was our 
next stop en route to the enchanting Lake 
Bled. We spent a good two hours at the 
scenic lake. You fall in love with the lake 
with its castle and cathedral perched high 
on a hill and a beautiful castle nestled like 
an island in its midst, perhaps the most 
beautiful place in all of Europe. 
Next morning on to Postojna to check 
out the Karst cave with a railway which 
was built more than 140 years ago. 
The labyrinth of caves with the famous 
16-metre tall stalagmite known as the 

Skyscraper, the crystal white symbol of 
the caves is breathtaking. The tourist train 
took us past a network of karst corridors, 
galleries and halls. Nestled beneath 
the earth in these caves are the oldest 
underground post office in the world and 
the most famous underground animal – 
the olm or the human fish.  
Next country Hungary. Budapest. Bisected 
by the River Danube. Its 19th-century Chain 
Bridge connects the hilly Buda district with 
flat Pest. Trinity Square, Heroes Square, 
Buda Castle, Danube Castle, 13th-century 
Matthias Church and the turrets of the 
Fishermen’s Bastion, offer sweeping views. 
Budapest has something for everyone – 
from dramatic history and flamboyant 
architecture to healing thermal waters and 
a nightlife that is unrivalled in Eastern and 
Central Europe. The Evening Danube cruise 
was a pure delightful good hour spent at a 
leisurely pace on a great barge and greeted 
with a flute of Champagne. 
Thanks to Junaid Shafqat for being so 
sweet with me and taking me to all the 

churches possible and even treating me to 
lunches. Goulash, I had none.

Next stop, Prague, a colourful and 
wondrous city with the castle and the 
famed Charles bridge, completed in 1402, 
with the many Catholic Saints statues 
lining it. Close by, is the Infant Jesus of 
Prague. Nicknamed “the City of a Hundred 
Spires,” is known for its Old Town Square, 
the heart of its historic core, with colourful 
baroque buildings, Gothic churches and the 
medieval Astronomical Clock, which gives 
an animated hourly show. I was intrigued 
by the love locks on most bridges over the 
Vltava River, where lovers attach locks and 
throw the keys into the river.  Now, why 
was I not ready with my lock and key? 
Shhhh!
Finally back to Munich to catch the plane 
home to Delhi via Tehran, but a stop at the 
BMW Museum was a must do!  Central and 
Eastern Europe was done at a frenetic pace 
of 11 days. Europe, I dub thee my favourite 
continent.

Stephanie Ellis
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I have known Goa for a long time. 
The first time I experienced it, I 
was 13 and yet every time some-
one suggests we go there I am 
ready to do so again. Goa spells 
FUN. It’s a treat for the mind and 
soul. The abundance of blue, green 
and golden soothes one’s spirits. 
No matter what kind of a person 
you are, whether you like to party 
or you like solitude, Goa has some-
thing for everyone.

Calangute and Baga beaches are 
the hub of all activities and if you 
love water sports and a crowd, 
there is no way you will miss it. 
It’s one of the busiest beaches and 
is home to places like Britos and 
Suza Lobo which are an absolute 
delight for anyone who likes to 
gorge on seafood.

However, if you are looking for less 
crowded beaches there are a lot 
of places down North which are 
unexplored. Arambol, once a small 
fishing village, is now the most 
happening beach in Goa. You’ll find 
plenty of alternative therapies 
there, such as meditation, yoga, 
tai chi, and Reiki. Water sports 
and dolphin sightseeing trips are 

on offer as well. The nightlife is 
relaxed with drum circles and live 
music. Morjim and Ashwem have 
become quite hip and trendy in 
recent years. Groovy beach bars 
and beach huts, as well as a few 
fashionable resorts, can be found 
there. Morjim is renowned for its 
protected turtle population. 

If life is boring and nothing seems 
to be going your way, pack your 
bags for Goa is calling you.

Deepti Madan

Lets go Goa...
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Thailand- iT was!

the More you wander, 
the More you wonder
Come summers and I start getting 
butterflies in my stomach, just have 
to venture out to some great locale. 
A short unplanned trip to Thailand 
along with my son, it was. 
After making inquiries and plane 
tickets bookings, we left for Bangkok 
on the night of19th June 2018, then 
took a connecting flight to Phuket.  
The first day at Phuket was the day 
we spent at leisure. So my son and 
I went shopping and to have a taste 
of the lovely seafood delicacies.  Thai 
street food is something one should 
never miss. 
Day two and we were taken on a 
two-hour cruise from Phuket to 
Phi-Phi Island. We were served 
unlimited cold drinks and snacks. 
The view of the scattered islands 
was breathtaking. Once we reached 
Phi-Phi Island, we were taken to the 
beach where we enjoyed ourselves. 
Lunchtime, we were welcomed with 
cold drinks and lunch at Phi-Phi 
Hotel. We spent the entire day at 
Phi-Phi and got back to Phuket in the 
evening. As soon as it was dusk, we 
would get to the market to continue 
our foodie experience of the tempting 
sea-food and fruit drinks. The passion 
fruit juice was to die for.

The last day in Phuket, we went 
sightseeing and saw the largest 
Buddhist temple, Wat Chalong. Next 
was a brilliant Dolphin Show. We saw 
the clever dolphins dance and play 
and they enthralled the spectators. 
The show was worth the money. Once 
we returned after a hectic schedule, 
we had our last Phuket dinner and a 
quick shopping spree was on the cards. 
Once back in the room we started our 
packing ready to catch our flight to 
Bangkok, early the next morning.
The next day, we were taken 
sightseeing in Bangkok. Safari World 
and Sea World are mandatory for 
tourists. The drive around Safari World 
and seeing the wild animals in the open 
gives city slickers a real buzz. 
The Tigers left in the open were coming 
up to our van and peeping in. We 
were lucky to 
see the tigers 
being fed by 
their caretaker. 
She comes in 
an open caged 
van with huge 
chunks of meat 
and feeds them. 
The tigers too 

know their caretaker and with a whistle 
or a clap, know it’s time to come or go.
Walking around the vast area of the 
zoo was really very exhausting but 
educational too. We saw different birds 
and animals, the White Rhino and the 
White Tiger too. 
At Sea World, we saw the sea lion and 
dolphin show again. We also got to see 
a Cowboy show. We were taken to an 
Indian restaurant for lunch just in case 
we were missing our Indian food.  After 
we returned, we had a quick dinner and 
got back to the hotel. Check out was at 
3 a.m. the next morning.
Before you could say ‘Jack,’ we had to 
wake up to catch our flight back to 
sweltering Delhi. The trip was a good 
break.

Michelle M. Shakil
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the same age group should be exposed to the 
same kind of knowledge, irrespective of their 
personal interests and their learning pace. 
Self-taught men and women are considered 
to be less knowledgeable than others. But 
what about Eklavya, Akbar and others like 
him who had denounced formal learning but 
had achieved great heights in life? Two of 
the most successful individuals from the tech 
world, Bill Gates (founder of Microsoft) and 
Steve Jobs (co-founder of Apple Inc) were 
both college dropouts but have revolutionised 
communication and the way we know. 

Why does knowledge have to be limited 
to the textbooks and how one performs in 
examinations?  Knowledge is infinite and 
learning is a journey. Scoring 99 percent in 
board examinations doesn’t ensure one’s 
capacity to learn. Rather it’s the acceptance 
on the part of the individuals that they always 
have more to learn from their everyday life, 
from the internet, from their conversations 
with acquaintances and strangers alike, from 
side notes of secondhand books sold on city 
pavements, that in the true sense of the word 
makes them knowledgeable. 

Teachers mould young individuals by giving 
them the tools to understand reality better. 
A teacher is like an explorer who explores 
the needs and demands of his/her students. 
However, the education system also restricts 
learning and more importantly knowing to the 
four walls of the classrooms. This curb leads to 
a break in learning as it prioritizes information 
over knowledge. Learning by doing has almost 
become obsolete.  

So the question arises: Can learning be 
possible beyond the four-walled structures of 
conformity? Is knowledge available nowhere 
but in the concrete structures of educational 
institutions? Are heroes only present in these 
places? 

In modern society, we have specific sites of 
learning. A fixed curriculum is forced on us and 
we are expected to excel. The knowledge that 
we gain from our surroundings is considered to 
be somehow less valid. This is because it lacks 
the legitimacy that institutionalized knowledge 
has. But the problem with institutionalized 
knowledge is that it becomes unquestionable. It 
is somehow taken for granted that every one of 

LEARNING BEYOND THE CLASSROOM

We often need heroes in 
life, heroes who would 

show us a path to a more 
fulfilling future. Among the 
earliest heroes that a child 

comes to have are their 
teachers. 

Arunoday Majumder
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SPORTS

w
hen something really important and 
memorable happens, we remember each 
and every second of that particular moment 
very vividly. I remember how restless I was 
waiting for the names to be announced 
and then I heard my name being called out. 
A chill ran down my spine and a million 
emotions filled my heart. That was the very 
moment I realized that a new chapter of 

my life had just begun. I was really nervous about how all this was going to play out 
but if you ask me, I think I did better than I had expected. We must lead by example 
and the most laborious task of all was to fulfill my duty, despite all the boulders along 
the way. You lead your team, fill them with enthusiasm and make them feel that 
they have the power and ability to accomplish their dreams. It was an experience of a 
lifetime and I am so thankful for the opportunity.

When you are assigned this post, you don`t even realize it but you become an 
inspiration for someone. Being the Sports Captain is not only about someone’s ability 
as a sportsperson but,it also represents a sense of leadership and command. I`m 
so very grateful to all the teachers who believed that I was competent for the post. 
I never lost my way because there were such amazing teachers like Lalita Ma’am, 
Kishore Sir and Pawan Sir who guided me through my journey.  
This was a great opportunity for me as I learned a lot about myself and got to know 
about my strengths and weaknesses. It’s not the badge that attracts me, it’s the 
honour that comes with it. It was truly an honour being a part of
The Pinnacle School’s Council.

Priyanka Dandona
(Sports Captain)
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Sport is one of the basic joys of life. Time spent in the field is probably the happiest for all students. It is this happiness coupled 
with their hard work that translates into success, when our students go to play in matches outside the school. Then be it 
athletics, basket ball or badminton- students of The Pinnacle School do wonders and amaze the world with their performance. 

NeveR leT gOOd eNOugh be eNOugh

hOOP like a giRl!
Ever since I was in 7th grade, 
basketball has been the 
favourite part of my life . I’m 
not an incredible player but it 
has never made a difference . 
I was  the worst player in my 
middle school team . I spent 
a lot of hours practicing with 
the school team, friends or 
just by myself . I used my 
spare time playing basketball. 

My favourite basketball player 
is Christopher Emmanuel 
Paul or Chris Paul who is an 
American basketball player 
for the Houston Rockets 
of the National Basketball 
Associations. He has also 
won a lot of medals and 

awards. He also plays for 
Chicago team. The kind of 
tricks he uses for dribbling as 
well as shooting inspires me 
a lot.He inspires me a lot and 
someday I wish to play like 
him.

It’s not just a game.It brings 
me so much excitement and 
joy. I get connected to those 
I play with, not only growing 
close to teammates but also 
developing respect for those
 I play against.

Basketball forces 
me to trust my 
teammates, 
teaches me to be 
a team player and 
pushes me to get 
back up and keep 
playing when I fall, 
no matter how bad 
the score may be. 
There is always a 
possibility that the 
next game may 
also be the same. 
Even with all the 
losses, Kashvi Bhatia, IX-A

 the injuries and the 
frustrations that may 
arise when playing 
basketball, there remains 
endless memories of 
sheer happiness, joy and 
contentment. 

Without basketball, I 
wouldn’t have had the 
determination to keep 
moving forward, the 
opportunity to meet new 
people or the feeling of 
freedom from burdens and 
responsibilities. I could 
simply go on forever about 
the reasons why I love to 
play basketball. 
Basketball is my teacher, 
my comforter and my 
companion in life.
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belief+ WORk eThicS= ReSulTS
As we all know that sports is an integral part of our life. Sports 
and games are very important for us. It keeps us fit and healthy. 
Sports and games are means of mental and physical growth. 
During sports we come to learn many things. We learn how to 
maintain mental balance in character building. It gives us energy 
and strength. Games teach us  to tackle the difficult situations.  
Sports  helps us develop a sense of friendliness. It develops team 
spirit in us. 

Time spent in the field helps in 
developing mental and physical 
toughness. Playing games 
shapes our body and makes it 
strong and active. Sports and 
games give us an opportunity to 
grow in life. These days sports 
has been commercialized.  Sports 
has great potential to offer career 
opportunities. So we should take 
it very seriously from a very early 
age of our life. Thus, sports plays 
an important role in our lives.

Yash Rawat, IX B

fOOTball iS a 
ReligiON fifa WORld cuP 2018
It was that time of the year again, it was the time for summer 
holidays. Everyone was happy and excited and plans were 
being made to spend the holidays. But this time I had a very 
sorted out plan. The plan was to sit back relaxed and witness 
the biggest festival of soccer-the FIFA World Cup-2018. Russia 
was given the privilege to host the World Cup. It contested the 
21st FIFA World Cup . The official mascot of the world cup was 
a wolf named ‘Zabivaka’ meaning the one who scored. In all , 
32 countries competed in this tournament with Russia being 
the host, qualified automatically. Russia geared up by uniting 
the efforts of government and its citizens to provide the best 
service to the footballers and football fans from all over the 
world who gathered in Russia to witness this historic event . 

Those who couldn’t make it to Russia fixed their gaze upon 
the host nation putting it in a global spotlight. All the matches 
were   broadcast on different channels . Newspapers were 
filled with exciting news about the competition. Fans came to 
support their respective countries in the stadium. Flags and 
painted faces were used as a way to demonstrate their love 
and passion towards this game and their country. Stadiums 
were filled with the air of enthusiasm and excitement that 
was exhibited by fans and players. Russian streets flooded 
with supporters celebrating with anyone and everyone. The 

spirit of the game united the supporters that were divided by 
nationality. Every goal was celebrated in a unique way. 
Just like any other game, there was  a winning team and a 
losing team. Happy faces and tears of fans and players were 
seen in every match. But in the end, the sportsmanship and 
the spirit of game lifted the mood of everyone and turned 
everything into a celebration. 

The tournament kick started with a match between Russia 
and Saudi Arabia on 14th June in Moscow . After competing in 
group stage ,14 countries progressed to the knockout stage. 
This stage comprised of round 16 ,followed by quarter finals, 
semi finals, third play off and finale. The host team couldn’t 
make it to the finals and was knocked out of the tournament 
by Croatia in the quarter finals. 

France and Croatia made it to the finals by defeating Belgium 
and England  in semi finals. Belgium secured  the 3rd place 
in the tournament.  After a month long feast of football, the 
World Cup finale happened on 15th July in Moscow. Excitement 
followed by nervousness, prevailed in players as well as 
their supporters. With an attendance of 78011 people the 
game began. At last France defeated Croatia by 4-3 declaring 
themselves as the new world champions. The world was 
swayed by the splendid skills portrayed by men in blue. Hence 
France lifted the World Cup after 20 years. 

Urooba Siddiqui

Croatia won many hearts by their talent and sportsmanship 
in their first ever World Cup finale. Man of the match was 
awarded to France’s Antoine Griezmann and the man of the 
tournament was given to Croatian captain Luka Modric. Kylian 
Mbappe won the best young player award for the tournament. 

 The World ‘s biggest sporting event was full of surprises 
and shocks. The defending champion Germany was knocked 
out of the tournament in the group stage by Mexico. The 
planet’s best teams like Argentina ,Portugal & Uruguay were 
knocked out in early stages. New talented youngsters  stunned 
everyone by their game. The so called underdog teams like 
England and Croatia made it far in the tournament. This 
tournament indeed made a place in history in the game of 
football.
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PhySical educaTiON aNd SPORT aT The PiNNacle.
Sport at The Pinnacle, despite its limited area 
space is the one period the children look forward 
to in their time table. Besides providing systematic 
opportunities for physical activity and play, Sport 
enhances overall physical fitness and is a sure stress 
buster. Sport-based projects contribute towards 
the fulfillment of the right of the child to attain the 
highest level of development, both physical and 
mental. PE and School Sport majorly contribute 
towards top levels of educational achievement, 
public health, community cohesion and of course 
sporting performance at the highest competitive level. 
Education and health are interlinked and together 
contribute significantly to holistic human resource 
development. In schools, physical education is an 
essential component of quality education.

They promote physical activity, thereby leading to 
improved academic performance. It is imperative to 
catch the child when he is very young and help him 
or her begin training in order to excel in a particular 
sport, which in turn may lead to a career in sport in 
later years, should the child perform brilliantly given 
the training he receives to compete professionally. 
Sport is a human right as per the article of the Charter 

of Physical Education and Sport adopted by UNESCO 
in 1978. The charter states: ‘The practice of Physical 
Education and Sport is a fundamental human right 
for all’.

We at The Pinnalce have strong Junior, Sub junior 
and Senior teams for Basketball, Volley Ball, Jump 
rope and Badminton. Each year it is with pride that 
we reach the Zonal Semis and also bring home an 
approximate of ten medals. For the year 2018-2019, 
it is a matter of pride for us to announce that it was 
our girl teams that brought in a max of 9 medals in 
Athletics and Jump rope, combined.

Our students are trained by our result oriented and 
able Phys Ed teachers - Pawan and Kishore. This year, 
Class V came under their umbrella of training and as 
such the children are blossoming as they are receiving 
the best training ever from the grass roots level. 
During the summer vacations, extra training and 
coaching is given to the students with sporting 
ability, who give of their time and energy to better 
themselves in their given sport. Kabbadi and Kho 
Kho are also practiced during the camps, besides 
Basketball, Volleyball, Badminton and Cricket. 

To improve physical stamina and core strength, 
children are taken out of their comfort zone on hikes 
and treks amidst rough terrain and in the lap of 
nature. 

Skills when developed in an appropriate manner 
equip the child to choose their own sport and the 
level to which they would like to be involved. 
Children not interested in sports develop a healthy 
attitude towards fitness as a way of life. 

Sport as a career is thought of by parents who 
push their children above and beyond to receive 
the best possible coaching in the chosen sport 
in order to become a Sachin or Usain Bolt. The 
school provides the love for the sport and plentiful 
competitive opportunities to excel at the National 
and International levels. It is up to the child to decide 
whether he wants to make Sport his career which is 
for a limited period of his life. Sarthak Dureja of our 
school who excelled in Badminton has opted to do 
his MBA in Sport Management from Australia. Who 
said space mattered? We at The Pinnacle, provide a 
platform for the children to mark their place in the 
world of Sport.

Stephanie Ellis
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THE PINNACLE SCHOOL
RESULTS FOR 2018 – 2019

DATE NAME EVENT PLACE POSITION
28th July to 
01stAugust 2018

Sachin Singh (IX-B) 15th Senior National Jump 
Rope Championship

Jammu and Kashmir 1-Bronze 
Medal

16th November to 
18th Nov. 2018

Sachin Singh (IX-B) C.B.S.E National Rope Skipping 
Competition

Maharashtra 2-Bronze 
Medals

Sachin Singh (IX-B) Inter Zonal Wushu Competition Tyag Raj Stadium Delhi 1-Silver 
Medal

30th September to 
04th October 2018

Shubham Singh (X-A) 15th Junior National Jump 
Rope Championship

Rajasthan 1-Bronze 
Medal

2nd January to 
09th January 2018

Shubham Singh (X-A) Wushu School National Games Delhi 1-Silver 
Medal

16th November to 
18th Nov. 2018

Shubham Singh (X-A) C.B.S.E Rope Skipping 
Competition (Nationals)

Maharashtra 2-Bronze 
Medals

Shubham Singh (X-A) Inter Zonal Wushu Competition Tyag Raj Stadium Delhi 1-Gold 
Medal

Shubham Singh (X-A) Inter Zonal Wushu Competition Hauz Rani School Delhi 1-Bronze 
Medal

28th July to 
01stAugust 2018

Saif Ahmed Ansari (X-B) 15TH Senior National Jump 
Rope Championship

Jammu and Kashmir 1-Gold 
1-Silver 
Medal

16th November to 
18th Nov. 2018

Saif Ahmed Ansari (X-B) C.B.S.E Rope Skipping 
Competition (Nationals)

Maharashtra 2-Bronze 
Medals

Saif Ahmed Ansari (X-B) Zonal Judo Competition Hauz Rani School Delhi 1-Silver 
Medal

28th July to 
01stAugust 2018

Priyanka Dandona (XII) 15th Junior National Jump 
Rope Championship

Jammu and Kashmir 3-Gold 
Medals

Priyanka Dandona (XII) Senior National Jump Rope 
Championship

Jharkhand 1-Gold 
Medal
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hese are some 
of the very 
frequently called 
out statements 
at my place. My 
family otherwise 
is well educated, 

and progressive and have given me enough  
freedom to do a lot of things in life, but they 
know they live in a country, in a society, 
where girls will be different from boys. 
Different, yes, for they are to be protected, 
shielded and well guarded.  For they are to 
be empowered only to prove the point that 
they were well below the ranks at some 
point. 
I live in a male-dominated joint family. (well 
that’s how the forces of nature worked!). 
When at home, my parents make it a point 
to treat my brother and me differently. 
Rules are different for both of us in the 
same situations. If I have to walk home 
from the metro station, and it’s late hours, 
my parents might even ask my younger 
brother to go pick me up! I don’t blame my 
parents for it’s for their peace of mind - a 
“man” is protecting a “woman” (even if that 
man, in this case, is my eight years younger 
brother!) I completely get where my parents 
come from. But don’t take me wrong here! I 
also am supposed to go pick up my brother 
and go along with my mom to give them 
company and protect them. My parents 
let me do a lot of things which my cousins 

weren’t allowed  due to their gender. I can 
travel alone, I can try new activities, I have 
a lot of freedom in a lot of sense. But there 
are restrictions in a lot of other ways too!
 
Living in a family of achievers, I’ve had this 
unsaid pressure on me to be “extraordinary”. 
Not that there were spoken words, it was 
just an innate desire to prove myself at 
every step along the way, which came out 
and about, due to this constant protection 
and sensitization due to my gender. That 
aggressiveness came out verbally, where I 
would constantly argue with my parents for 
allowing different things to me which were 
completely different from my brother. At the 
back of my mind, I had various thoughts 
going on that made me believe that if I 
excelled and performed well in academics, 
and extra-curricular, my parents would 
know I deserve that equal treatment, that 
I could go out for a party at my friends’ 
and come back home later than 8 pm, 
or that I could wear whatever I felt like, 
with no concern of roadside men ogling at 
me. Alas! There was no conclusion in my 
favour, whatsoever! But who do we blame? 
The girls or the guys? Or the parents, for 
not raising their sons properly or for over 
protecting their daughters?
 
Being a girl is just not easy. Ask me, for I 
have endless stories to relate. And it’s not 

just me, it’s every girl out there. Making 
a mark is a task. Our gender defines our 
status, our pay-scale, even our level. 
Almost about to hit a quarter century, I 
have already witnessed enough to know 
changing mindsets is an ongoing process, 
and till the problem isn’t solved right from 
the roots, it will be essential for women and 
girls to step up and fight for themselves, 
to protect themselves, to just be out there 
in the open. It stems right from the house. 
It has to be taught to sons how to treat 
women as equals, and it has to be taught 
to daughters how to be self-sufficient and 
not treat oneself as a victim. For whatever 
my parents may have done, or do under the 
ode of protecting me, they definitely have 
constantly pushed and guided me to be an 
individual self-equivalent to the opposite 
gender, and fight back where needed. 
At the end of the day, I am not a victim, 
I do not pity or curse myself, I am proud 
of myself, for I am a woman, I know my 
powers and no force on this planet can 
put me down because of my gender! The 
struggle is definitely real and repetitive, 
it is at every step, but then we are who 
we are, and if I truly love myself, there is 
no one who can put me down. I know it. I 
experience it. I live with it every day. But I 
am not afraid of it! I am a Woman. Nobody 
gets to silence me. I am wild, watch me 
roar! 

“Why don’t you listen to us? Come 
home on time! You can’t be out this 
late. Dress appropriately. You live in 

India!” 

T

roar
caTch me

Meenakshi Kukreja 
(Ex- student)
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re you wondering how you can 
leverage your creativity and love of 
art into a professional career? If you 
are creative and imaginative a degree 
in the art could be just what you’re 

looking for. Art may not be a vocational subject that 
heads to a specific career but whether you choose a 
specialization in fine art or the history of art, the skill 
you gain during your degree is likely to be highly 
valued and transferable to many sectors.                                       

 In the majority of careers detailed below, you will 
find it essential and highly advantageous to have 
a varied portfolio of work to show prospective 
employers by including some of your original ideas.   
In this career, it is very important to find ways to 
present your work in public places by entering 
as many competitions and exhibitions as you can. 
Graphic design, painting, photography etc. are career 
options. These are some of the career options in 
which you can enjoy your artistic talent.      

 Fine Art - One of the most obvious career options 
you have is to be a fine artist. There is no reason why 

you can’t pursue a career as a professional artist if 
you have talent and dedication. 

Although it’s a highly competitive career, you can 
always survive if you have dedication, determination 
and talent.  

                                                                            

Art speAks where words Are unAble to explAin

a  Illustration - Illustrators use their creative skill to 
communicate stories and messages. They work as a freelancer 
and are likely to specialize in a specific medium such as 
drawing, photography or digital illustration. You should be able 
to work in a variety of formats, particularly with computer-
aided techniques.                                                                                                       

Photography - This is another career which relates to being an 
art photographer and to use a range of equipment to capture 
permanent images in a style and brief set by clients. There is a 
wide range of specialization in photography from advertising to 
wedding photography, wildlife photography, photojournalism, 
fashion photography etc.  

Anita Chhabra

 Animation - An animator produces 
multiple images called frames which when 
sequenced together create an illusion of 
movement known as animation. Animators 
can work in a variety of fields including 
film television and video games.                                                         

Graphic design- A good and professional 
graphic designer is responsible for 
creating design solutions that have a high 
visual impact; they work for magazines, 
advertisement brochures and corporate 
reports.                                                                                                  

 Apart from these, there are many career 
options which are related to art like 
printmaking, teaching, interior designing 
etc. And last but not the least, you can 
always show your talent in your hobby.                                                                                                             

ART EDUCATION
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dk euq"; ?kj cSBs&cSBs gh lkjk dke 
dj vkjke ls thou fcrkuk pkgrk gSA 
og ubZ VsDuksykWth dk mfpr iz;ksx dj 
vkWuykbu 'kkWfiax ds et+s ys jgk gSA

^fjO;w* f'k{kdksa ds mfpr 
ekxZn'kZu o ldkjkRed 
mRlkgo)Zu dk ladyu gSA 
vr% eSa gekjh v/;kfidkvksa 
ekuork dkS’ky] vuhrk c+=k 
,oa cqycqy lkgk dks /kU;okn 
Kkfir djrh gw¡ ftuds 
lg;ksx dk ;g izfrQy gSA 
vk’kk gS bldk izR;sd vad 
vius esa uohurk] Js"Brk] 
fofHkUurk ,oa lq/kkj ds lkFk 
vkids le{k lnSo mifLFkr 
gksrk jgsxkkA
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Class Teacher : Ms.Delphine Mukhi               Pre-School I              Subject Teacher :  Ms Renu Kalra

Sitting 1st Row (Lt-Rt)             : Yash Singh, Divyanshi Verma, Lovyansh, Aanvi Yadav,Harsh Makkar,Sumit Jana, Ayan, Mohd Toshib.
Standing 1st Row (Lt-Rt)        : Parth Aggarwal, Tannush Makkar, Lavika Rana, Danika, Syed Mohd Rustam Ali, Harshul Mehra, Panav Sachdeva, 
   Mannat    Lamba, Arshit Pandey, Agrim Atulya, Mohd Ashar.
Standing 2nd Row (Lt-Rt)      : Jaisvi, Kavyansh Jakhar, Pulkit Bhardwaj, Shaurya Singh, Gotam Singh,Shruti Dhanraj Dhandar, Jai Krishan Kataria, 
      Mohd Umair Malik, Virat Singh.
Absentee    :  Ellora Narayani Dixit, Hishani Babbar, Lavanya , Pranya Bhardwaj, R. Sai Shavan .

Class Teacher: Ms.  Mansi Kapoor                                                                                                     Pre-School II 

Sitting 1st Row (Lt-Rt)  : Ashaz Areeb, Deepanshu Choupal, Delisha Garg, Afreen, Zidan Ashhar, Altisha, Yugveer Sachdeva, Anahad Kaur, 
    Hammad Salman, Taksha Dhami.
Standing 1st Row (Lt-Rt)   : Ayesha Azfar Khan, Pranav Kumar, Huda Aimen, Lakshdeep Singh Bhatia, Yash Yadav, S.M. Quthbudeen B.K.K., 
   Ahmed Khan, Ayaan Qureshi, Mohd. Hussain Factoo, Akshaan Prasad, Ahana Arora, Prasham Gelda, Akansha. 
Standing 2nd Row (Lt-Rt)  : Liza, Mayank Singh, Aashita, Izaan Ahmed, Angad Arneja, Anirudh Rangarajan,Prem, Saanvika.
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Class Teacher : Ms.Meenu Pasi               Pre-School III                       

Class Teacher : Ms. Shweta Suryavanshi   Pre Primary 1 Subject Teacher : Ms. Roszanna Snelleksz

Sitting 1st Row(Lt-Rt)  : Krishaanq, Abeer Panwar, Chirag Gopal, Tiya Khurana, Reyansh Gupta, Mannat Gulati, Anjali, Anishka, Hifzan Ansari, 
      Arav Gautam.
Standing 1st Row2(Lt-Rt)  :     Tirth Jain,Kayra Aggarwal, Ayaan Parwez, Afnan Ur Rehman, Anmol Dang, Aradhya Singh, Aayat Chaudhary, Arhaan Rajput, 

Luvyansh Ahuja.
Standing 2nd Row3(Lt-Rt):    Shivam K. Yadav, Aarav Raj, Kushagra Sharma, Jishan Malik, Maisha Ahmad, Ayesha Khan, Aryan Singh, Zunaira Ahmed.
Absentees                              :    Ali Akhtar, Avni Pathak, Jiten Mangla, Mahaa Khan, Parth Mandia.

Sitting 1st Row (Lt –Rt)  : Samrat Vohra, Aradhya Mohanty, Aamna Khan, Neev Gupta, Lavisha Bhardwaj, Kulsoom Zehra Rizvi.
Standing 1st Row (Lt-Rt)  : Abeeha Fatima Hasaney, Hasnain Abbas Kazmi, Atishay Khanna, Mohammad, Devansh Narayan Shastri, 
          Vanya Ahuja,  Mohd. Umar Eisa, Gourangee Arora, Ayaan Arora, Arnav Sharma, Mohd. Isa.
Standing 2nd Row (Lt-Rt)  : Inshaal Ahmad Siddique, Parv Sharma, Harshika, Anvi Chauhan, Aarav, Shiva, Alishba Kashif, Saransh Narang.
Standing 3rd Row (Lt-Rt)  : Aditya Pandey, Madeeha Zahir, Mohd. Arham, Mohd. Usman Farooqui, Aqsa, Sabeen Wasim, Mohd. 
        Shadman   Alam, Juwayriya Talib.
Absentees  : Evaan Thakur, Sainav Nigam, Vansh Anand.
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Class Teacher : Ms. Ranita Ohri  Pre-Primary-II

Class Teacher : Ms. Pratibha Lal  Pre-Primary-III 

Sitting 1st Row (Lt –Rt)  : Lamia, Mohd. Ashaaz, Mehakpreet Singh Sachdeva, Ayat Abuzar, Gautam Kumar, Aarohi Tyagi, Mizna Khan,Zoha Bazaz.
Standing 1st Row (Lt-Rt)  : Maryam Siddiqui, Saisha Taneja, Utkarsh, Ashmeet Singh, Nehal Singh Gulliya, Drishya Raj, Nikunj Kapoor.
Standing 2nd Row (Lt-Rt)  : Faizan, Kaira Seth, Zainab Salman Khalid, Daniyal Ansari, Parmeeta, Aanya Maurya, Radhika Pandey, Aahana Sharma.
Standing 3rd Row (Lt-Rt)  : Rayan, Diwan Singh Bisht, Rehaan Alam, Priyanshu, Aarav Gulati, Mitaksh,  Zoya Ahsan, Advay Dubey.
Absentees  : Grriesha Dawar, Harsh Singh Rawat, Harshit, Rishab Kumar Taneja, Siddharth Singh.           

Sitting 1st Row (Lt –Rt)  : Ataur Rahman, Ritika, Nehal Dixit, Niyati Arora, Jayant Bhardwaj, Aarnik Chamoli, Mohd. Ali Farooq.
Standing 1st Row (Lt-Rt)  : Daani Dandwani, Omkar Kumar Singh, Shivanshu Mehar, Jivika, Gaurav Gulliya, Vrishank Arora, Aafiya Zahir,      
         Seema Sana Jojo.
Standing 2nd Row (Lt-Rt)  : Hariansh Arora, Kopila Paudel, Parnika Sahai, Kavya Arora, Agamya Beniwal, Sam Simon, Zuha Ikram,    
         Mohammad Umar Abdullah.
Absentees  : Stuti Sherawat, Bhumik Sherawat, Vishal Kumar.
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Class Teacher : Ms. Anna Desmond  Class - 1 A 

Class Teacher : Ms. Christine Rozario                                                                                                   Class - I B 

Sitting 1st Row (Lt-Rt)         :   Satyam Paswan, Fateh Singh, Akshaj Gop, Saanvi Tyagi, Radhika Wadhwa, Aadya Ranjan, Phalak Gautam, Haneefa Haris Khan
                                                        Anvesha, Ritika, Shiza Irshad, Maria, Unmukt Kashyap.
Standing 1st Row (Lt- Rt)   :   Mobin Dev Sejwal, Neha Bhengra, Liba Khan, Kyda Saleem, Sarah Siddiqui, Madiha Hashmi, Lakshay Kapoor, Aadhya Singh,
                                                        Abhimanyu Wadhwa.
Standing 2nd Row (Lt- Rt) :   Shreemadd Chaurasia, Arnav Chaudhary, Reyansh Grover, Nakul, Drishya Shalyan, Kartik Jakhar, Saabir Mohd. Ali Mir, 
                                                        Abaan Khan.                                
Absentees                               :   Ibrahim Ahmad Khan, Simerjot Singh Anand, Yug Sherawat.

Sitting 1st Row ( Lt to Rt)   :  Krish Gautam, Uttkarsh Suryavanshi, Siya Narang, Arhum, Mohd Aariz, Varsimar Kaur, Vaaniya Aamir, Mayank Gulliya,      
   Divyansh Bhardwaj, Jyestha Kaul, Aarav Aggarwal, Amaan Ur Rehman.                         

 Standing 1stRow ( Lt to Rt)   :  Raghav Kumar, Shourya Baisla, Mohd Umair, Rida Fatima Hasaney, Ayush Bhardwaj, Tashvi Sharma, Mohd Arshaan Khan,   
  Garvita, Harveer Singh, Aakifaha Khan, Aarush.

Standing 2ndRow (Lt to Rt)   : AzkaRehmani, Raunak Kumari, Divyajeet Singh Bindra, Zyna Sufyan, Shanaya Sharma, Daksh,  Kritika Gulliya, Inaaya Moin.                                                             
Absentees                         : Aarav Sharma, Kriyansh Gulliya.
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Class Teacher : Ms. Michelle M.Shakil                   Class - 1 C             Subject Teacher :  Ms. Shallu Sharma

Class Teacher : Ms.Adrienne Rosario Class - II A

Sitting 1st Row (Lt –Rt) :  Adwick Rampal, Tanush Mazumdar, Mohd Arsh Zaidi, Manan Ashra, Rakshit Kumar , Zainab Hussain Ansari, Ruhani Gupta, 
Arfa  Aamir, Amna  Haque, Kuchika. R.Biswas, Hammad Abbasi.

Standing 1st Row (lt –Rt) :  Daksh Arora, Abdul Mateen Saifi, Sunny Sharma, Adhiraj Basoya, Yusra Fatima Hasaney, Afsah Tariq, Aaliya Gupta, 
    Monika Tigga, Utkrisht Kumar, Abhinav Kumar, Pratham,  Ansh.
Standing 2nd Row (Lt-Rt) :  Daniah Kamran, Zoya Fatima, Keshav Prajapati,  Ayushman Panda,  Himank Dhaimiwal , Suraj Yadav, Yash Sherawat, 
    Vihaan Garg,  Mohammed Ismail.
Absentees :  Mohammed Umair,   Kanav Bharadwaj. 

Sitting 1st Row (Lt-Rt)       :  Vidhi, Parikshit Kumar, Ahmad Salaam, Vaibhav Baisla, Hamza, Manvik. 
Standing 1st Row (Lt- Rt)  :  Varun, Sujal Gulliya, Bilal Ahmed, Farhan Akhter, Pavitra, Dhanya Jha, Bhavya Kumar.
Standing 2nd Row (Lt- Rt)  :  Subhan, Aayan Ashraf, Samaira Kamran, Syed Abaan Mahmood, Pranshul Khullar, Utkarsh Mishra, Jayant Sherawat, 

Khushveer Singh Singhal.
Standing 3rd Row (Lt- Rt)  :  Ayyan Husain, Sehar Imam, Naba Shah,  Sarthak Nayyar, Rakshaan Samania, Ahmed Umar Farooqui, Mahak Pandit, 
                                                Harshita Mishra.
Absentees                         :  Kartik Tuki, Wardaan Haris Khan.
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Class Teacher : Ms. Rachna Verma                                                                                                        Class - II B 

Class Teacher : Ms. Patricia Hooper Class - II C

Sitting 1st Row (Lt-Rt)       : Aarav Paswan, Mayank, Laiba Kamil, Anas Khan, Livanshi, Ishna Prasad, Aman.
Standing 1st Row (Lt-Rt)  : Kanishk Sharma, Sushant, Manaswi Sharma, Prabhsifat Kaur Sachdeva, Abdullah Naeem, Mohd. Zaid Ahsan, 
   Tenzin Chogden, Sarthak Walia, Aarna Makhija.
 Standing 2nd Row (Lt-Rt)      : Atharva, Nazifa Hassan, Chirag Besoya, Abbayan Ata, Harpreet Singh, Mohammad Arhaan, Harshika Mittal, 
  Mohammad Ali Khan.
Standing 3rd Row (Lt-Rt)       : Mohd. Alman Khan, Tejas Pandey, Payal, Mishkaa Sadhwani, Jishant Singh Basist, Samarth Girdhar, Azka Anwar, 
 Naba Choudhary.   
Absentee                                    : Dev Raj Singh.

Sitting 1st Row (Lt-Rt)        :  Arham Iqbal, Harshvardhan Pandit, Maira Khurshid, Zainab Syed, Ariba Siddique, Kanak, Dipanshu Khowal.      
Standing 1st Row (Lt-Rt)   :  Prabhav Khullar, Pradnya Maheshwari, Unais Alam, Deeba Sarfaraz, Shiv, Karan Punjabi, Rayyan Faisal,Alisha Khan.
Standing 2nd Row (Lt-Rt) :  Prateek, Muneera Hashmi, Gagan Paudel, Amaan A. Khan,Shah Mohd. Ehaan, Anuj Basist, Kush Sherawat, 
                                                     Nivesh Kumar, Yeshna Dhamija.                                          
Absentees                             :  Rithik Gulati, Angelaa Sachdev. 
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Class Teacher : Ms. Gurmiet Lamba                  Class - III A                   Subject Teacher :  Ms. Renu Kumar

Class Teacher: Ms. Simranjeet Kaur                                                                                                      Class III B 

Sitting 1st Row (Lt-Rt)          :  Aarav Singhal, Lovlish Saini, Vritant Tanwar, Sourish Ghai.
Sitting 2nd Row (Lt-Rt)        :  Madh Khan, Aaira Rahman, Mysha Khan, Abdullah Siddiqui.
Standing 1st Row (Lt-Rt)     :  Dheer Seth, Mehvash Amin, Sahaj Kaur, Riddhi Samania, Rayyan Ahmed, Fahad Khan, Ayisha Naveedha KK, Divya, 
                                                      Abbas Murtaza.
Standing 2nd Row (Lt-Rt)  :  Daksh Garg, Syed Ali Amaan Zaidi, Mantasha Sarfaraz, Trishi, Riddha Sengupta, Hiten Sejwal, Samiha Siddiqui, Sneha Garg.
Standing (3rd Row)             : Sohail Khan, Luv Bhardwaj, Praneet Gautam, Lakshay Sharma,  Diya Tiwari, Ritu Chaudhary, Innaya, Mohammad Syed Ali Yousuf.                                                                                                            
Absentees                              : Nandini, Aamna Nawaz, Abir Ahmed, Yash Sood.

Sitting 1st Row (Lt-Rt)        :   Praggyan Kataria, Hanush Das, Sarah Salaam, Sharvi  Aggarwal, Sara Saleem.
Standing 1st Row (Lt- Rt)   :   Tamanna Prajapati, Priyanshi, Kanishka Gupta, Shagun  Sharma, Areeb Rehman Khan, Pehar Sadh, Minha Fathima, M.Mohitha
      Srivalli Reddy.
Standing 2nd Row (Lt- Rt)  :   Ananya Chaudhary, Pranav Kaushik, Mohd. Tashbeeb Ansari, Panav Sherawat, Aarush Kumar Maharana, Nayanika Gautam, 

Taashi Bhardwaj, Zafiaha Khan.
Standing 3rd Row (Lt- Rt)     :     Anaf Khan, Shlok , Lakshay Anand, Rishabh Kumar, Rukminesh, Shibu Jaiswal, Devansh Basist, Daiwik Bharal.
Standing 4th  Row (Lt- Rt)    :     Mohd. Hasnain Ansari, Nanak Bhushan, Umang Sethi, Md. Aayan Zaidi, Aditya Mishra, Hanshika, Shaurya Garg,  Syed Ayan.
Absentees                         :     Arnav Kashyap, Abaan Haris Khan.
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Class Teacher: Ms. Richa Zandu Class IV A Subject Teacher: Ms. Meeta Kumra

Class Teacher: Ms. Neha Sharma   Class IV B           Subject Teacher: Ms. Alma Kohli

Sitting 1st row ( Lt-Rt)   : Mohd. Umar Farooq, Lakshay Kumar, Aryan Kumar Ram, Alfaed Khan, Yatharth Sethi, Siddharth Singh, Kunal Kardam, 
    Abdul Samad.
Sitting 2nd row ( Lt-Rt)         : Sarthak Narang, Aditya Kumar, Ranbeer Chadha, Ashish Kumar Shahni, Daksh Mandia, Aarav Sharma, Mahee Sadh, Mehar    Imam,
   Shivangi Babbar, Aiman Afaq, Ishita Taneja.
Standing 1st row(Lt-Rt)    :  Tia Verma, Neha Panwar, Yashika, Mariam Salman Khalid, Aniqa Waqar, Nishtha Gupta, Haajra Fatima Hasaney, Soumya Tuli, 
    Khushi Singhal, Fatima Firdaus, Muizza Hasin, Devansh Kumar, Suraj Kanhar, Shreyas Srivastav.
Standing 2nd row (Lt-Rt) :  Mohd. Hamza, Anubhav Chander Vanshi, Guransh Singh, Hriman Ahuja, Raghav Sharma, Hardik Gulliya, Kartik, Shaad.
Absentees                             :  Aadhya Sandurea, Aarya Nain, Samika Malhotra, Suzanne Khan, Yashica Sharma.

Sitting 1st row (Lt–Rt) :     Hardik Singh, Antarjot Singh Sachdeva, Atharva Beniwal, Anshika Bhardwaj, Ifrah Naaz, Yashika Khurana.
Sitting 2nd row (Lt–Rt) :     Yukti Makkar, Eisa Mohd., Needhi Pandey, Ziya Saifi, Arfa Khalique, Kanav Hasija, Rooh Zahoor, Jyoti Choudhary, Sejal Sherawat,        

Simran Kataria, Shivika Saini, Ritika Gulliya, Aymaan Nadeem
Standing 1st row (Lt-Rt) :    Muhammed Hashir Siddiqui, Sadaan Ul Haque, Mohd Awaiz, Chaitanya Singh, Sophia Mirza, Ayanna Dawar, 
      Mohd. Rayyan Chaudhary, Asad Ali, Mustafa Salman Khalid, Zeenat, Saksham Singh, Vaibhav Sehrawat.
Standing 2nd row (Lt-Rt) :  Suhaan Gilani, Sidhant Narang, Varsha Sharma, Gursanjh Singh, Ayaan Mehdi, Ayisha Liyana KK, Tahreem Fatima Hasaney, 
    Madeeha Khan.
Absentees : Bharti, Aryan Sharma, Manav Dewan, Priyanshi Mishra, Yashas Sharma, Zayaan Khan.
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Class Teacher: Ms. Garima Chhabra Class V A Subject Teacher: Ms. Lalita Samania

Class Teacher: Ms. Bulbul Saha  Class V B Subject Teacher: Ms. Anita Chhabra

Sitting 1st row ( Lt-Rt) : Themreihor lunghar, Bandana, Avika Panwar, Suraj Mall, Tanishq Chauhan. 
Sitting 2nd row ( Lt-Rt) :  Saniya Ansari, Sara Arora, Mohd. Isa, Sanan Ahmed Rehmani, Harjap Singh Ahuja , Hashmit Singh, Kartik Goyal, Chestha, 
       Kashish Soni, Zainab Zaidi. 
Standing 1st row(Lt-Rt)   : Ruman Ahmed Khan, Vipul, Mohd. Zeeshan, Mohd Amir Sadique,Rudhraksh Chauhan, Pranay Jain, Arav Nigam, 
   Gunjot Singh Anand,Mihit Aggrawal, Yashvardhan Pasari, Ayesha Ahmad, Eknoor Kaur.
Standing 2nd row (Lt-Rt)  :  Muhd. Aahil Siddiqui, Arnavjeet Singh, Ahmad Rayyan Khan, Pranav Sibbal, Agam Singh, Ishaan Gupta, Mohd Maaz Khan. 
Absentees                             :  Vansh Kumar, Syeda Maisa Fatima. 

Sitting 1st Row (Lt- Rt)     :  Himanshi, Anjali, Prabhgun Bhatia, Omisha Bhagat, Unais Arif, Vanshit Kirar.
Sitting 2nd Row (Lt- Rt)     :  Mohd Akmal Siddiqui , Nitya Bhatia, Anushay Deswal, Manav Chauhan, Syed Rayyan, Kinjal Arora, Palak Pahuja, Savya Sraa,
         Yashvi Rao, Bhavika Baniwal.
Standing 1st Row (Lt- Rt)     : Pawan Neet Singh,  Aarav Mehta,  Taqi Asghar Soomar, Mohammed Arslaan,  Tanmay Gupta, Mohd. Safie, Adiba Sarfaraz,
         Vanshika Malhotra, Sumayya Nasim.                       
Standing 2nd  Row (Lt- Rt)   : Falak Kamal, Zaina Khan,  Amna Afaq,  Laaibah Adil,  Chitrakash Sakhuja,  Aryan, Aryan Sherawat, Raghuveer Bindhani.
Absentees  :  Deeksha Soni, Simrit Kaur, Tia Soni.
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Class Teacher: Ms.Rose Ann Braganza Class VI A Subject Teacher: Ms. Monika Khanna

Class Teacher: Ms. Pooja Aggarwal Class VI B  Subject Teacher:Ms. Anita Batra

Sitting 1st Row (Lt-Rt)   :  Kumar Aayushmaan, Jasra Kalam, Ahmed Ibrahim Kidwai, Nidhish Juneja, Harshmeet S. Bhatia, Syed Ayaan, Antra Thakur,        
  Tausif  Akhtar.

Standing 1st  Row (Lt-Rt)   : Urvashi Heera, Aryan Tiwari, Kshtij Sehgal, Jateen Aklavya, Brahmleen Kaur, Maanya Arora, Kashish, Tisha, Divyanshi Dua,         
 Agrima S. Kushwah.

Standing 2nd  Row (Lt-Rt)  :   Zara Hayat, Saurya Thenua, Raksha Jha, Syed Azania, Kunal Saini, Alina Ahmed, Ammarah Shahid.

Absentee  :  Geetanjali Mathur.

Sitting 1st Row (Lt- Rt)    :  Abhishek S Rawat, Nikhil Baniwal, Mohd Ayaz, Yogesh Mishra, Manik Mahendiratta, Laiba Siddiqui, Tisha, Alfiya, Garima, 

     Aliza Hashmi.

Standing 1st Row (Lt-Rt)     : Bhavishya Gautam, Faizan-ul-Haque, Aavriti Sharma, Mihika Sharma, Siddhi Goyal, Sania Khan, Anaya Misra, Rabiya Farookh,    
 Abdullah Khurshid, Hitesh Kaushik.

Standing 2nd Row (Lt-Rt)   : Areeba Zahir, Raghav Kapoor, Bhaskar, Mustafa Sabir, Raghav Arora, Gehna Wadhwa, Sanskriti Mishra.

Absentees  : Sidh Sadh, Vidit Mehandiratta.
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Class Teacher: Ms. Neha Goel Class VII A  Subject Teacher:Mr. Chakradhar Kushwah

Class Teacher: Ms. Priyanka Mahajan                    Class VII B            Subject Teacher: Ms. Stephanie Ellis 

Sitting 1st Row (Lt-Rt)        : Mansi Gulliya, Ojasvi Singh Kushwah, Avnish Singh,Mysha Khan, Geeta Bindhani, Sarah Suhail.
Standing 1st Row (Lt-Rt)   : Ishita Wadhwa, Arza Kaur, Zaara Bhatt,Yashvi Bharal, Noor Zahoor, Vipul, Hardik Sethi, Krrish Kumar Mishra.
Standing 2nd Row (Lt-Rt) : Anurag Arora, Devraj Singhal, Mohd. Shadab, Parth Singh, Mohd. Imaad Siddiqui, Soham Khurana, Mohd. Saif.
Absentees                             : Arman Matin,  Mohd. Ahmad Lone, Tisveen Kaur, Vansh Goel.

Sitting 1st Row (Lt – Rt)  :  Parth Kunwar, Krishna Wadhwa, Saquib Nouman, Manan Arora, Mohammad Nidal Siddiqui , Bhavit Arneja, 

    Divleen Kaur Anand, Maryam, Palak Arora, Maryam Akhter.

Standing 1st Row (Lt – Rt)  : Keshav Kukreja, Prabhleen Lamba ,Alina Khan , Navnidh Singh Bindra, Krishna Choudhary, Achansha Yadav , Sara Shah, 

           Aruba Zubair.

Standing 2nd Row (Lt – Rt)  : Rahul Kumar, Garv , Mohammad Abdullah, Anubhav Sharma , Adeeb Abrar, Rudra Samania , Angad Singh.

Absentees  : Aliesha Verma, Aditya Kashyap, Kriti Kapoor, Mannat Singh Bindra, Sahar Hasin.
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Class Teacher: Ms. Bhawna Kharbanda  Class VIII A Subject Teacher: Ms. Nirmala Sharma

Class Teacher: Ms. Vijayalakshmi Gopal                                                                                            Class VIII B                     

Sitting 1st Row (Lt-Rt) : Aashutosh Negi, Fasna Bind Faizal, Samreen Kaur, Harshit Gupta, Rishita Bakshi, Ifsah Anjula, Akarshita Mishra, Piyush Kumar.

Standing 1st Row (Lt-Rt) : Simanjeet Singh, Wajeeh Iqbal,Piyush, Mohd. Zaiyan, Sayyed Ayaan Shah, Mohd Shafi Khan, Rajveer Singh, Ghanisht Sachdeva.

Standing 2nd Row (Lt-Rt) :  Zaid Ahmed, Sarim Suhail, Aks Choudhary, Asad Hasan, Swayam Singh, Adyan Siddiqui, Prince Verma. 

Absentees   :  Aryaveer Khullar, Ashveen Kaur, Dhruv Taneja, Prabhjot Singh Anand,Reeba Khan, Sai Kathpalia, Siddhant Taneja.

 Sitting 1st row ( Lt-Rt) :  Gursewak Singh, Vrinda Gulati, Bushra Ahmad, Vanshika Gupta, Aaira Goswami, Gunika Sharma, Ronak Pareva, Sakshi Bajaj, 
Priya, Jatin.

Standing 1st row ( Lt-Rt) :  Vardaan Rana, Manya Sharma, Aleena Sadiq, Muhammed Ashrah, Tanishka Dua, Trishika Kaur, M. Parnitha Reddy, 

    Karishma Jaiswal, Vansh Arora.

Standing 2nd row (Lt-Rt) :  Tanay Mehan, Farhan Ahmed, Vedang Ranjan, Nishan Singh Puaar, Haider Ali Khan, Krrish Sankhyan, Vikanshu Saini.

Absentees :  Amritpal Singh, Hemesh Kukreja, Mannat Sandhu, Rasmeet Kaur Ahuja.
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Class Teacher: Mr. Anurag Singh               Class IX A Subject Teacher: Mr. Suman Sharma

Class Teacher: Ms. Nameeta Chandel                                                                                                 Class IX B 

Sitting 1st Row (Lt-Rt) :  Chehak, Kashvi Bhatia,  Komal,  Sylveen Kaur.

Standing 1st Row (Lt-Rt) :  Abdus Samad Ali, Anmol Taneja, Vanshika Choudhary, Maria Alam, Tanisha Choudhary, Chaitanya Sharma, Shubham Midha.

Standing 2nd Row (Lt-Rt)  :  Ashwin.S. Achary, Karanbir Singh Pahwa, Harshit Saxena, Love Choudhary, Ronit Elton Mukhi, Sumit.

Absentees   :   Arenjeet Singh Pahwa, Tisha, Yuvraj Taneja, Yashraj Chauhan, Jasminder Singh, Shivay Malhotra, Raghav Hasija, Mahak Lakhina.

Sitting 1st Row (Lt-Rt)  :    Karishma Banerjee, Tanya Mirza, Sania Arora, Jasreet Kaur Bhatia.

Standing 1st Row (Lt-Rt) :    Sakshi Goel, Mansi Madnani, Mehkrit Kaur, Mahee Chadha, Jagriti Dutta, Aaliya Sadiq.

Standing 2nd Row (Lt-Rt)  :    Bhavar Nijhawan, Keshav Gupta, Yash Singh Rawat, Hardeep Singh,  Sachin Singh Shah, Dhananjay Mahendiratta, 

      Guransh Singh Dhody.

Standing 1st Row (Lt-Rt) :     Mohd. Ashhad, Omar Malik, Mohammad Ali, Jaskaran Singh, Dhruv Kalra, Tejasvin Singh, Yash Gupta.

Absentees        :   Gurjot Kaur Anand, Jeevansh Mittal, Rohan Bashist.
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Class Teacher: Ms. Madhuri Pachauri                                                                                                     Class X A 

Class Teacher: Ms. Manavta  Kaushal                                                                                                     Class X B 

Sitting 1st Row (Lt. to Rt) : Mohit Pahuja, Tanisha Garg, Sampada Saini, Zehra Khan, Tanvi Kad, Aleena Ahmad,  Aarzoo Arora, Hargun Kaur Dhamija,

  Shubham Shah, Rehan Hashmi.

Standing 1st Row (Lt-Rt) : Vansh Khanna, Aryansh Rao, Kushagra Sibbal, Bramjot Singh Arneja, Lavan Taneja, Satyam Jha, Kabir Anand, Adwin Leyzell.

Standing 2nd  Row (Lt-Rt) : Vinayak Kukreja, Mohammad Kaif, Prateek Singh, Diya Gilani, Manan Sadh, Sahil Dewan.

Absentees  : Vaibhav Sharma, Manjot Singh, Ishwinder Singh.

Sitting 1st Row( Lt - Rt)  :   Sarah Hasin,  Nidhi , Jyotsna,  Muskan Jain,   Arushi Sharma,  Ananya Arora, Saiba Kathpalia,   Mitali Vaid. .

Standing 1st Row (Lt - Rt)) :  Akshit soni,  Ravi Prasad Gupta,   Sahib Mehra,  Sahaj Khendelwal,   Saif Ahmed  Ansari,   Mannat Singh Anand,  

  Harshmeet Singh Saluja  , Hardik Taneja .

Standing 2nd Row (Lt - Rt))  :  Mohd . Dawar, Salik  Hasan,  Yash Kapoor,  Aniket Kumar,   Harshit Anand,   Raghav Sandhu.

Absentees :  Garv Chugh,  Apaar  Mani Sadh, Sumaiya Sadaf,  Parth Belgo, Ashnoor Kaur, Ravjot Singh Gujral.
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Class Teacher: Ms. Deepti Madan              Class XI  Subject Teacher: Mr. Atul Kukreja

Class Teacher: Ms. Ashima Bhasin Class - XII 

Sitting 1st Row (Lt-Rt)  :   Waliya Hassan, Vishal Tulsian,Shreya verma, Vanshika Taneja. 
Sitting 1st Row (Lt-Rt)  :  Manav Saboo, Anjali Dhyani,Atul Kukreja, Deepti Madan, Faraz Siddiqi, Tanya Malhotra.
Standing1st Row (Lt-Rt) :   Aryan Kalra, Md .Haaziq Siddiqui, Janhvi Nijhawan, Khushi Kukreja, Iqra Khan, Simran Taneja, Chahat Singh, 
     Akriti Bangwal,Chitnoor Kaur, Vanshikla Nakul,Naman.
Standing   2nd Row (Lt-Rt)  :   Devika kayat,Anjali Rana, Anushka Jatin Shah, Darsheen Kaur, Tuba Khan, Kaveri  Gilani,Archit Taneja,Ekjot Singh,
     Bharat Yadav,Areeb Khan, Kabeer Juneja.
Standing   3rd Row (Lt-Rt)  : Ansh Verm, Madhav Sandhu, Ankit Jakhandiyal,Rahul Chadha, Aryan Singh Kanyal.
Absentees                                  :   Chanpreet Kaur, Maitri Puri,Vishwa Sahni,Maaz Ahmad.

Sitting 1st Row (Lt to Rt)         :  Sonali Bhandari, Khushi Sachdeva, Eva Marwaha, Shivanya Soni, Maryam Ahmed, Bhavya Tanwar, Quincy Sadh, Sidra Nizami.
 Teachers: Kishore Deswal,Pawan Saini, Deepti Madaan, Ashima Bhasin, Jasmeet Kaur(Principal), Gail Demonte(Manager), 
 Atul Kukreja, Arunoday Majumdar. 
Standing1st   Row (Lt to Rt)   :  Jatin Singh, Rohan Lal Joseph, Rhythm Nagpal, Ishaan Dua, Pratham Sadh, Mayank Gulliya, Aman Bangwal, Uday Papri, 
 Ishan Dewan, Rishabh Gupta, Aman Banka,Akshit Puri.
Standing 2nd Row (Lt to Rt)  :  Manav Madnani, Aditya Kukreja, Anbhay Sadh, Urooba Siddiqui, Mehar Dhody, Mehak Bhatia, Tashveen Kaur Anand, 
                                                          Simran Kaur, Samridhi Dureja, Tushar Kalra, Apoorv Parashar, Ronit Sadh, Sagardeep Singh.
Standing(3rd Row) Lt to Rt    : Tanmay Saini, Priyanka Dandona, Shehla Zahoor, Alisbah Zulfiqar, Wadia Shariq, Harveen Kaur, Suhana Sharma, Asra Hashmi, 
                                                          Pulkit Goel. 
Absentees                                   : Cheena Taneja, Mehak Malhotra, Shivangi Taneja.   
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

SUPPORT STAFF

Sitting (Lt-Rt) :   Ramji Lal Jonwal, Joanna Farnworth, Gail DeMonte (Manager), Marilyn Leene, R.P. Bhatia.

Standing(Lt-Rt) :   Anil Kumar, Gaurav Jain, Sanjeev Anand, D.S.Rana, N.T.Tomy, Dhanpal Singh Rawat, Biju Varghese, Pankaj Jha.

Sitting 1st Row(Lt-Rt) : Sunil Kumar, Lalmati, Vidya, Seema, Kusum, Indra Baswal, Umesh Tyagi.

Standing 2nd Row(Lt-Rt) : Murari Lal,  Putti Lal, Rambabu, Vinod Kumar, Pandey, Arjun, Avdesh, Sachin, Gurjeet .

                                  

Administrative Staff and Support Staff
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THE  JUNIOR  TEACHING  FACULTY

THE SENIOR TEACHING FACULTY

Sitting (Lt-Rt)  :  Gurmiet Lamba, Christine Rozario, Rita Sinha, Gail DeMonte (Manager), Jasmeet Kaur (Principal), Simranjeet Kaur. 

Standing 1st   Row(Lt-Rt)  :  Michelle M. Shakil, Patricia Hooper, Shweta Suryavanshi, Delphine Mukhi, Renu Kumar, Ranita Ohri, Adrienne Rosario,       
        Meenu Pasi, Alma Kohli.

Standing 2nd Row (Lt to Rt)  :  Rachna Verma,Pratibha Lal, Mansi Kapoor, Anna Desmond, Renu Kalra, Roszanna Snelleksz, Shallu Sharma.     

Absentees                                    :        Vinita Walia, Gloria Bannerji,

Sitting (Lt-Rt) :   Nameeta Chandel, Ashima Bhasin, Stephanie Ellis, Jasmeet Kaur(Principal), Gail DeMonte(Manager), Madhuri Pachauri,    
 Anita Chhabra, Anita Batra.

Standing 1st Row(Lt-Rt) :   Deepti Madan, Richa Zandu, Pooja Aggarwal, Nirmala Sharma, Bhawna Kharbanda, Suman Sharma, Manavta Kaushal,     
        RoseAnn Braganza, Priyanka Mahajan, Lalita Samania.

Standing 2nd Row(Lt-Rt) :   Neha Sharma, Garima Chhabra, Bulbul Saha, Vijayalakshmi Gopal, Monika Khanna, Sonia Sharma, Neha Goel.

Standing 3rd Row(Lt-Rt) :  Meeta Kumra, Anurag Singh, Shahid Ali, Atul Kukreja, Arunoday Majumder, Chakradhar Kushwaha, Pawan Saini,

   Kishore Kumar Deswal.
Absentee                               :             Heena Suri.          
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